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TItRODUCTfisiON

,As a part of the activity of ths writing group of the_
School MatheMatics Study Group, yOrking at Yale University
in the summer of 1958, the Committee on Grades 7 and 8
prepared g number of units to be tfiled oUt by a:large number
of teachers in these grades during the-academic year 1958-59.
A number of the units are on contenk which has rarely if
ever beeu treated in grades 7 and 8; others are basedon the
more traditionalontent. but developed from a new poin of,
view ahd with newHemphasis. A Teacheyls.Guide,' prepared for
each'unit, icludeS a statement of the purpose 'of the.
indication of preyious pupil mathematical experiences which
are assumed, teaching auggestlons and,backgrond informaliion
for the teacher.

T

The tdpics of these units alie:
f I
1, An IptroduCtory Unit on,'WhY Study Mathematics?"
2. Decimal And Non-Dozimal Numeration.
3. The Natural NumbePs and Zero
4.. Factoring and Primes

f

a. Divisibility (A Supplementar Unft)
5. Unsigned Rationals
6. Non-Metric Geometry
7. Measurement
8. InfoVmal Geometry I. pIngle Relationships)
9. .Informal Geometry II. Congruent Triangles,

POrpendicular.Bisqctors, -

Parallelograms, Theorem of
Pythagoras)

a ro. Approximation
11. Mathematics in Science -- The Lever

(A Supplementary Unit)
12. Statisticd - A Unit on Mathetatics in the social

StrieS .

13. Chance
4

t .

14. Finite Mathematical Systems (A:Supplementary Unit)
,

The ComOtittee makes no reco endations about' which of
the two grades 7 and 8, woula be more suitable for teaching
these units. Also, the order of teathing the units is not
of greae importance, but there are, some e?5ceptions. For
eXample, it would be preferablehat Units 3, 41and 5 be
:in sequence,as numbered. Also, itt would be preferable that
the four units on geometry (6, 7, 8-, and 9) Ie taught inteat
order. Units 4a, 11, and 14 are labelled a's, supplementary'.
The COmmittee does not prbpose tnat these units be usea wina'
all.students in a class.)

.70
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The Committee has made free use of materiala prepared
at the University of Maryland Mathematics Project (Junior
High School). In some cases (Units 3,_4, and 14) the
Maryland units haVe been used with only slight modification.

It must be understood that all 61 the imits are ex-
ploi-atbry and that, ;the Committee for Qrades 7 and 8 has
made no attempt to.otitline a complete mathematics sequence
fOr these grades nor ta identify any particular topics that
must be included in the mipthematics of these gtades: Decisi-
ons like these will be based on teaching experienCe with the
new materials during the academiC year 1958-59.

NOTE: Unit 7.1s not indluded in tlhis 'Volume,because
defays in editing and printing.

AIR
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OS UNIT I

WHAT IS MATHEMATICS kND WHY-YOU NEED TO KNOW IT .

"Once, on a train, I feLkinto conversation with
the man next to me. He asked me what kind of t

work,I do. I'told him I was a:mathematician. -He
exclaimed, 'you are!, Don't yoU get tired of adding
columns of figures all day long?' I had to explain .

J. to,him that adding numbers can be-done by a machine.
, My ,job is mainly logical reasoning."

.(

What is this mathematics that'so many people are talking

about,these days? Is it'counting and computing? Is itimeasuring

and drawing? Is it.a language that uses symbols, like)a code?

No, mathematic& is much more than'this. Ilathematics.is a way .

of thinking, 4 w6Y of re'asoning., 'It is a science of.reasoning

called.deductive T.easoninlic.
,1

Let us take'an. example of reasoning. Suppose there are

;thirty pupils in your claii-sroom. How can you prove that there

-7'Ete at least two pup'ils who have birthdays dUring the same

mohth? To provethis,s#4.4tee4 you don't needto know the birth-
days of ihe pupils in your groom. Instead, you reasbn like this.

)Imagine 12 boxes, one for each month of Nthe year.
4
Imaginegialso

that your eeapher writes each pupil's name 41 a slip of .paper,

then puts each slip intd the proper box aócording to the pupil's

birthday.'' If nO\poxhas more than one name, then there -could

no't be mor'e than//l2 names. Since there are-30 nal;t s then gat

e'

,least one box must contmin more than one name.

This is what a mathematician does. He provei,statements.

'Ning logical reasoning. NOtice exactly what you proved. You

proiredi that if there are 10,pupils in your room then there are

at lea'st two pupils wild werek b9rn theisameOmonth. It is not the

Mrathematician's jOb to find-out kih'ther there are 30 pupils in

,your room. This can be found out by observation; the teacher

can count the pupils. The mathematic,ian's business is4the

-- then" statement. By reasoning he tries to-prove that if

something is true, then something else must 15e true.

6
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In arithmetic you have learned how to:prove simple state-

ments.about numbers. You can tell without seeing the bags

of peanuta.and without counting, that if you have 7 tAgs with

5 peanuts in each bag, then you have 35 peanUts altogether.

You can solv, more difficult problems reasoning instead of

. calculation..

Exerclse:

1. What is'the least n'upber of students that could be enrolled
in a school,so that one, could be sure,there are' at least
two students with the aame birthdate?

What is the largest number of students that could be enrolled
in ql-school so that one could be sure that no two students
have the same birthdate? 364? .365? Less than 364?

If there are 12-movie houses'in a certain town,, how many
people have to go to the show before you can be sure,that
there will be at least.twó people in one. show?-

4
G. "

4. If there are five movfe houses in a *own what is the smallest
number of people that would have to go,to the movies before
you cag be sure that at least two,people"will see the same
show?

5. What'is the le'n.st numbeiC,af peciple that could go to the
movfe hoUses SO that tou cduld beilere that no tWo people
see the same show?

If 8-candy,bars are to be divided among 5 boys, how many
boys aan receive three candy bars if each boy is to receive
at least 'one bar?

A 200 pound man'and his two sons each -Neighing 100 pounds
want-to cross.a river. IZ they have only one boat which
can safely carry on1y400 pounds, how c thfy cross-the
.river? 0

8 A farmer w4nts to"ake a goose, a fox, (and a bag of corn
'across. a ri2er4...,1,Vleft aloge the fox will eat the goose

imvor the goose will eat the' -corn. If he has only one boat
l'arge enough to carry him and one of the others, how does
he cross the rivbr?

IPAINBUSTER

9. Three cannibals and three miszionaries want to cross a
.river./ They must share a boat which is large enough to

8



carry only two people'. At no't e may the cannibals out-
:

number the missionaries, but the missipnarie's may outnUMber'
the cannibals. 1,If they work tOgether, how can they all
crbsa the river? ,

BRAINBUSTER

10. Eight marbles all'have the sameisize, color, and shape.
Only one marble differs in welghts Using a:balance scale,
can you find the heavy m.arble if STou make only two weighings?

,

rs.
One way to solve problems is to try-all possible ways to

f
( S.see if any of thAT works. This method,,is called the'experimental

method. When y6u use this gethod you experiment like a ScientS'Ist

in a laboratory. In many problems Such an experimental method
work's. Can you think of some problems that have been solved in

. this way? A good'example is the story of how Edison invented
,the eledtric lamp. Try to find'out how Edison developed some
of his inventions

-6f'course the part of mathematics which you k9,9W best right

.now is arithmetic. -Even 'in arithmetic you can obt#in results

by deductive reasoning whigh would-be hard t? obtain by ordinary
.

calcuilation. When Karl Friedrich Gaus,s was about 10,years:old,

his teacher wanted to keep-the clAs quiet for a while.' He

tol&jthe.children to add all (*.e numbers from 1 to 100. In

about two vinutes Gausswas up to mis.chief- again. The teach7 .

asked him why he wasn't working.on the probleM. He replied "I ve.
done it,already!' "ImpOssible!" exclaimed the teacher. fHIlts.A

eaSyl"'answered Gauss. "I wrote
St

1 4. 2 + 100 and then I revex:sed te numbers

100 + 99 +. 98 ... +. .4. and then I\-added eachpair of numbers
101 -+ 1014+ 101 + 101

When 1 add, I get-a

loa 101 .

my answerby 2."

Answel",is

hundred 101 , which gives me

But used each. number twice, so I divided----;--i

10 100 5,050

Who was Karl Gauss? Where did he live? When did he liveT What
did he' .do for a living?

,

.110.
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Exercise.

1, Add all tile digits from 1 to 5 (1 + 2 +-374- 4 + 5) usTftg

Gauss' Try to discover ttie "shoet" method used
by Gauss

2. Add 0 + 2 t 4 + 6 + 8. tan you do thii-mentally? HoW
many digits are there in our probL4m? What is the stun o
the first last digit?, 8 +.0 . Find.the product
5 8. Takg half of this answer. 1/2 of 40 = 20. Is

- this the correct sum?
.

3 Add l'+ 2 ± 3 using Gauss' short method. P

4. Add 2 + 4 + 6. Does the short method work?

5. Add the numbers 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 8. Does, the short
method work?

(thiee dots usitten . . .,mean °and so on." a'dot is tsed
for each word.)

6. Add th'e Odd numbers from I 'to' 15. 1.,+ 3 + 5 ... + 15.

dd the even numbeA:uprto ao. Start with 0 + 2 + 4 +
20.

Add the,numbeis-1 + 2 + 25..

9. Add the odd numbers 7 +.,9 + 11 + 17.

10. Add-the even numbers from 22 to 30. 22 +,24 + 26 ... t 30.

11. Add the numbers from 0 to 50. 0 + 1 +, 2 + 3 + 4 + 50.*

BRAINpUSTER

. 12, Add all the numbers from 1 to 290. 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 . . 200.
Then add all the numbers from 0 to 200. 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 ...

200. Are-the answers, for these two- problems the same? Why?
Will this inethod work if we start with:0? If we start with
1? Will this.method work for.a number'series if we start at
some place other than 0 or 1? Can you determine why? *

mathematician reason6 about all sorts of .th;.ngs.

thitlks aboUt numbers,and shapes. He tries to figure,out.the

lifting force on'an airplane wing. ,He tries to predict how, many.

automobiles will. bej;d next year. Evelrylihere)05u looka"you

%rind things to wonder'about. .If you are full of curiosity yOu
.

;
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'will njoy being detective in a life-long' mystery Story.

The phyticist and the engine-errffiakeperipents to find

out the laws of the flow of air. 1Kathematicians start from

the laws which engineers have,discovered by observation.

Mathematicians try to find out, by reasoningl'haw

'flow around .a wing'of'a certain shape if the."airplane is 4 t

moving with a ceytain-speed. TIley tr'tio predict the'liftiiig

force on .the wing.. The-engineer thenInakes a model airplane.

and testsii in a wind tunhel. If the:matheiatiCian's predic-

'iion 'works, then the engineer may use it to design a new afrl-

plane6 If the mahematicianis prediction does not work. he KiI1

have to change the "if" paft of his reasanIneyandtry again.

Nowadays, it.takes 100 OF heuKs cf paper work before an "

engineer canfiegin- planning work for designing a new air-

plane: .

4 When Walt Disney considered setting up Di'sneyland, helad

many' qizestions. He)wanted to know 1.16w big,it should be, where'

it should be, mhat arS-alon price should be 'charged; wh,at

'special fatilities he.should have for, thb Fourth of July and

other holidays. .He didn't want to start building Disneyland

at a cost of $17,0000000 until he. knew the answers to thesse

4

questions. No onelikes to.take a chance on lasing that much

motley. Disney went tic). the Stanford Researbh'Initiiute where

there is a grdup of mathemat4441yttrained peope-wilb aie

specialisis on applyiiig rdathematicalreason.ing.tO busineds

problems. They gave him the answers he needed ta.start building;

an topic of interest to inathemaiicians is probability or t

..chance. Probability,is importani.in' many games suph am a

ggme with cards. Probability.ip also impOrtant:in:business,

in government, and in science: For example, a Mathematician

,uses probability to predict how many people will be killed in

automobile,accidents. Go'vernment experts predadt.how much

f9z(a will be produced by farmqrs even before the grain :is'.

.r



plante.O. A scientist will'predict how iliany. radioactive

1.1plecules will fall on your yard toight. The weatherman uses

probability to forpc,ast tom9rrowts weather. .Bly using probability

with-4rtcultural:experiTents scientists cl;btain0d-hybridi.c6i'n
.

end ruSt resis,tant wheat.

'Most mathematicians are not mainly interested in airplanes'
Vv

or farming or:business or government. They are mostly 1:nterested

the-reasoning which is used in solving:the problems which_ --

ariSe in these fieldi. They feel about their' work more as a.

paiiiter.or a composer or a-poet. Mathematiclans find beauty

an d. falcAnation in the
-
new ideas they diSbover. You'may Say

-,that mathematicians work for the f= of it. But.the rest of

the world pays.,them to enjoy thenseAs because they.find the
results udefulo Somettmes a mathematician'work6 on practical..
pro fem. Often his work tuns out to-be useful. only sfter he- .

passed away.

Exerclse.
I.

To see-how probability works, imagine that you-toss two
ennies. There are 4 possible ways that the coins Dan Comes

N.up: ,

First Penny

Second Ptnny

H H

,

VI

- T

.4.0

...

1

We are usingii o represent heads ana T to represent tails.
1-1H describes th vent of 2 coins 'coming up heads. We say then.
that the poSsi'bil ty of tossing 2 heads With 2 c.oins is.1 out
of 4 or 1/4. We cannot predict what will happen 4 any-one
toss, but.we can predict that if the tv,coins arcetossed
100,000 times then-it.is likely that two heads wilwi come lap
abot 1/4 of the time.

1. What is the -Arobability of drawing the ace oil spades from
a deck of cal4ds?:e

2. -What is the, probabil-ity of drawing any ace.fr9m a full declic
of cardi?

3.N(Wliat is the probability of ,throwing a-die ;One of a pair of
dice):wnd having two dots pome up?_

ft..

1 2

3..



pltAINBUSTERS
.._ k

, . ,

a is
,

4. Yat the probability Of thrgviing a pair.of ones (one dot:

,
.

, .

on' each die) with'ope pair orf dice?

%

Whit is the probability-of having 3 heads-come up if 3,
.pennies are tftsed?

411y you- need 'to know mathematics

oo.

You are living in a world which is changing very rapidly.

Scientists are making medical disqbveries so"that people live'

longer. Scientists and engineers are finding new' Vlings to

e and do eac4 year.

If you want to know how much our world has changed, ask.

your parents and grandparents whet life was'lAke when tOey

.were.in school. .How did 'their way of life Compare wt6 ours?

You will probably live throuih more changes and face more new

kinds of problems than either your parents or grandparents.

No one knows what these
%changes'will be, or what thin)'

0.

you 'will need to kriow when you grow up. 'In fact, you will

need to leAm very many things which haven't 'as yet been dis

cove?ed. Therefore you need to know,- more than anything else,

how to get 'new knowledge Since any job you get will .change

very.rapidly, your employer will not be so much interested in

what you know aS much as how will you know how.to.rind things

Out.
0

There Axe two main ways of learning about the world around

you. One is the method of obserming.and e?cperimenting.
. This

.is calIed:ihe inductiVe method. This is the, main method used

by the:sdientiSts. The other is the method of .logical reasoning.

ThIls- is the deductive'method.

The scientist, -engineerL, and mathematician ute both of

these methods. You will understand the world around you better

i'F½rou 'knowhow to use these methoq.

13
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You zhould,also learn 4s much as possible about, mathe-

matics.in othei jobs becaUse banrever-growini4 number Of jobs

demand more, and more mathetatical_.,training. As an example
a.take the departments of the goVernment.

tiany departments of the.go ernment use mathematics in their ,

daily work. The government d)private industry employ many

mathematicians and mathemati 'ally trained people in physics,

- chemistry, biologyl'engineering, eabnomics and psychology.

There are now about 7,000 Rrof_e_ssional mathemat'icians in the

United States. Thp omputing machines naw on order would
,reqUire mpre than tw ce that number of mathematicians. Even

if you don't use 'Mathematics yourself in whatever job you get,

and there will be fewer Sobs like that as time gOes.on, you will

also have to know how mathematids is used in every,phase of

modern life in'order to b_s A good citizen.. or example, most4

.of the bills before Congress today involve mathematics or

science in some way.
,

Finally when you grow-up, you will have moreleisure than

'people have had before. You' can choose between a dull, empty

life or an exciting, full.life. When you learn a way of

creating beauty yourself.and appreciating the areation of

Ietihers, you w.ill enjoy an exciting life. By learning.mathema--

. tics, what it is and how it works, you will be prepared for a

successful and creative life.
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NUMER5TION

- P,Izs ititoTi; nuilaws

..What does the numeral 358 meani

Tivp 3 means' 3 hundreds, the 5 MO4Dp 5 tens, and the 8 Hans .0.210

358 can also be written as 3 hundreds.*.530:44-400iii44!A ing these
Awi-rit -Jo"

parts, the Whole numeral me4s three hundred ram eight.

PeopliIid not always use this system forglri4nenumeraii. When

primitivepeople kept a recatik!! a number, they often did it by making

'scratches in the dirt or on a ston, cutting notches in a stick, or

tying knots in a'rope. They kept track of'their iheep or other animals

by placing pebbles in a pile, one for eaeh animal. Later they knew

that sheep were missing if there was not one sheep for each pebble. 'We

do much the same thing when we cciunt' be votes in a class election,'

making'one mark for each vote, like t st.44-1- ihe-important

thing about these ways of recording nymbers'is that ol,te_ mark stands

for one object, and there are as many marks_ as there, are objects. They

did not have anY marks which wtood for several things, rach as our we

to stand for "Imil " or tbe Roman *V" to,stand for "11111

Much later, people began to use a siigle wrabol to s for

several objects. The Egyptiails Used symbols of this kind. They had<
clgferent symbols for 1, 10 100, 1000 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000.

a
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Theii symbols are ahown bel'ow;

,

S71001

1000

10 000

100,000
I

1,000,000

Assembles

Stroke

Heel bone

Coiled rope

Lotus flower

Bent reed .

'Burbot fish

41tpaished man
,

They repeated the symbol to show other numbers. Their symbol fc0100

ewa1 l041" resembling a called ropes and they. wrote Seven hundred as

111????Iti. The ordez)in which the.symbols tv's'ere written was'not

L

important, a;ld ,?ondride could beZitten isi.ther before or after thou-
.

sands They could writs' "),5" either as AAA or 'vitt AAA Wee

WrittofpniL4f ar???TpinetA torfsiA41/172:1' Notice tkat the

numerical value of an. tawptian =sera it the 1;um'o

repusented by ihe individual.nUmerals.

The Babylonians's,. yho lived long ago in the part of ia which we

call the Middle East, hid au interesting isqetwriting mistrals. They

d.10tbeir writing on clay tablets with a wedge-like instrument called a

stylus. Their symbol for 1 was.,' and their symbolrfor:10 wee

They repeated and combined these synbols to write the numbers up to 59.

For exaiple, vim meant tws'sve, and 11,444 N"'47 1.meant forty-five.
4 qr.'ve

To.write nu7bers larger than 59 they used the,same symbols, bq the

position ih which they were written changed their value. They used

the number sixty Ais the same way that we use tan If we writs 452, it

means (4 x 10 x 10) + (5 x 10) + (2 xi). When the Babylonians wrote

1 6
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-4 4 4 if sr 4 I' l' sr it geaant (32 x. 60 'x 6p) + (52 x 66) (1.6 x 1),...1 44 irv
.44 10t. ir

( ,
,

Since they bad no symbol for sorb until about 200 B. C., they sometime. w.

left-empty spaces in their numerals where we tiould write se It is

tbought thatour.way of dividing'an hour into sixty.minutes and a mixute
, .

into sixty seconds is relateeto the way the Babylonians Used sixty in

writing large numbers'.

-1., Bow yould the Babylonian nuteral above'be written in our

'numerals?

2. -Since order made no difference in the mean.thgof the Egyptian

numerals, in what other ways than those shoyn might they have

written 2341? How might the, have written 37? 1,111,111?

.7op have often seen Roilian numerals. This system used strokes,4

which many historians believe were pictures of fingers, for the numbers

4nron one tp four, like this: 4 11( lyt Then they used a hand,

.,for five, like this: . Gradually they began to leave out some of(

these marks and wrotejive this'wa;': V.:They put' two hands together

for tent 0 which liter became X. To write other numbers they com-
.

biped these by addition. For example, XVII =:'10 + 5 + 1 + 1 = 17;

CLXIIII = 100,4 50 + 10 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 164

3. -Write thp follOwing 'in ROMELD numerals:

. (s) 51 (b) 75 (c) 160 (d) 512. (e) 1958

4: .Write the tollowing in ordinary Hindu-Arabie numerals:

(a) VIII ,-(b) CV (c) iii (d) MCCL (e) DIII

Mich later, the Romans began to uie subtractiol to write twine numbers
(

and wrote four as IV, nine aS IX, and forty as XL. As you know, L

means ,fifty, C means 100, D. meani 500 and M, swans loop. Sometimes
,t

they wrote a bar over X, C, and MI and that multiplied the Te;by

1 4
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1000.4 ..1 leans 10,000, C means-100,000, and M, means 1,000l000.
J '

1 L.1 v , - , t
5. Look.4...t.ne.Greeks. Hours?, and'Chinese nvmsrals. Make c

of these notations for-display in your. classroom.

I.

Si

How would the mud of 3 and 5 have teen written by a CirCgk

child? How would he' write '30 50?. How does this compare

With the usual way of solving those two problems?

Loc5k up 1114hwarimmi GelArt (Pope Sylvester II), Adelhari

Sof Bath, and Leonardo of Pisa (Fibonacci).

,Find,out_wpspe our word mdigito comes from.

9. choose a number and write it in as many diffArent kinds
.;

ofeumerals as you-can.

a

t

4f,

.0.

18
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For example, 3 is the,numeral for a set of three things. 30 ie the

numeral for,3 collections of ten things each or thirty things. 300 is

ihi numeral.for 3 collections of oje hundred things each, or three pun-

.11-5

OUR DEONAL NUMERAIS

Our wey of writing numerals was invented ip Ipdia, and brought to

sgUropq by Arsbs. 44'or this reass tileyxa're *called Hindu-Arabdc numerals,

althoug4ile Symbols the-Arabs use now aro different filn otir syMbols.

,

The important tharactimistics about thii.systam ofritinganumerals 'are:

(1) qach iyabol Is the name of ,a nuaber;

f

(2) the positiok of a symbol in a numeral tells the
size of a grouf;,and

(3) ,there is a Symbol for sero, which is used to
flU Places which would otherwise be amity
and:might lead to misunderstanding.

dred things. Won, multipliettion, 'subtraction, and division are

'usually eseier to perform with our system tIton with other systems, as

you will eee ir you iry to add or multiply using Egyptian, Roman, or

Babylonian nuaerale.

The_ system we uselor writing nuaerals i called a deqmag. system.-

The word "decimal" coices froth a Latin word which means tan. We cam

write the numeral for any number,, however large or small, by using just

ten nUaber symbols, 0, 1, 2, .3 4 5, 6, 7, 8 9. This in possible,

because the way we write'numerals makeslise of place value; that 'is,

the posiltion in WhidL a symbol is written, as well as the sytabol,

determines the nuaber'for.which it stands. The 3 in 358 stands for

thrte'hundreasr the 5 for 5 tens or fifty, and_the 8 for eiht. When

we count a group of objects, we usually groupthem in tens. For example),

, ht,

1

en.
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in ths xos below a line is drawn around a group of teak

there arb 16 xls one group 'of:sten, ana six more.,

X
g

Suppose we had a large group of xos., We can drawn linsi around,

So we say

10.4

4

groups of ten untii-fewsr than ten are let. Then us dan draw another

line around each group of ten tensf.ciii &hundred.

A

i.. ,

.

In tpds,picture the dashed lite is round 1 group of 10 tens or

'1 bnndred; there are also 2 tens, and.3. So there are lx(10:10) +

2x10 + 3x1 or 123.

10. Drew twenty-seven x's, and draw lines ardund groups of.

ten to show what 27 means. /

11. Draw a group of xos in which 221, of the x's are in groups

. 'g 10. Write the aumeral for this group.

12. Write tile meaning 9f these _numerals in the ilay.shoun for 48.

= (4x10) (8x1)-

(a) 354

(b), 6421

(c) 709

(d)

(e) 2wo :

i. Copy and complete the following multiplication table, using

Roman numerals.

20
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IME111111111111111111111116

11=111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111M1111111
011111111111111-11111111111
11111111111111M111111111111111

11111111111.11111=111111

When wo add lumbers we make Use ot groupi (if ten ilso. .Wben w

say *How much 7?", we meiniatiom maw tens,and ones?* So we do
,

not -say, '19+7=54.11,° alibi:ugh that ltouLI be correct. We can regroup',

as tullows:

9+7 =

9-(1+6) =

10+6

16

9+7 =

(6+3)+7 =

tai(3+7)" =

6+1(31=

'Wq say Cur system of writing numerals has the WI tan.

-.Starting at ones' place, each place to the left is given a vaqzye

10 times as large as the pia:co-before. The places from right to left

have tha vialues shown below.

10x10t1,04.0x1.0
1 racloxioxio ioxioxio loxio r .10 1 I

Otten.we writs these values more briefly by using a small numeral

to the right and above the 13.. This,numeral shows how many 1018 are
4

multiplied together. In this way, the values of the placed are written:

----LID' 1 104 DO 'o I
3.01.

.4nd are

10 to the fift powitr 10 to thesfoukh pover, 10 cubed,,10 squared,

1

10 to the first power, 1.

Numerals useds'as the 5$ 4$ 3, 2,.and ibove are called.
.

0emponents and the numeral with whicb, they are used (in this case, 10)

-
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11,

t

4

is called t? tug. The numbe4 reprpsented by the entireNevression,

such-as 10.4i is called a power. ,43 is e 9hOrt way-to write 4x4x4.

*

ter
14. What is a short wiyrto write 3 x3?

15. What as tle meaning of 54?

16. Vat number ip represented by 4 ?

17. Which represents the larger numberh 43 fr 347?

The meaning of 352 may now be.written'using exponents, like this:

(3x102) (5x101) + (2x1).

18. Write the numbers below using exponents._

s (a) 468 (b) 5324 (c) 7062 (d) 59,120'

Probably the reaion that we ur a numeral.system with ten as lase'

ie that people have ten fingers, and when to..count

their possebsians they.amunted on their fingets. This aetounts for the

fact that-the ten symbols, 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 61_7, 8, 9 are called

"digits."' 'We speak of these' sylabole as digits When we wish.to refer

to them apart frau the longer. muplerals in'which they ire use For

examile the "'digits" in 458 are 4, 5, And 8. The Celtsy w( lived in

Europe more-than 2,000 years ago, used-twenty as.basev_and so did the

.Mayans in Cer4rai 'AmIrica. _Can you think 'of a reason? .Wlat special

word io we's tiMes use.for twenty? If. Martians had a different number

of apgers they might use same other number as the base of their

\Inumerals. Let us see)how systems with bases other than ten work!

19.. Look up the French words for "eighte andbineii." Do

you know,an Emglish word which indicates that some people

used to count by twenties? (Thinleof Lincolnis Gettysbuii

Address.) 4
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0

ritizAAIs IN BASE SEVa

oh

'Suppose we hive a,system with seven as base. libat spars Shall'

we have?

( 0* 1* 3, 4, 5, 6. r

Th;re are seven digits or symbols needed?for a system of numerals tb,

_the basp seven just as there were ten needed for base ten.. Lk us

group the xls below so as -to write the number 'of x's i base,,seven.

,

A

. We draw a line around seven rts, and sae that there-is l'group of f

seven, and 3 'more. There are 1.33even. We write the "seven" to show

f
what base we ire using. "13119, " means I group or seven and 3ones.

pp to 663114012, you may dInk.(p.f.the phmberi in.terms of weeks 61, days,.

When no base is written,. IT.understand the numeral is,writien in base

ten,

20. ,Draw 'x's and group them with lines to show thIgleaning of

(a) 25seve (b) 32seven (4) Opseven (d) 123seven

Then write each-of the a1;1*.e in decimal notation.

21. Numerals in base seven can be written .Oui like this:

= (2 x seven2) + (4 x seven ) + (6 x one =246 1
)seven .

/

(2 x,7 x 7) + (4 x 7) (6,- x 1) -7 ?
t

F.

How would you write this numeral in the usual decimal

notation?

Write these..nymerals with exfonantla in,ethe above way:

(i). %sewn OD) _241sovaa (c)' 5wseven

,Then impress each in decimal: notation.

(d), 41203even

22. .Bolow is the beginning of a chart of the nuterais for the

ir
. 4



-numbers from 0 tp 510 (bane ten). From here *Pole indicating

bas04,r, write it ip words (*baae tens) rather than ae a

nt-imeral: lids is iticessicry since 10 amanitae of the: base,

which may be 7 or any numberlik,, Finish the chart as you will

need later.

0 10 20 30. .40 50'

1 11, 21" 31 41 51
2 12 22 32 42 52

3 13. 23 33
4 14 24

.5 15
6 16
7' 17
8 18
9 19

-

60 70 80 90 100 110
01 71
62

23. dopy and complete the folloing table.. Hike a 'chart like thi

one in Ex. 22,to show'the numerals fromt0swven to 1146

0
. 1
2
3

4)
5

6

10
11
'12

13

14
15
16

20

V.
30 40

42

50

55

60

a

*

uoin Belle Senp NuirrIlp

24. When we learn to' add numbaris expressed in base ten we learn

100 'basics combinations, These combinations axe arranged in

First
addend

the o:hart. below.

1

Finish the chart.

Second addend
4

1
2
3
4
5

6

8
9

1
2

2
3
4

3
4
5
6

4
5
6
7
8

5
6
7
8
9

6
7
8
.9

4.o

12

7
8
9

10
3.1
12
13
14

8
9

'10
11
12
13
14
15
16

9
3.0
11.
12
13
14
15
16
17
181\

2 4 ,

PI

I.
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25. 6mpare the part of the table,you have(filled in with the4 )

gait which i.e there now. What'do you notice about the two

parts4

26. Finish the-chart below, showing'the sums in,base seven..*

First
addend

Setitond addend

27. When you add numbers expressed in base seven, how many basic

combinations are there?

Draw, lines.in the addftion Chaik for base seven like the lines

iirthe chilrt for base ten. 'Are the tWo.pare of' the tible
. 0

alike?

29. Add these numbers in base ten: 25-

v30.

As you know, "carry* when the sum of a column is ten or

more. 25 = 2 tens + 5 ones
k tens + 8 apes

6 tens 413 ones = 7 tens

Add: Useven -IF 2
3 seven5 = 3 sevens + 5 ones

sevens + 4 ones

+ 3. ones

I.

4 .7

5 sevens + nine ones = 6 sevens + 2 ones= 62,611,61

Is it possible tO *carry* in addition in base Seven just as

you do it'addition in base ten?

31. in base ten, you *carry* when t

32. In base seven, you "carry* when

e sum of a column i..L or more.

the Sum of a column is .7 or



*

33. Add these numbers

42seven (b)

034.

135even

in blise even.

65seven
'llsoven

For Ex: 33c, write out the addi a!to show how your answer

vas ottained. Express the-numbers in Ex. 33 to base

I.

'

I.

(c) .34seven '7%12.1
ta%

4ssvan (e) 435seven
25se1en N 1° seven °45seven

check ,your answers Iv adding in the usual way.

ten, and.

. Subtract: 435even WSs your reMainder 2550von

15seven

To subttact 433even p think w4tpevens.4 3 ones = 3 sevens + ten ones

15seven
l seven + 5 ones = sevei 5 ones

36.N4tract these nymbers in base seven:

(it) 563even (b) *61seven (c) 34eiiWren
144101442 35seven 25seven

2 sevensp+ 5 ones,

Al

(d) 45600.ven
269

, seven

37. For ix. 36c, show how the 342eyan is changed in order, to

fake it easier,to subtract.

Complete the multiplIcation.-chart.below for numberi ii base

4

seven. Are two parts of this table alike?

0 1 2 6

0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
.2 0 2 4 6 11 13 J.
3 0 3 6 1.2 15 21 2.4

0

6

39. Nmitiply these base seven numbers.

(a) 52seven
.2

(b) 34,50;en (c) 4216eyen
6 . mouni

(d) 21seven
12seven

40. Here.are some numbers in base seven. How would you write

them in base:ten?.

(a) 43:tin (b) 526sey 4seven (d) 2600,wen 4,

26



41. Change the numerals in the examples in Ex..39 to numerals in

base tens'and multiply again. Clpak your answers ky changing

the answers 9if Ex. 39 :to bees ten

Ia. Explain the division of "these base seven miabers. (The base
-

is not written in the body of 'the'work.O., 4541w=
. 6)4053seyen

(a) 6 I aseven (b) 6.14171 --ran

45

(W 6143.5seven a 0.
33

; 43. Divide 501seven by 24,4112..

44. Divide 652seven by 5seven.

TESTS YOR DIVISIBILITY

45. 'Look at the counting chart' for numbers. written in base 10.

4
How can you tell which nUmbers are divisible ty 2? How can

you tell which are divisiblejby 5? By 10?

'How look at the counting Oh"ar t for numbers written, in bate

seven and cepy the first ten numbers which are exact4

divisible by 2. Is there an easy way to tell whether

number is divisible by 2 from its expressions in-base'sevan?

47. From the counting chart in base seven, copy the first five )

numbers which are divisible by. seven. How can you tell whether

a.number written in base seven is exactly divisible by seven?

48. (e). In the counting chart pr numbers written in base ten,

look at the ones which 'are divisible by mine. 'What do

you notice about the sum of the digits of each numeral?

Can you guess the general mile?

(h) Thick of-four numbers, larger than 1001 which are

`Alitieible by 9. Add the digis in each numeral. Does

Jo'
27
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the %le,that

Think of four

divisible Wy

you have just guessed work?
N

numbers larger than 100, which are Ed

so Whether the rule iou found works

for those. numbers4

(d) Can you tell how to decid whether a number is divisiOs

by nine by adding the digits in its base,ten numeral?

49. (a) In the countiiig chart fdr numkers written in big. seven,

look at the ones which are exactly divisible by six.

Add the digits in each numeral. Do you notice a general

rule?

(b) Think of, four numbers larger than fifty, which are

41
divisible by six. Wits them in numerals in base sem,

than add the digits in each numeral.. 'Dons your'rule

still work?

(c) Do the same for fogr numbers larger than fifty, which,

are sit divisible by siX Does the rule work tor these

nuibers?

d) Can you tell how to decide whether a number is divisible

.by six.by lading the.digits in its base selren'numaral?

bibr e est for divisibility by nine with numerals to

base tin be like the for divisibility by six with numerals

to

to bass seven? 4114

31. (a) _Irt ths counting chart for base tan,

;umber! which ,a\'re exactly divisibls

of the digits for each number.- Can

general rule?-
,

(b) Choose five numbers between ten, and one hundred which are

not exactly divisible by 3 and find the

t/

28

chosisxfive two-place'

-T-

bri 3. Find the sum

you discover the,

the base
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ten digits. Does the rule still work?

(c)--What seems to be a way to tell whether a number written

An-bese ten is exactly divisible by 3?

(d) Look at the counting cbart for base seven and choose

five two-place numbers which are divisible by 3. Doei

the method you stated f6r'nuMbers writtei,in base ten

seem to, work for base eevenpumerals?

(e) Can you suggest another base for which this test yorks?

If so illustrate.

.52. ,161ite a.number in base ten whicia can be exaetlilfdividedipy 4.
_

Wrlte the same number in base seven. Can it be emaatly

divided by'4?

Think_ of a puiber which can bellYmeetly divided by 5. Write

the number in base seven numerals and in base ten =morale..

Diviae by 5, writing the quotient-in base-seven and.also in

base ten. Are the numerals the same? Do they represent the

aims numer?

CHANGING FROM BASE TEN Tó BASE-SOEN,

Tou have learned how to change a number written in base seven

. numerals to base ten numerals. It is also easy to.change from base

ten to base seven. Let u see how that is done.

In base seven, the values of the places are 1, seven seven2 ,

it

seven3, and so Oil.

seven' 7ten

seven2 49ten

seven3 *3ten



Example: Change 524ter to hese seven numerals.

,Sirce 524 is larger than 343, first see how many seven3 there are.

3431521.

181

Now

The division ahews there will be a

.in the seven position.

see tibw 1PanY 49's there are inXBI.

-.2
491181

34

\V,

There mill

position.

Now see how.many sevens.there ax i* 34.

0.44

7134

So 524ten = (1 x 73) *

524ten 1."!146strillirt

3 in theseven

There will:be a 4 in the seven1

position and 6 in ones' place.

3 x, 72), + (4 x 71) + (6'x'1)

54. Change 50ten to base seven numerals6.

55. Change 145ten to babe seven numerals.,

56. Divide 1958te by ten. What is the quotient? What is the',

reMainderl Aide the quotient,* ten. .What is the new

5

4f
quotient? 0ontinue.in the same way, dividing-each quotient

by 10, until you get a queleit of zero. How are the sue-

cessive remainders related. to the original nUmber?) Try the

same process w

number.

123 456, "9ten° Try it with any 1;ther

Divide 524ten 160,7 seven. What is the qilotient? What is the

remainder? Divade the .quotient by seven, and.continue as in--

Ex. 56, eXcept that you dtvide by Oven each,time instead of:
4

4
ten. Compare the remainders. with 524ten written in base.seven.

58. Can you give a4ther method ior changing from base ten" to beae

.seven?

'3 0



MIER USES

You have studied mumbers written in base ten and.base'seven. Now

let us try some other bases.

59'.- How many symbols would there be'im,s, system of potation

.in base five?'. base three?. base four?

60. Draw sixteen x's on a paper. 'Draw lines around the group0

you,would use for base five. Then write the r*meral showing

the number of x's.in,base'five. Be sure to write °five

afier and below the numeral to show the base.

.61. Now draw sixteen 30s again,, draw lines' around groups of x's,

and.write the numeral in base four.

62. Draw sixteen x's ,:gain and show how io write the numeral in

base three.

63. Make x,e to show the numbers represented by

(4' 1,3sight (b) ,23fotur (c) withree
(d) ,DO you have the same number of-x's in all three groups

4.;

4
of X's?

r

64. (a) 'How many threes are there in 20throe

s .(b)' HO; many sixes are there in 20eiz?

(e) Hoy ;any nines are there in 20nime?

65. MilaVis the smallest whole number which can be used as base

for a system of number notation?

66. Here IS paint of a roll of ticket . Use 4fferent bases to

4 record the number of tickets.

6



ckets e clur Bisa three

10 ..1.1ww

6'7 :467eight = (4 x 82) (6 x (7 x l)

When'we wriie the meaning of a numeral in this way, we say

we ah witing it in *expanded notation.1

Write the following numbers in expanded notation..

(a) 63anine (b) 245eLE (c) 1,002tbree

each of tkiese :Umbers written in lase ten?

69. rit. in expanded notation:

five( 234 (c) 412five.al rive (b) 3. 03

(d) If these numerala eta:adios. *Mounts of money, what
4.

dose -each place represent?

puockfclial

There are-two bases tat ipecial int pt. pne of these is base,

twelve, wiiith is the bass of a system .the duodecimal system.

We poi!) nary things by 12's and can: ea group one dozen'. We speak

of a dozen eggs a dozen rolls, a dozen pencils.. When we haveftweiver

twelves we .oall that one gross. Schools often buy pencilz.by 'the trope.

V,

32
e
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To write numbers in base twelve, you musi havie twelve gymbols N.

You cap make up symbols for ten and eleven, or use ft" 'emd NO. The

*sibelow ari.countea in base ten and JoAnne twelve.

XX X I
r

12 13 14 1 6 Base tea L

v
10 11 12 13 14 Base twelve

(s) 47e,ve

XIX MIX .X III
2 3 4 5

2 3. '4 5

6 -7 8 9 10 1.1

6 7 8 9. t e

?D. 'Write in expanded notation

(a) 146twelve (b)' 3t2twe1ve

Then express these numbers in base ten.

71. Many people believe that twelve is a better base for a.system
I.

than ten is. See if you can find out why they think so.

OEM IthaergE
The other base vbAch hai special importanceis Wie two, called

the binary system. Auk as we use base ten and the Babylonians used

base eixty, some modern.high spee'.d computing machine* use base two,

or the binary system.

Suppoee we use twO as bus. What symbols will there be? Only 0

and 1.

72. .,Draw three x's draw lines around groups of two, and wri e the

number of x's in base two. //)k

73. Make a counting-chart in base two'for the numbers fro* zero jo

seventeen. Remember the places will 'stand for powers of two.,

74.. Maks an addition chart for'base two. Haw many addition facts

are there?

75. Make amultiplication-chart for base two. How many multiplica-
.

tion facts art there?, gould they be hard.to learn?

76. Below are some numbers expressed in base two. ...the first is

ct..

23



a

written to ihow the meaning of the digit ineach place.

%frit* the others in that way.

1011tw0 ,(1 x two ) two2) + wol "(.)

le) Altwo
(b) `1000two

(c). 10101tato

(d) 11000tw0

77. What number does 23 represent? 22? 21 Write tle powers

of twos .up to.two in base ten.

78. What Embers are represented in Ex. 76? Give irour answer

in bate tep notation.

79 itad the"e intatara which are expressed in binary notation.

(a). 101two. (b) natio (c) -10110two (d) 10111two
lOuio 101two 1.1011two 1111itwo

e

Check by expressing the numbers in.base ten and adding in

. the usuai:way.:

93. subtract these base 'tits) Umbers.

-(a) intim
101two

(b) =Iwo (a) 1011two (d) 1.1001440
Iltwo Watwo 101.1.0two

81. Check ty expressing the numbers in bass tan and listracting'

n the* usual way.

82. When people *wit. some.kinds of high speed ccmputing

machines they usually express numbers in base two. Change'

83

these base ten numbers to base two.
at

(a) 3 (a) 128 (a) 12 -(d) 100,

If yoit have a peg board and some match sticks, you Can

represent base two numbers on the Wad. Leave a hole blank

for 0 sinci put 'in a" nate': dillak far one. Repress, two numbers



I11

on the board, one below the other, and try adding on the

board

84. Now you have worked with several different number base*.

Do have special advantages?

Have you ever seen a weighing scale iihich uses weights for
A 1

balances? You put the thing to 'be weighed on one side and

enough weights to balance it,on the other side.. Then yoti

add up the'weights you have used toL find the weight of the

thing.

Suppose you want a set of weights which till make it.

possible for you to weigh a package of l'pound, 2 pounds,

3 pounds, and so on up to 15 pounds (no fractions):.What

, is the fewest numbs i. of weight you will need, and what must

. their weights be?

86. Here.is a set of cards you can use to do a trick.

a.

9112:10 4 12 8 ,i12

3 3 13 9 13614 6 14 10, 14
7 7 13 11---12

Tell a ierson to choose a number between 1 apd 15, and to

pick 'out the cards containing that number and give them to you.

By adding the numbers at thirtop of the cards,he gives you,

you can tell him the number he chose.

See Ur= can figure out how the trick works.. Then see

if you can make a set of cards which you can use for numbers

from 12o 31.

Si. Here is a method of multiplication, different from the one

you use.



I.

F116.

25 x 34 =

25 34 Divide the numbers in the first column by 2,

even 12, 68 out" throwing 'way .an7 reminders, old the

OTIOZI 6 136 78 num.bers in ihe second colt= by 2. Then cross
I

e
3 272 out the numbers in the second colt= -which are

1 544, . opposite even numbers in the first column, 'and

add the *numbers in-the second column which

left. Does this give ths correct wodUct for. 25 x 34? Try to

figure out wby this method 'work'. (114Thirtaibiir base 2..j

88. De you have an abacus in your classroom? If not, try to borrow

one from a-primary room or makene Then mai. one to use for

numbers expressed in base two.



We use n

UNIT III ,

NATURAL NUMBERS AND ZERO

142, 14%;22,01

rs in couniing. lie call them natural numbers. .In Don's

family,there five children. Jane buys twelve oranges at the store.

There are five thouiaLd fonr hundred eighty-five people in the auditorium.

ve learned that numerals are,names of numbers. If we are ualng our

usual system of Aumeration, then the numerals 5, 12, 5485 axe the names

of the'numbers mentioned. Man invented numerals when he recognised

nuMbero in the world around him.

We know that there-is.tbe samo number of peopam and/noses in the

room. If there are no wallflowers, there is the same number.of boys

end girls at a dance. There are 36 pupils in the room. Ind the teadher

haswritten the name of each pupil on ailsmall ward. The amber of

cards and the number otpilpils is the same; assuming that the teacher

has no bfank cards. The number Worde which we useofc;rm-a standard

set which we-memorise in a certain -oraer, and match with,any ut thrt
A

we wiah.
4006

We pay have.learned about numbers in different ways. Same of us

may have learned number names and them how to count. We learned that .

the lest name we, used gave us the number of the group counted. -For

example, here me have a collection

or set of marks..,We'ask how many are

the4e By counting, we find that the ii
last name ws used in the matching procdas Of a name with a mark was

eleven. So we say the'nutber'ot,rrks is eleven.

in 'me way to form e pattern we my

recogIfisa 'a, pattern of *level without

If these are arranged

III II
1 11 I I

counting each mark. Ind that was Is this easier? Do you need4to count?
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O. the way we learned to recognise groups without counting. We just knew
A

how many wore there. ManY of us can recogniie the number of S set of

things vithout counting =- unlestAbey are so.mixed up that we can't

. 1
,

..

fi- see a.familiar pattern.
IL

Other* of US may have learned thealiber of,a'bet fiist without

counting. We were told that hre is a picture of tiff; books and of two

boxes,

Perhaps we wondered what it was that was two bui,somehow we saw it.

Things may Eive many prOperties in common -- like size, color, shape,

use; taste. Ths same may be said of collections or sets of things.

They have the property of containing the same number of members. This

*sessuess"is called number. Any tims two sets of things can be matched

like this

the two sets have a *same as",relationship. They both have the same
4

number property. We use the stme numeral-to describe this nhmber

property.

We know that this isnot a picture

of 3 bills. W call the number of thiS;

set °four.' We learned number names for

different collections. We fauna that we>coluld arrange these in an

\

A

3 8
1
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order, each number being just one more,than the one before it

0

1 2 -1 - 2+1 4 i
. starting-with 1, 1 and 1 more is 2, 2 and more is 3, 3 and 1 more is

4. t was then that we soon learned to group by "tens, place value, and
4
a !ye* of nweeration.

What woilld it have been like if we had learns:I' a completely dif-
,

foment xmumk for each number?

We can, of course, count the number. Ob units in two sets, provided

that there is a'term that applies. For instance, two cows and three

barges make a set of five animals. Also three ots and two bls are five

14ters.

Exercisee - 1

1. Which of the following are natural numbers:

(e) 1 (b) 7 (c)

(g) 3/3 (h) 103 (1) 8

Rearrange these natural '6ore in their usual ord

(d) .6 (e) 20 ( ) 1/3

Is 2, 3, 6, 41 f

1 + 1, 2 44'1 + 3, 0 + 5, 1 + 6, 5 + 1, 5 + 3

IV, V, 12, VI, VII, VIII, I, IX

3. Which of the following numbers are not natural numbers between"

ono anci ten? 2, 5, 7, 8. I:etyma elk and eleven? 44 9, 11, 13?

between we-and-fifty? 1, 15, 25, 28, 40. between ore and ten?

13# 14: 22, 78# 86-

Here are sets of'objects arranged so that the number,pf objects in

the set may4be*t;iloglitised without counting. Write the name orthe

'Wisher of °effects in each .set._



a)

a)
0'

o
0Offiegm.1111

d) 4=i1P 4e="1 4=911

o.00
Dip 0 di

Rewrite the following Egyptian numeralst'so that they may be easily

road without. counting

(

(a)

?.? P Ut? P
:00-riiirr'rnnnrinnnnnI
Show. a grouping of marks which could easily be read without counting

.()

for ties following

(a) 10 (b) 12 (c) 16 (d.) 25.

Tell how many dots are in the figures without counting each dot.

a) b) c)

Some polo le' are standing in a rocs, in which ihere is a set of

chairs. You want to find out if more4chairs are needed. Is.it

necessary to count the people and the anima' to find out? What
r.

can you do to get quickly the needed information? Do you then

know how pan/ people are in the rooml

A theater owner wants to know how many people attendsd the show

last night. He knows iirs first ticket sold was numbered 605

and the last ticket sold vis 60735. Doss he n ed to hire a isan

4 0A I
A



to count the people as they come in?' How many people attended the

theater for that show/

1 A teacher has graded homework papers and recorded the gradis inihis

gredebook. How can he quick1y check to see if each student handed
-1

in his hOmework?

ii Tell how many mpre grabols are in.one eet than in the other. Do

not count each sat.

(a) 0 0 0 0 0

X x.xx
s.

t(h) ODEDDOL

12. Mike two sets of'different figures ind group them to,ahow that one

sot is 5 more than the ,other.

13. When you count the numbew of people in.tbe room, does it-matter

0 what oraer.you count?. What must;you be carefUl abcmt in counting?

14. Somitimei we say that there aie twice as many of one kind orthing

'ail another. Give some.examples in which youidould know that.there

ars twice an many of one kind as another without counting either

set.

The Commutative Principle.

If you have two boxes of pencils rind in one of thauthere are 5

pencils and.in.the other there are two pencils, how many pencils do

you have? What do you do to answer this question? If you say you *add"

,

.
,

. do you think, 5 4. 2 or'2 4. 5?

The arithmetic teacher inc.! two large numbers to be added. John,

s- aid nót'undmrstsnd wbat his' teaiher said when the read.the first :mink.

H. wrote the second number when ahe tread it.. Mei bm asked her to

repeat tbm first number. When' she read it again, John wrote it on his

41
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paper below, the second number.instbad of above it. 14111 John find the

same sum ae the other students who beard-all the dictation the first

time? We say the sum of GCLXIV and MIMI is the same as the atm of

=XXII and CCLIIV. In the binary system wolind that the sum of 4,1k

1101011 and 100111 is the same as the'sum of 100111 add 1101011: Is

this .iight?

1114be you were told in eleaentari school that a good way to dis-

cover a mistake made in addition problems ia to add again in the

other direction. If you *added downk than you might check your'

problem lily adding up.° Even before that we learned that.to put 3

balls with 2 balls gave/ii the same number 0A1b1ll5 as putting 2 balls

with 3 balls.

You have just recognised the occgrattoave ganglat for addition

g natur4 ;tickers. It means that the ord!or,in which we add two numberi
k

doesn't make any difference in the sum 'of the two nuibers.

3 added to 4 is 7 or 4 * 3 = 7

4 added to 3 is 7 or 3 + 4 = 7
tu.

Both are other names for 7. We'can write .

4 4. *3 2; 3 4. 4.

The statement of this law in words is quite clumsy. It is

simpler and clearer to say this in mathematical language:

°If a and b are natural numbers, timen a 4. b = b * a.*

We have justAiscussed-the Cai in whiCh a = 4 and b = 3..

Or, let's suppose Don's patrol goes on a trip., Twenty-nine boys

go, each taking 3 dimes aid 8 pennies for food. How many canto can be

spent for food? How do,you find the answer to this bliss?

This way 29

4 2

1



Bill's homeroom has i party. 38 boys and girls came to the party.

They shared the cost of the party\and each wis asked to pay 29 cents.
4

Haw much'did.the party cost? Doryou find the answer .

This way 38 or this wiy-, 29'

x 12 x21

Suppose wehave 5 roWs of chairs 4ph 3 in each row. We decided

to change the arrangement to make 3 rows or chairs with 5 in each row.

Do we need more chairs?

X X X
X X X
X X If

X X X
x x

XXX XX
X X X I'X
,X X X X.X

x 3)
\,

(3 x 5)

The product of tWo j2atural numbers is the same, whether the first

be multiplied by the second or the second be multiplied hy the first.

This statement is called the commutative princivls for mulVpplication

21 natural pumbers. It means that it.m+s no difference which number

-is the multiplier and
,

which is the multiplicand. oThis atatement say

seam clumsy to you. Can you state this irinciple in symbols?

lac= use this idea to detect mistakes we might make in multiplying
(.

0210 °Umber by another. Wio'fbound these products.

3927

1 35
31416

15708
1899595

485
71.1222

3395
9/0

4365

U22.-
1904595

AS'ILD application of the commutative property, we realise we have made

a mistake. Find the mistake.

The idea of uaingyotters to stand for any numyer whatsoever in

stating general principles of arithmetic is a vip4 useful part of



mathemati41 There is a(danger that the letter "z" and 'the

multiplication sign may be mistaken for each other, so we frequently

use a dot for multiplication. Por example we can write 14... 3" for

x 3es *a b1 for "a x

In the Exercises the symbol "<" is reaci.-"lese

5 + 3 4( 5 + 4

is road " + 3 is less than 5 + 4.*

Exercises 7 2

A

(a) Is 6 + 4 equal to 4 + 6?

(b) Is 14 + 7 equal to 7 + 14?

(c) Is ,35 * 64 *pal to

64 35?

(d) Is 315 + 462 equal t
.

(d)

L.9

(e)

ham". For example:

(a) Is 72 + 31 equal to'31 * 7k?

(b) Is 16,+,52 equal to 25 + 61?

(c) Ie 58 4, 94 **lel to 94 58?

462 * 315?

(s) III 31 + 462 equal to

264 + 513?

(f) Is 475 + 381 equal:to'

-'183 + 574?

(g) Ie.(13 + 32 )equal to

(32 + 13)47

(h) Is 5 3 < 3 + 5?

,(i) I. 5 2:< 3 St

(j) Is 5 * 3 < 2 * 5?

(k) Is 5 + 4 4 3 + 5?

(g)

Is 465 332 °qua to

564 + 233?

Is 735 254 equal to

537 ; 452?

Is 851 + 367 equal to

T1

Ia 58 4. 94 commutative when

158 .0 7637

written in tho lase seven?

Insert a symbol which M'akes

the following true statemmnts.

(h) 7 + 4 4 + 7

(i) 9 + 6 7 9

(j) 12 5 5 * 11

(k) 46 + 81 64 + 18

4
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(1) It 5 + 3 < 4 5? (1) 39 + 72 39 + 72

(a) It 5 + 3 < 3 + 6? (m) 35 + 53 53 * 35

(n) It 6 + 3 <1c4 + 5? (n) .47 * 85. 81 + 51

Add-and,use the commutative

imoperty to check addition

465 37,461

122 71,11,

73967 (43)5

12.221

Add and use the commutative

property to check lidlitin

4
5,769

22.211

465,781
947977

(10111)2 (4t7c).1.3

(10101); (124013

3. CO, Is El.x 5 equal to 5 x 6? 3. (a) Is 9 x 7 equal to 7 x 9?

(b) It 7 x: 4 equal to 4 x 7? (b) 18'43 x 56 equal to 56 x 43?

(c) Is + 2) (5 + 2) equal (c) Is (9/I:1 (44. 5) equal

to (5 + 2). (3 + 2)7 to (4 + 5) ... (6 + 1)?

(d) Is (3 1.) (2- + 3) squid (d) Ie (9 + 2) (7 * 8), ecOal

to (4 1 (2 2)?:_ to (9 + 6) (5 + 6)?

(s) Is 24 x 43 equal to, (e). Is (466) (501) less than

43 x 24? . (501) (486)?

4. Milltiply and ume tpe cnuta 4. 'Multiply and use the,commufale

tive property to check property t4 check:multiplication

multiplication

36. 305 476 76 47503
x xAti , x-21/ x 2Q212

7604 (34)8 (241)5 (1011)2 (465)12

4 41201 x (2) A x (32)5 x.(110)2 xp72)4a

Which of the following are true 'Which of the following are true40 ,

37 z 012 = t 37)12

(34 7) = (7 - 31)

IV = V

49 x 63 w.64 x 4:8

5. (a) ,4 + 6 = 6 + 4

(b) - 2 = 2 -

(a) 3 x 9 sr 9 X 3

NY 41 x 16 e 16 x 41

5; (')

.(b)

(c)

(d)



(e) 8 4 2 = 2 f 8

if) -65 - 47 =,47 -.65

(g) 72 = 12 72

(e) 78. 54 = 53 79

co 65.* 5,= 5 # 65

(g) 72 9 = 9.t. 72

Insert.a symbol to make the

following true

6. (a) 25 + 17 17 + 25

(bj 26 - 4 4-- 2§

(c) 60 f-20 20 .1 60

(d) 23 x 12 12x32

(0) 7 ; 84 84 f 7

Insert a symbbl to make the

following tru'e

6. (a) 47 :0. 182 182 +

(b) 71 56 56 - 71

(0) , 625 I 25 25 f 625

(d) 76 x 67 . 67 x 76

(e) 25 4 575 575 x 25,

Addition and subtraction are oneratippe which can...tail-performed

numbers. They are examples of binary operations, since they are performed

on a mitz of numbers. What other binary operations are frequently used,

'in ari !mastic? 4'

Tbe at Oat the commutative principle is true for addition and

multiplication-is a property of these operations. Notice ,the similarity
0-

.blirtmeen tbe equations

a b = b a,

and a b srb a.

ifie say that these operations are commutative. To find whether subtrac-

tion is commutative we must ask whethera -0=b-ais true for ga

numbers a and b. Is it true for-a = 5 and 0 = 5? Is division a'com-

mutative operation? Give an example.illustrating your answer.

Exercises - 2a

Which of the following operations ars commutative?

(a)

(b)

(0)

1

6

7

+ 2

8

9

(d)

(e)

(f)

4 - 5

12 I.?

9 4

IbP

.111.1
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S. Which of the-following aCtivities are commutative?

(a) To put on a bat end then a coat

.(b) To walk down the street and eat a hot dqg

1(c) To pourTed paint into blue paint

(d) chair and sit:Cn it

(e) To walk through a doorway and clone the door.

What operetioUs and activities can ybu list which are commutative?

Which are not commutativet (You need not list more than five for

each.)

10. SuPpose we Online a new operation, symbolised by V , like.this:

a V b=a+ ,b + (a b)

Compute 3 V 4 and 4 V 3. .Is this operation comititative?

Atefizgative Frinsizae

ROW CIO you add 12 ? You think 2 4. 3 .= 5 and bring down the 1.
21.

What have-you actually done? Why does it work? You know-tbat

12 = 10 + 2. YoUr problem 12 , is (10 + 2) * 3. ./bu actually found

10 + (2 + 3). W know 12 + 3 = 10 + (2 + 3). 'Let us try some other

numbers.

What do we moan by 1 t 2 + 3?. Do we moan (1 + 2) + 3,-er do we

mean 1.* (2 t 3)? Does it make any difference? We have said the:order

we add-two numbers doesn't make anY Wforence. Now we see that the

wey we group numbers to add them doesn't change the sum.

(1 + 2) *1= 3 + 3 =,6

We oall.thiS-idea the appociative nrinciple of gdOition for natural

numbers. Using both the commutative and associative properties of
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addition most anything goes in adding numbers. We can mix tham up in

just bout any way we choose and we can still g44 the sans answer.

Maybe we don't stop to think about how we mix these up. For example,

When asked to add 12 + 14 + 18, John thought,

*12 4, 14 =.26, and 26 + 18 = 44." This

expression represents John's procedure --

4

(12 + 14) + 18. Bill thought., "12 + 18 30,

and 38 14 = 44.* His thinking might te

represlented by-(12 18) + 14. How did Bill

know that (12 + 14) + 18 at (12 + 18) 14?

(12 14) + 18 =.12 + (14.+ 18) asiociative

principle of addition

12 + (14 + 18) = 12 + 8 + 14) lity the commutative

principle of addition

12-+ (18 + 14 ). (12 4 18) 14 By the associative'

principle of addition.

The commutative principlemoans we may Waage the order of any two

numbers' we aro ad4ing, without changing the emm,,that is a + b, = b + a.

Tbe associative inciple means that no Ritter how we may group number(

for purposes adding pairs of numbers, the result is the same, that

is, (a b) = a + (b + c).

When:you mui. iply 2, (30) you actually compute (2 3) 4,01.

know 30 = 3 . 10. Is 2(3 10) = (2 3) 10?

1 The associative priiciple holds for multiplidation with natural

numbers. Wbat do we mean by 2 x 5 x 42

(2 x 5)x47 10 x42 40

2 x (8 x 4) = 2 x 20 = 40

BOA give the same answer. We may group the factors of * product any

Let's try some ways.

4 8
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way we plegise mithout changing the product. Tiflis is called the ia_Nia-

orincple n4tic1ioatior1 for natuial fleabane, that is,
(a x b) sc a. x 03X 13) /

Sine, addition andsmiltOlicatIoniare associative, there is no
possibility of eannIgiCe when we write 1 + 2 + 3 ;r: 1 2 s 3 (sitting
the parenthases. This is an example of mathematical slang which is

.allowed since it does riot load to any confusion.

However in 2 4. 3 4 it does nake.s. difference how we group tbo

nuabrus slate

(2 3) 4 5 = 20 .

but 2 (3 i) 4' 12 2 ik
-Therefore it is wrong to omit the parentheses here and 62 + 3 V' is

nonsense unless we make)some agram.ient about -its moaning.

lExercises,- 3

Shof4w that the following are true.

'Exasple:' (4+ 3) + 2 = 4-+ (3 + 2)

7 + 2 = 4.+ 5

9

(4

8

46

+ 7) 2

+ (6 + 3).=

4 (73 +'98)

"B

(7 2) (a) (21 4. 5) + 4 = 23,+ (5 .+ 4)

(8 + 6) + 3 (b) (34 + 17) + 29 = 34 + (17 + 29)

= (c) 436 (476 + = (436 + 476) + 1

(46 + 73) + 98

(d) (6 x 5) x 9 = 6 x (5 x 9) (d) t) x 7) x 8 = 9 x (7 x 8)-

(s) (24 x 36) X 20 (e) (57 x 80) x 75 =,57 x (80 145)=

24 x (36 x 20)

V. now know 'that addition and multiplication of nateril numbers
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have the.associative property. Letts look.at subtrection. I. it

asiociativ? If it wore far any natural numbers ay b, and 0, -

(a b) - c = a - (b - c). Hers is an example, try it.

Does (18 - 5)-- 3 = 18 3)?

Does subtriction have-the associative property?

If 'division were associative, this would mean for any natural

numbers', ,a, bp and c, b) c = a, c(b c). Test this with

this example: (32 I 8) f 2 = 32 I (8 4 2). What conclusion do

you come to?' Make up another example to show agiin that you are

right.

Rewrite these problems using the associetive and 4;ommutative proper-

ties when necessary to make the addition easier. Use parentheses

to show what additiob are done first.

A
4

(a) 6 + 1 + 9

(b)

(c) 63 + 75 25

(d) 26 + 72 4

522 60

(r) 45 15 + 63

(g) 13 + 36 + 4

B.
(a), 72 + 90 +.20

(b) 50'+ 36 + 20'

(c) 28 + 75 + 25

(ci) 83 + 17

(a) 3 + 5 + 7 + 15

(0 56 23 + 44 + 77

(g) 18 + 16 + 24 + 2

5. Rewrite these using the associative and commutative properties when

necessary # make the meltiplication easier. Use parentheses to

iho4 what multiplications ar: done first.

A

(a) 13 x 10 z 2

(a) .5 z 45 z

(0) 7. z 25 x 4

(d) 50 x 2 z 33

(a) 2 x 67 x 5

(b) 11.5-2 4 r 86

(t) 38 x 50 x. 2

Cti 3 z 11 z 4



6. Is the following statement true? To multiply 2 by the product of

5 and 6 we caiONmmltiply 6 by the product of 2 and 5. Explaih.

7. Is the following statement iris? In Order to double the product

of 6 and 5, You double 6, double 5 and take the product of the

doubles. Use parentheses to show what is being done. Explain the

reasons for your answer.

Iethe following statement true? In order to double the smof

Gemd 5, you double 6, double 5 and take the product of the doubles.

Use parentheses to show what is being done. Explain ihe reasons

for your answer.

9. How many ways can 2 + 3, 4 f 2 be interpreted by grouping the

numbers in differeni ways? .

Eight girls

Thg piaVibutive Pripciplo

and four boys twelve children alto tber .-- are
7

pianning a skating-party. For a merrier paAy, each girl invites

another, girl and each boy invites another boy. The rumbor o girls

has been doubled. The number of boys has been ddUbled. the number

of children been multiplied by two? by four? by twelve?

Altogether, there will be (2 8) girls and.(2 4) boys or a

total of (2 8) .(2 4) children at the party. When the party was

planned, there were (8 + 4) children. The final number of children

is th product of 2 and (8 +1). We see that --

(2 8)+ (? 4) = 16 + 8 = 24

2 (8 + 4) = 2 12 = 24

So, we cad write

8) + (2

fL
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You have been using this principle since the third grade.

What do_you actliAlly think? You sy tdyoursaft "3 2 = 6, 3 x 1 =

and the product is 36.10 Your metod is correct because,

3(10 + 2) = 3 10 + 3 2

147 the commutative principle it is also' true that

.0.0 + 2)3 = 10 3 + 2 3

as we see when we change the order of multiplication.

This idea is familiar to us. We learned that 375 is the same

*

as (7 5) (7 70) + (7 300). Put instead of writing 375 a

(300 + 70 + 5) let's write 375 as*(145 + 230). Is (7 375) the

49,7 (145 + 230)?

same

We can writs 83 as (rt ) 45 = (SO 45) + (3 45):: This

may be more familiar to some of'us if we wr6te 45 and .45,'

In the more usual form we have 45
x
135

3735

We recognise in the product that 45 3 = 135'end 45 80 = 3600.

,This idea that we have been describing links together the opera-

tions of multiplication 'and addition. We refirto:this idea as the

distributtre princ41e Of multiPlicatiom gia a44tion.

If we due letters to represent numbers, we can say

a(b + c) =ab+a.c oi (b + c) .41=ba+ca=at,b,,+a C.
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1. Carry put instructions

Exercises - 4

4

(a) (3 9) + 6 (a) (4 9) + 16

(b) 3 .(9 + 6) (b) 7.(3 + 9)

(c) 5 4 (2 '7) (c) (7 3) + 9

(d) (5 2) + 7 (d) (8 6) + (3 7)

(e) (8 4) -+ (2 3) (e) (6 + 5) + (7 9)

(f) (2 + 3) + (6 8) (f) + 7)- (9 ;')

(g) (3 + 9) . (2 3) (g) (46 17) + 17

Oa) (14 - 7) + 3 (h) (7 3) + (7 9)

(1) (7 6) + (7 (i) 16(7 + 6)

(j) (6 + (j) (16 7) + (16 6)

2. Show that the following are true

Example: 3(4 .4 3) = (3 4) 4' (3 3)

3 7 12 + 9

21

(a) CO 4. 5 (4 7) + (4

(b) (3 4) 4. (3 y =

3 (4 + 8)

21.

5)(a) 9(7 + 5) = (9 7) + (5

(b) (11 3) 4. (11 4) =

11(3 + 4)

*(c) (5 2) + (5 3) L- 5(2 + 3)(c) 12(5 + 6) = (12 5) +'((6 12)

(d) (6 . (6 2) = 6(3 4. 2)(d) (i 5 6) 4. (15 ..5) = 15(6 + 5)1
t*.

.(e) 7(9 + 8) = (7 9) 4. (7 . 8)(e) '23(2 + 3) = (23 2) + (23 3)

(f) 2(16 + 8) = (2 . 16) + (2.8)(f) . 99) 4. (5 . 99) = 99(3 + 5)

(g) (3 6) + (4 . 6) = 4)( 128(10 + 20) II 128 10Y +

(128 20)

(h) 9(1 + 2) = (9 1) 2)(h) (1000 10) 4. (1000 4' 20) =

1000(10 + 20)
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)i.. (10 . 6) 3 lo) = (g.. 7) c (8 . 7) - 8(7 7)

10 (6 + 3) 7(8 8)

2_

(j) 8) + (6 7) = j) 15(3 + 3) ='3(15 + 15)

6(8 + 7)

Insert ti symbol to make each a true sentence.

(a) 3(4 + 3)

(b) 2(4

(3 4) +

(3 ..3)

4

(a)

(b)

3(6 + 4)

7(2 + )

(2 5)

(c) (5 2) + (5 3) = ( 2)

5(2 + 3)

(d)c--7(3 + ) 7 3) (d) ( 4)

(7 3)

(c) (2 . 7) + (3 ) 4( (e) 11(

7(2 + 3)

(f) 3 ik 5) 4) = (f) 8(5 6)

3(5 ),

4. Using the distributive property rewrite each \of the following:

Examples:

= (3 (3 )

4

= (7 ) + ( a:3)

+ ( 5 ) = 8(

+ 4) = (6 + 7)

=

(a). 4(2 + 3)

(b) 74 + 6).
.-Z111

/ (c) (9 8) + 25;4wv

(d) 6(13 + 27)

(e) (12 5) + (12 7)

(a) 5(2

(b) (6

+ 3) = (5\* 2) + (5

4) + (6-i 3) = 6(4

3)

+ 3)

(i) (5 26) + (5 . 7)

(0) 8(14 + 17)

(e) 7(213 + 787)

.(d) (27 13) (27 11)

(e) (18 . 19) (17 18)



Try these: Using the idea of,the diStributive property we can write

36 + 42 as (6 6),+ (6 7, 7) = 6 (6 + 7)

1$ + 15 45 (6 3) (5 3) = 3(6 5)

Can you rewrite these in the flame way?

Check your work to see that you are right.

Example: 10 + 15 = (6 3) + (5 3)

33 18 + 15 3 x 11

33 33

A

(a) (8'+. 12)

(b) (12 + 9) (b) (14 + 21)

(a) (10 15) "(di (36 + 18)

(d) (24 18) (d) (40 + .11)

(e) (28 + 32) (e) {)12 + 46(c

(f) (21 + 14)' (f) (56 + 42)

(g) (25 4. 15) (g) (72 + 27)

(h) (3 6) (h) (7 + 63)

'Using the idea of the'distributive principle, we can write 45 as

(40 + 5) and 23 as (20 + 3). Then the product would be

45 . 23 = (40 + 5) (20 + 3) = 40(20++ j) + 5(20 +

40 . 20. + 40 3 + 5 20 + 5 3 = 800 + 120 + 100 t 15 = 1070

Check this result by multiplication of 45 and 23. Rewrite the

-following products in,the-.same way, and check the results.

A

(a) 78 . 45 86 34

(b) 13 . 76 53 19

(e) 567 P 84, 623 72

co.
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Which of the following are true?

(a) 3 + 4 2 = (3 + 4) (3 + 2)

,(b). 3 1 (4 2) = (3 4) - (3 2)

(c) (4 + 6) 2 = (4 2) '(6 2)

(d) + 6) ! 2 = (4 2) (6 f 2)

8: Suppose we introduct the new symbol-OA" by the definition

9

8.

a A b = bit. For example, 2 A 3 = 32 =

3 A 2 = 23 =

Which of thi following arectrue?

(a) 2 A(3 4) = (2A3) (2A 4)

(b) (3 4)A2 = (3A 2) .4; (4A2)

(C)/ 2A(12 1 3) = (2 Al2) f (2A 3)

Th2. Clmre proverb,'

There is another property of natural numbers associated with the

idea of addition and multiplication. If we add any two natural numbers

(they may be the same number), our answer is also a natural number.

tor example,

4 + 7 z 11 and only 11

All are natural
5 + 5 = 10 and only 10

numbers.
85 + 91 = 176 and only 176

We say that the set of natural numbers is closed with respect to

addition, or closed under addition. 'That is, if we add any two natural

numbers, we shall alwilkys get one and only one natural number as their

sum.

The same thing is true for multiplication. The.product of two

natural numbers is one and only one naturs.1 number. For example,

---Zx 8 = 16 and only 16. It isn't ever some other number like 38, 51,

etc.



The operations of addition and multiplication have the property

that when either is.applied to a pair of natural.numbers, in a given

order, the result is a uniquely aetermined natural number.

W; can *a. the set of natural numbers from one to trga 4 not

closed to addition. (2 + 4) is a number less than 10 but is (6 + 5)

less or equal to 10?

Is the set of natural numbers closed with respect to division? If'

we find the quotient of 8 and 2 or 8 f 2, we get another natural number.

But if we try 9 !. 2 .then we do not get a natural number for an answer.

We say that the set of-natural numbers is 1221 closed 'With respect to

division. 'Too, we cannot always subtract one.natural number frOM

another and get a natural number. 16'- 4 = 12. All of these are

natural numbers. But what about 4 - 15? Can our answer be a natural

nuMber? U. say that this problem is impossible to solve if we must

have a natural number as an answer.

Exercises -(5

1. Is the sum of two odd numbers always an odd number?

Is the.set of odd numbers closed under addition?

2. Is the set Of even numbers closed undey addition?

3. Is the set of all multiples of 5 (5, 10, 15, 20, etc.) closed with

respect to addition?

4. What is true of the sets of numbers in Exercipm 1, 2, and 3 under

multiplication?

Are the following sets of numbers closed with respect to addit

(a) Set of natural numbers greater than 50?

(b) Set of natural umbers from 100 through 999?

(c) Set of nat bers loss than 48?

(d) Set of nAtural numbers ending in 0?
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6. Are the sets of numbers in Ekercise 5 Closed with respect to

multiplication?

7. Are all sets of natural numbers which are closed with respect to

addition also closed with respect to multiplication? Why?

Are spay of the seta of numbers in Exercise 5 clpsed under subtrac-

tion? ,

Ars spy of the sets of numbers in Exercise 5 closed under division?

Inverse Operations

Often we do something and then we undo it. We open the door; we

shut it. We turn on a light; we turn it'off. We put on our coats;

we take them off. We put two sets of things together into one set;

we separate one set of things into two sets.
%

We call subtraction the inverse operation to addition. The inverse

of adding 5 is subtracting 5.

What does the grocer do when you buy something for 31 cents, and

pay for it witb a dollar bill? Does he say, "109 - 31 = 69, here is

69 cents change."? No, hedoes not even mention the number 69. He

counts out money into your hand, "32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 50, one dollar."

He finds out how much to add to 31 in order to have 100. He answers

the question:

31 + ? = 100

Can you sbtji23 from 58 by adding?

23 + ? = 58

You might think, " 3 5 = 8 3 = 5, and the m1sLkig number is 35.11

You have used addition to check subtraction. Can you use multi-

plication to chOck division?

W call division the inverse operation to multiplication. The

inverse of multipl,ying by 5 is dividing by 5. The operation of

;)8
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multiplying 2 by 4 gives 8: shfx 2 = 8. Now what ein we do to 8 with

4 to give us 2? We divide. To describe the operation we can write

8/4 = 2 becaus:/4 A 2 8.

We have used this idea, too, as a check for division. How many

23's in 856? Study th907 operations.

23) 1

*

161
"L.

23

1

851

Whin we ank the question, W1at ie 851,,,4ivided by 231* we are eetki

the answer to the question, "By what number must 23 be multiplied to

obtain 851?' In the division and the chick above, we see that 37 is the

answer to bilth-Auestions.

If a and b stand for two natural numbers and a is greater than b

there is a natural,number, such that

The number, A, is the number we find by subtrecting b from a. We can

explain the meaning of subtraction in terms of the equation a + x = b.

In a qmtlar-iday, if a and b stand for, natural numberi, then there

may or may not be a natural number, A, such that

a . = b

If there is such a natural number, then A is the number we find

by dividing b by a. We,aen explain the meaning of division in .torma

of the equation a A = b. If b = 15 and a = 3, then in dividing 15

by 3 we are seeking a number, A, such

3x= 15
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Exercises- 6

1. Add the following numbers and check by the inverse operation:

A B

(a) 58 (b) 37 (a) 864 (b) 427
Al UZI% 5.74 5.21

(0) 86 + 27
,

(c) Eight hundred and seventy-six

plus four,hundred and ninety-

five is what?

(d) One hundr and 'Six plus (d) What is the sum of 32,098 and

eight red and ninety- 80,605?

seven is what?

(e) ,Fino\l\ile sum of,798 and 508.(e) Adding 20,009 to 89,991 gives

Aat number?

2. Subtraat the following,and check by acIditiOns

(a) 86 - (b) 67 - 28 (a) 916 - 805 (b) 1110 - 1010

(c) 167 - 78 (c) 899100% minus 6989

(d) If one bookcase will hold' (d) A theatre sold 4789 tickets one

(e)

128 books and another 109

books, how many more books

does the former hold?

If one building has 400

windows and another 811

wadowa, how many more

windows does the first

building contain?

(e)

month and 6781 tickets the neat

month. How many more people

cane to the theatre the second

month than came the first month?

The popul:tion of a tour was

19,891 people. Five years later

the population was39,110 people.

What was the increase of popula-

tion for the five years?

3. Multiply the following numbers and check.bry the inverse operation:

(a) 2 241 (b) 734 9 (a) 213 23 (b) 518 76
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20 841 ,(d) 239 37 (c) 509 4800%

(d) What is 87 times itself?

(e) What is the product of (e) If one truck will carry 2099

678 and 49? boxes, how many boxes will 79

trucks carry?

4. Do the indicated divisions and check by multiplication:

(a) (b) (c) (a) .70304 (b) Divide 20972 by 107
3 900 + 12 13

( ) 117 (c) Take 214 into 108712.
21

(e)

(d) How, many racks are needed to

store 208 chairs, if aach rack

holds 16 chairs?

At a party there were 312 (e)' A girl scout troop ham 49 main-

piftes of candy. If there *biers. Each member is to sell

mire 24 children at the boxes of cookies. If the troopN
party, how many pieces of has 5$8 boxes to sell, bow many

candy could each child have? boxes will each.finalre to

sell in order to sell tham all?

Find simpler name for:

- 2)

(0) (5 16) g00%

(a) 39 - (2 + 5)

(b) (9 - 3) + 15

(c) 119 - (40 - 6)

(d) (20 11) - (6

(f) (35 42)

(g) 9 + 201 + (128. 239)

Y-

((3) 214_ 960(yie

(a) 299 - (97 + 105 + 25)

(b) 973 + 728 - (728 - 27)

(c) (16 x 24) - 119

(d) (18 x 46) - (17 x 47)

(0) )307949 20104
149

(f) (hg2) x (12)
' 25 25

(g) (19 17) + (2144 ) (35 4, 37)
7200%

(h) (104 4. 21)

5(2 + 3)
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(i)

Z400n5 (.1)

135
6. Perform the following operations:

(m)

(b)

Cc)

Add 16 and 17. From the

sta subtract

(a)

35 x (12 + 74(00%

Find the diffefence 1:etween

47 and 38. DilAdo this dif-

ference by 3 and then add 17.

Subtract 24 from 89. To (b) Divide 272 by 16, multiply the

this difference add 19. quotient by 12 and subtract

100 from the product.

Divide (c) Multiply 12 times 13 and add

39. Divide the rum by the

.product of 2 and 7.

Add 26 and 42 and divide the

sum by 17. To this add 117

and divide this gum by 11.

Find the difference Vetween

87 and 49. Multiply this dif-

ference by 10 and subtract 40.

Multip1y 27 bY 34.

the product by 9 and then

add 100.

(d) Find the sue of 9 and 9.(d)

(a)

Ftom it subtract 4, 6 times.

Take 308, divide it by 28. (0)

Multiply the quotient by 5.

Subtract 9 from the product.

Divide this difference by 68

and then add 6.

Betweenness

Earlier we talked about ordering natural numbers. We now locate

the sequence of natural uabers as dots.

1 2 3 4 5 6
. . .

8 9 10
. (How far can we go?)

Now we are ready to ask some questions about numbers between numbers.

How many numbers are between 1 and 7? What did you do to find your

answer? Let's try theseexercimos.
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Exercises - 7

Here is a row of dots running across the page. Beginning at the

left and, taking steps one after another in succession, label each

dot with a name for a number. Starting, it mi ht look like this:

one two three four five

Continuo labeling, as far as the edge of the page. Writing the

word 'names makes the picture cumbersome. If we agmin use the

.usual numeration, we will have

1 2 3

This is called a number Scale. Finish labeling the dots of the

number scale.

(a) Write a number scale, using the binary numeration.

(b) Write a number scale using the seven system.

In the remaining questions use the decimal numeration:

(g)

(h)

What tumeral is the label for the dot nearest the right band

edge of the page?

What numeral is the label for the dot just to the right of

the dot labeled '7'?

ghat nusieral is the label for the dot just to the left of the

dot labeled '7'?
-

Between the dots labeled '6' and '$' there is only one dot, the

dot labeled How many dots Are between the dots libeled

'11' and '13'?

How many dota are between the dots labeled '2' and

How many dots are between the dots labeled 15' and

14 I ?

We have more numerals which we have not used as labels. What

numeral should be the label for the first dot beyond the paper's

edp?
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What numeral ahould be the label'for the-second dCt-beyond

the paper's edge?

(j) If the label '21' is given to the fifth dot beyond the paper's

edge, where does the label '471 appear?

2. (a) How many dots between the dots labeled '1' and '12'7

(b) How many dots between the dots labeled '12' and Ill?

Z.
Holy many dots between the dots labeled '511 and 158'?

How many xl/ts between the dots labeled '27' and 131?

.(o) How many dots'between the dots labeled 184' and I532'?

(f) How many dots between the dots labeled 1382711 and '529641?

3 It a drill all students line up in a single file and count off

in one, tworthree fashion. At her turn, Mary says, even.*

At his 1164 Tom says, wsevantyrthree How many students are

between Mary and Ton?

In a list of town voters, enraged alphabetically, Mrs. Beach is

listed as number 197 and her sister, Mrs. Warren, is number 15841.

How many names are on the register between the names of the sisters?

If a number scale is labeled from left to right, the dot labeled

* '81 will lie on the left of the dot labeled '10'. Since the number
1

8 is mailer than the number 10, we use the numeral '8' as a label

before we use the numorfal I1U We have seen that symb4s can be

used to may that the number 8 in less than the number 10. We have

written *8 < 101. The number scale showlus this sentence when it

Shows that the dot labeled '8' lies on the left of the dot labeled

'101

(a) The dot labeled '12' lies on the left of th:;.-dot4teled '17'.

Does that meen that 12 < 17?

(b) How do the dots labeled '482' and '5161 lie?
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k4,.. (c) How many dots between the dots labeled '31' and '351?

(11) What is the label on the dot midway between '31' and '351?

6. In a stadium, the benches on the same level art labeled with

numerals in a number scale. Don is sitting in the seat labeled

'24', and Ed is sitting in the steat labeled '37 Several very

fat people warit to sit,between Don and Ech tacia one of the fat

people needs two seats. ,How many fat people can squeeze in

between Dot and Ed?

There are uniform notches on a shelf. Each one holds a regular

size box. An economy si box needs three spaces. Notch labeled-s59

'52' and notch labeled '142' are filled, but the- shelf between is

empty. How many regular size boxes'mag be put in? How many

economy sized boxes?

8. Parking siqaces in a factory parking lot are labeled like a number

scale. Twe cars are parked in the spaces labeled '571 and '80'.

The spaces between are-Mapty. Can a fleet of 12 eke be parked

between the two cars, if one truck occupies two spaces?

9. If a and b are numbers, and a < f4 can it be true that b < a? Is

it possible tbat i = b? If a, b, and c are numbers, and a < 1 and

b < c, then t is the relation between a and c? State your answer

in the form:

If a < b and 13 < at then ?

10. Which ip larger, 3 or 7? If you add 2 to each number how do the

results compare? Is there a, general law? If a < b, then what is

the relation between a + c and b + c State your answer in the form:

If a < bp then ?

11. If a, b, and c are numbers, and b is between a and c, can c be

between a and b? Is b between c and a? If b is between a and c,

and a is between b and d, where d is a number, what is the relation

among br c, and d?
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VLe Number One

The number 1 is the smallest of the natural numbers. It has several

special properties which should be noticed. First, all ths natural

numbers may be built from 1 by addition; as we have seen: 1 + 1 = 2,

1 + 2 = 3 1 + 3 = 4, etc. Second the product of any natural number

,ank 1 is that natural number: 1 + 1 = 1, 1 ! 2 = 2, 1'3=3, etc.

It is therefore sometimes called the identity element for multiplica-

tion, since no number is changed when you multiply it by 1. Also ik

you divide by 1, the natural number is not altered.

As a matter of fact, if you assume that 1 1 = 1, you can use the

distributive property to show that 1 times any natural number is itself.

For example, suppose you wished to show that 1 5 = 5. Then you could

1/4

write:

1 5 = 1 . (1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1) = 1 1 + 1 . 1 + 1 + 1 1 + 1 =

+ + 1 + + 1 = 5

Another property that the number 1 has I. that 15° = 1 1158 = 1

in fact, any power of 1 is 1. Why does this'follow from vim ve had

stated above?

Ihg ALIShIE ate

The number 'zero is even more special than the numb4m 1. It can be .

used to count in the sense that if you have no apples, you can express

that fact by saying that you have sera apples. Jt is very useful in aur

notation for numbers since it serves often as a plade holder: 11 is

quite different from 101 and .0035 is not .35 .

What happens when we multiply, divide, add and subtract with sera?

First 3 0 = 0 since this can be interpreted to be three seroes and if

three people have no apples each, they have amongst them no ipples.



'But ! 3 does not have a comperable-Measilig -- it makes no sense to A

emitic of *no sets of three apples each." But we define 0 3 to be

sero since we want multiplication to be commutative. Thus zero timers

any natural number is sero. Also it is natural to de ne 0 0 = 0.

We.might sefthat if we take.the set of unicerns/And th set of

natural numbera between 1 and 2, and write none of them we obtain -1i7)

set of no elements.

It is also true that if the product of two whole numbers is\sero,

one or both of them past he sero. This holds since the product f two

natural numbers is a natural number; that is, if neither of them \were

zero, their product could not be'

If we add zero to any natural number we get the number apart. If

you have no apples aid l'have thred, we have three apples between us.

The order in which we add them does not matter. We could express ihis

a +0=0+a= a,
,

for any natural number mo It is true even if,a is sera. Hence.1 could

be any whole number. Similarly a - 0 = a.

Can we divide by sero? We know that 6/2 is ) because 3 2 = 6.

So in,3/0 is a number it should be one which'whep muitipliod by zero

gives 3. All the:numbers we have bad so far give sero when multiplied

by sem It would be very strange to her) a number wiich when we

multiply it hy sero we obtain 3. Another dpificulty would be that if

3/0 were a number it would be equal to 1/0 since we could divide

numerator and denominator by 3. Then 3/0-and 1/0 would be equal aid

yet when you multiplied the first by 0 you would get 3 and the other

by sero you would get 1. For these and other reksons, we exclude

division by sero.

6 7
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"Can we divide zero by any number? What about 4/3? This is the

number which when multiplied hy 3 gives zero. So 0/3 is zero, which

is a number. .

0

'We haVe stated the properties of zero here in terms of natural

numbers. But they all hold for other numbers as well.

14

Exercises - 8

1. If the product of two whole numbers II zero, one of them is zero.

Is it true that4f the product of two whole numbers is 11 one of

them is 1? Is it true that if the product of two whole numbers

is 2, one of them is 2? Will the &nzwer be "yes'. for tiny natural

number in place of 2? 0

2. Answer the question at the close of the section on the number.l.

3. What is - 3 equal to? Wha n n equal to?

If a + c = a, what muSt th number c be?

Should we consider 0/0 to ba number? Why or Why not?

A
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. yAcTORING FRIMES,

Do you know what the word "factor" means? The tied is familiar

even if the word is not. ,We know that 5 x 2 = 10.* Or we may write

this as "5 2 = 10." We call the 5 and 2 factors of 16; 6 and 7 are

factors of 42, that is 6 7 42. Instead of,calling one the multi-

plicand and one the multiplier, we can give tham both the same name --

-factor. Also, 42 = 2 x 3 x 7 and we call 2, 3, and 7 the factori-
4,42; Really, does it make any-difference which is which? From our*

understanding of the commtatil property of multiplication of natural

numbers we know that if the orde* is changed, the product is still the

same. qalether<t be 5 x 2 or 2 x*5; the product is still 10.

What are the factors of 96? Suppose we think one of the factors

is 8. 'Then 96 divided by 8 is 12. We know that two factors of %are

8 and 12, for 8 x 12 = 96. Are there Other factors of 96?

Exercises - 1 4

A

1. Factor the,following: 1. Factor the following:

(a) 8 (b) 26 (c) 40 (8.0 16 (b) 28 (c) 144

di 54 (e) 56 (f) 72 (d) 260 (e) 100 (f) 91

(g) 7 - (g)

2. Using the principle that 2. Using the principle that
a

n 1 = n if n is any number, n 1 = n if n is any number,

find simpler names for these

numbers. num .

find simpler names for these

(a) 3(5 4)

leb) (29 - 28) 5

(c) (56- 55)

.(a) 8

(b)

(c) 3 (86 - 8'5)

6,)
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fr

(d) 57% (75 71) ,(c1}%
( 8) x 9

(e) 7 . 10(f) 1 104
. For these use the nature umbers from'l to 30.

(a) Give the set bf num that have the factor 1.

(b) Give the set of numbers that have the factor 2.

.(c) Give the set of numbers that do not have the ffiLetor 2.

/
(d) Give the set of numbers that may be factored in more than one

way. Factor each number in this sat as many ways_as you can.

(e) dive the's-et of numbers that can be factored anly one way.

Factor each number in this set. Whatcan you say about the

factors of a natural number that can Only be factored one

way?

We have talked about things having something in common. Let's

write products of factors of numbers betOten 1 and 20. The even numbers40

between 1 and 20 are in Set I. pe odd numbers between 1 and 20 are in

Set II.

= 4 1 x 5 = 5

1 x 7 = 7.

1 . 3 3,=. 9
" ,

1 x 11 = 11

1 x 13= 13

1 x 3 x 5 = 15

1 F 17. = 17

111719 =/4419,1 x 9 x 2 = 18

6

7 0
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Notice that these even numbers all have the factor 2 in common, and

none of these odd numbers has the factor 2.. Do You suppose that all

, ven numbers have the factor 2? Do you suppose that any odd number

has the factor 27.

1.

txercises - 2

A

Pick out the even nuMbers. 1. Pick out the odd numbers.

37 64 . 31,766 50 36,763 (101)3
56 101 420,681 738 829,700 (210)3

102 2568 570,000 4683 10,110 50096

2. Tell whether these numbers are odd orieven.

(a)

(1)

(c)

2 x 5

3- + 7

6 x 5 x 3

(a)

(b)

(c)

3 x 2 x 6

5 + 7 + 1

4 x 7 x 13

(d) 2 + 16 (d) 128 + 36

(e) 7 + 8 (e) 266 + 627

(f) 5 x 13 3 x 3 x 7

(g) 257 + 361 (g) 25(7 4- 9)

(h) IE20 + 928 (h) (13 + 26)26

(i) 26 x 58 x 75 (1) (13.x 12) + 76

(j) 3.3 x 40 x 77 (j) 27 + (5 x 23)

(k) 5271 x 397 x 705 (k) 110 - 66

(.1) 1729 5285 (1) 115 777
.s.

3. Perform the following operations:

Make a counting zhart for numbers Make a counting chart for numbers

'from 1 through 10 in base two from 1 to 10 written in base two,

nuMeration. Circle the numerals three, four and five. In whdch

.for even numbers. How can you system of.numeration are even

71
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recognize an eveh number written

in bilge two numerals?' An odd

;umber?

numbers easi1y recognized? Do

you have any htinches about even

numbers written in systems with

larger bases?

F°1'ime Numbers

There are some numbers which have as factors on1y.themselves and 1..

For instance,

2 = 2 X 1

3 = 3 x 1

5 = 5 x 1

77 7 x 1

11 = 11 x 1

13 = 13 x 1

17 = 17 x I

19'= 19 x 1

Any natural number which has'only two factors -- itself and i

is called a prima. number.. Although 1 has as factors only itself and 1,

it is not consideited a prime number. The numbers lis1ted ablove -- 2, 3,

5, 7, 11, 13, 17, and 19, are all prime numbers. Numbers like 4, 6, 9,

MIPalk

4

12, 15, and 18, are ,not prime numbers. They are called composite numbers,

for they have more different factors. For example, the factors
,

of 4 a're,i 4 and:4. What are some other prime numbers? What are

some other composite numbers?

, Exercises

- 1. List the numerals for all the prime r<usbers you can think of between

1 and 1001.

2. Do you think you listed every one? You may have missed a few, or

perhaps you have included the numerals of some'numbers whose fact15:i.;--'-
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u did not recognize. In about 200 B. C., there lived a man

lled ratosthenes. This man invented a way tdt find prime numbers

smaller than some number you have in mind. In this case the prime

numbers are to be less than IGO. To use Eratosthenes' methdd, we

proceed as follows:

(a) Write in order the numerals for the odd natural numbers that

are smallei than 100 beginning with 3.

(b) Starting with "3" cross out.every third numeral. Do EEk

cross out "3", but start counting with 4.

Now, starting wit5 cross out every fifth numeral. Include

the numerals already crossed out when you count. Some numerals

will be crossed out more than once. Do 421 cross out the "5*,

but start counting with 6.

Again, starting with "7"', cross out every seventh numeral. Do

not cross out the "7" but start counting with 8.

The next numeral is "9". It is alreqdy crossed out. Skip it

and go on to

Continue in this way until you have crossed 'out all possible

numerals. The numerals lett with the numeral "2" will be the

names of the prime numbers less than 100.

Because numerals "cr p out" this method is known as "the sieve of

Eraiosthenes."

Compare this 40, with your list in question one. Were you
tt417

,Keep this list in your notebook.

g;) 14hy IS the numeral 2 added to the list af prime numbers? Could

we have gotten. the stameliest by

the .naturial rditiZ

ritinc the numerals for all

How would we begin, then? Do you under-

stand, our beginning is just a7-thort cut?
kk

-4

p
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(h) Was it necessary to continue to 31, where you would cross oue-

every thirty-first numeral? At what point did you find that

_you were not crossing out any new numerals? When you moved on

to a new step where the starting numeral had not been crossed

out, but found that every other numeral in that step had

already.been crossed out,,then you.were finished.

(a) Using "the sieve of Eratosthenes" find the prime numbers less

than 300.

(b) What numeral began the series in Which the last numeral was

crossed out? (See 2h above.)

(c) How many prime numhers are less than 300?

(d) How many prime numbers are between 1 and 100? between 106

and 200? between 200 and 300?

(e) Separate the natural numbers between 100 and 300 taken in

-"order in groups of 50, in which group are the greatest number

of primes? In which, group of 50 do the nilmber of primes

increase'over the previous group of 907

(f) How many pairs of prime numbers are there such that their dif-

ference is 2? These are called prime tWins.

More about Prime Numbers

Let's add some prime numbers --

3 7

1 2 _1
8 10 12

11 11 11

_1 _1 2
14 16 18 and we could keep on writing sums of

-16

prime numbers.

Are these sums always even numbefrs? Is this always true? Remember

if you find one example which is nOt true, then the generalization

cannot be made. Also, no matter how many examples we hve, unless we

have all possible, examples, we do not have a proPf.
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Exercises - 4

1. Find these sums:

(a) thirty-one plus nineteen

(b) five plus twenty-nine

-4) ninety-ieven.plus one hundred forty-nine

(d) two hundred seventy-seven plus one'hundred sixty-three

(e) 199 + 233

(f) 89 + 167

(g) Do all of these examples ask for the sum of two prime numbers?

(h) Is the sum an even n ber in each example?

2. Study these sums'. Can you make a guess about them?

4 = 2 + 2

6 = 3 + 3

8 = 5 + 3

10 = 5 + 5

26

28

30

32

= 23 + 100 = 47 53

= 17 + 11 102 = 41 + 61

= 17 + 13 110,14 = 43 + 61

= 19 + 13 106 = 23 + 83

4 In 1742, a mathematician named Gol bach made a conjecture,for,

guess, about theme even numbers, in fact, about all even numbers,

except the number two, in a letter he wr o a fellow mathema-

tician, Euier. He guessed that every even number except 2,- is the

sum of two prime numbers.

(a) Take a few examples and test Goldbach's conjecture. Take

same nimibers between 1 and 100, others between 100 and 200,

others between 200 and 300.

(b) Can you find one even number, other than 2 that is Eat the

sum of two prime numbers?

(c) Can you prove 'Goldbach's conjecture'? Try.

Another Property If Natural Numbers

In finding factors of numbers in Exercises 1, we gave pairs of

4.



numbers whose product was the given number. For example, 12 = 3 x 4,

so two factors ara 3 and 4. Another pair is 6 and 2. But the factors

of 4 are 2 and So we can say that the factors of 12 which are prime

numbers are 3, 2, and 2, or 12 = 3 x 2'x 2. Remember that we-do not

consider 1 a prime number. And the factors of 6 are 3 and,2. S6,\

again, 12 = 3 x 2 x 2 and the factors are 3, 2, and 2. What kind of

numbers are 3 and 2? They have what common property?

Let study another example.. If we can find factors of factors,

we will it. What are the factors of 24?

2 24=4x6 '24 = 8 x 3

24 = (3 x 4) x 2 24 = (2 x 2) x (2 x 3) 24 = (4 x 2) x 3

24 = (3 x 2 x 2), x 2 24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 24 = (2.x 2 x 2) x 3

(24 = 3 2 x 2 x 2 24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3

What do you observe? The factors of 24 are 2, 2, 2, and 3. One set

is not in that order. Does that make any difference?

In finding factors of a number, we will find prime numbers. Every

composite number can be factored into primes in only one way, except

for order. This is called the Anique factorization property gnaturej

numbers.

Exercises - 5

1. Factor completely. (That find the prime factors.

A

(a) 6

(b) 9

(c) 12

(d) 30

(e) 35

(a) 10

(b) 25

(c) 18

(d) 154

,(e) 45



(f) 37
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(f)

(g) 100 (g) 100

(h) 74 (h) 315 )

(i) 105 (i) 231

(*n 42 (i) 108

(k) \79 (k) 91

2.

'(1) 345 (1)

(m) 300 (m)

(n) 72 in)

(0) 64 (0)

Examine the products in question 1.
10

128

729

1000

5280

If au products use the same

factor more than once, rewrite that product, taking advantage of

\ the exponent notation.

3. Factor the numbers listed here in as ways aiii-ssible using

only two factors each time. Because of the commaative property,

we shaisay 3 x 5 is not different from 5 x 3

A

(a) 6 (a) 10

(b) 8 (h) 16

.(c) 24 (c) 72

(d) 100 (d) 81

(e) 150 (e) 216

Study 30 = 2 x 3 x 5. How 4. Why,should a number such as 78

should this set of factors have more possible'different

*-te grouped to show that pairs of factors-than 77? or why

30 = 2'x 15? to showthat should 210 have more possible

30 = 6 x 5? different pairs of factors than .-

2549

7 7



5. (Li) Factor 770 completely.

Group the'factors to show

all the.possible products

that will equal 770.

(b) Factor-each of the fol-

lowing numbers completely.

.Group the factors in each'

case to show all the possible

ways the number is the pro-

duct of two natural numbers.

(1) 42

(2) 66

(3) 70

(4), 12

(5) 18

(6) 48.

(7) 49

(8) 75

(9) 64

lki

5. (a) If a nUmber whell factored

completely is made up of

tWo different prime num-

bars, in how many different

ways may the number be

factored using different

pairs of fa4tors?

(b) If a number when factored

completely is made up

of three dffferent prime

numbers, in how DIA4

different'ways may the

number be factored using'

different pairs of factors?

(c) F111 in this chart.

Number Complete
Factorisation

No. of
Complete
Factors

Different
Ways to
Factor
UsimPairs

No. of Ways
.

to Factor
Using Pairs

55
130 2x5x13 3 1r130,2x65

l0x13,5x26
4

770 ,

2310

28.014 _____,



(c) Study Is there any pattern in

114 = 2 3 19 the number of ways such

50 = 2 - 5 5 numbers may be factored

Why are there more possi using pairs of factors?

ble ways to Obtain 114 as

a product of nStural num-

bers than to obtain 50?

-\)Each of the numbers has 3

factors.

6. If I have 112 tulip bulbs to 6. If I have 1000 chairs to set

\

plant and would like4o p1ant up in an orderly fashion in a

them to make a series of equal

rows, what possible arrange-

ments could I use?

large auditorium and want to

make a series of equal,rows,

what possible arrangements could

make? ir I would like the

number of rows to be as close

as possible to the number of

chairs in each row,1LWhich pos-

sibility should I choose?

Greatest Common Factor (g.c.f.)

We have been looking for common properties in sets of things, that

we have been finding something which each member of the set has.

In our study of even numbers we saw that each even number has ,a factor

of 2. So, we said even numbers have a common factor, 2. Let's find

common factors for other sets of numbers*. Is there a.common factor

for 10 and 15?



Factors of 10: 5 and 2

Factors of 15: 5 and 3

They have a common factor, 5.

Is there a common factor for 24 and 36?

IV-12

Factors of 24: 2, 2, 2, 3

Factors of 36: 3, 3, 2, 2

Yes, they have common factors of 2, 2 and 3. We can say then that their

largest factor in common, or their greatest common factor, is 2 x 2 x

o4.12.

We can use.factoripg to help us change from one name for a fraction

to another. For example, we know that

a
4 2 \

But.let's use some of the things we have learned about greatest common

factors. We write the factors of the numwtor and denominator.

2 1 2 1 2

4 2 2 2 2

But another name for 3 is 1. So we can write
2

1=
And we know that any number times 1 is itself. Then, 4 7 .

Study these:

(a) 18 .
2.4 6 4

4
(b) 2g _ 4_2_2

36 4 9

(c) 16 . 3

84 7 3

= . / =
6 4

2
4 9

. 2 . 2 1
2 2 7

. 2
4 24 4 (g.c.f. is 6)

9 36 9 (g.c.f. is 4)

1 1 = 1
7 84 7

(g.c.f. is 12)

Sometimes we find it difficult to recognise the greatest common factor

for, two or more numbers. We may use prime factors, just as we did in

the last example above, to help us.
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Exercises - 6

I. Factor each number completely and fird the g.c.f.

(st) 35;21 and 49 '(b) 21, 27 and 15 (c) 421 147 and 105

(d) 60, 42 and 66 (e) 24, 60 and 84 (f) 78, 13 and 39

(g) 28, 56 and 14

2. Simplify, that is, carry out the indicated operltions.

(a) 5....t...3 . (b) .3.-.:-5 . (c) 8.. 2
7 3 7 . 3 3 8

(d)_ 1) 4 (9) 2 5 3 _ (f) 2 5 . 3
13.5 11- 5 3 2 - 3 . 13

(g) (2 17) - 11 _ (h) (5 ,3) 6
5 (2 17) . 7 (3 5)

(j) _1_12-42-Z-11=(k) 2 ;5 =
(3.3.7) .11 21 7

(n) 2 x 2 x 7 3 3 =
3 x 2 x 2 x 2

Find simpler names for these numbers.

(a) 10 (b) Aa (c) A2 (a) 100 (e) )1). (f) &._.
60 56 166 63 112

2 5

2 5

2

(g) 100 (h) 116 (i) 5280 (j) 1456 (k) 945 (1) 8772
164 633 5760 2184 1080 20,468

Multiples at Numbers

In learning the multiplication facts, we learned multiples of

numbers. For example, multiples of 4 between 1 and 40 are 4,8, 12,

16, 20, 24, 28, 3, and 36. A multiple of 4 is a number that has 4

as a factor. Study the 41u1tip1icat1on table again. What are multiples

of other numbers? What numbers are multiples for different numbers?

. What numbers have the same multiple? Do-you see any patterns in the

multiples?,
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15. Outside white paint comes only, :in gallon cans. How many cans

be bought. if 35 quarts' are' needed?

1 .'""" refreshments at a campfire, each' member is to receive 3

marshmallows. .MarshmallowS come in packages-of 16, costfpg. 13

cents a package. If 15 people are at the campfire, how many

packages are needec?
.

*-
17. If auditorium chairs come in sections contain ng 6 seats, how

many sections will be needed for an audience of 100? of 150?

of 200? ,of 201? of 202? of .203?

eapt.common Multipls (1.c.m.)

We have learned that the greatest common factor for two or more,

. .

numbers is the largest factor common to those numbers. The gre),test

cammon factor of 4, 6..and 8, is 2.. It is the raiTest factor that is

Common to eachCo

We slso nbw that:

Multiples of 4 are 4, lc 12, 16, 20, 24, 28,

MUltiples of 6, are 6, 12,

Multiples of 8 .are 8, 16,

18,

24,

24/

.12,

30,

40,

36,

48,

42

56,

32, 367*0, 44, 48, etc.

r

4ai 54, 60, etc.

80, el.

What numbers are multipleg of all three71' Which is the smallest one?.
/ .

We ,call the smallest- common multiple for two. or moril numbers tbeir

leaSi common multiple.-

'We make- use of tWA idea in finding like denaminatorp in adding

subtracting ft-act:Ions.' It is true that we can use anyjcommon

tiple. If we fourid the prodikof 4, 6, and 8, or 4 x 6 x 8#' we

would have another MI'lltiple 192. However-, it is easilr to add
0

fi.actions if we 6an find the maallet comIrion multiple. Factoring

helps us in finding it.

.14
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iind
the least cormaon multiple for ,4, 6 fetid 8.

Factors of 4: 2, 2

Factors of 6: 2 3

Factors of 8: ç 2, 2,

The least common'alultiple for these numbers must have all the different

factors and any one of them as many times as it is 8.-rect.coit-for any one

of the numbers. .

Least coarion 1.c.m.) for 4, 6 and 8 is 2x2x2x3 or

Study these examples:
1

(a) 2 1 27 is a common multiple of 3 and of 9.
3 9

(b)

2 2 = a . 11 - _ _
4.

2
3 9 -9 3 27 27 27 27

By finding the least toMmon multiple,

3. 3 9'- 9 9 9 9

4_1 4_7
15 18 12 Finding least common multiple

10 7 11 l5z5x3
, 15 12, 18 10 12 15 18 =,3 x 3 x 2

12 x 2 x 3

-52w - 191, .11 1.c.m.:.,5,x 3 x x 2 or 180
1

180 1810) ,18p 180
+
180

'(c) 7; = 7i .

=4
1 1

*

. .

Finding

6 '6
9,)= 3 x 3
3 = x 1
2 = 2 x 1
1.c.m.: 3x3x2=18

114 f'4E7 = 15 + -1 or 158
.18

Exercises - 8

Find the mu1tiples'of the followidg numbers which are less thad 100.

A .13

la) 2, 3 ;and 4 (a) 2, 4.and a
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(b) 3, 6 and 9

(c) 7,and9

(d) 13 and 3

IV-17

(b) 6 7 and 8

(c) 11 aqilop

(d) 14 and 12

Find the common multiples for the numbers listed in each part of

Exercise

Find the least common multiple for the,numbers listed in each part

of Exercise 1.

4. Find the least common multiple fqr:

A

(a) 6, 10 and 14"

.(b) 20, 22 and112

'(c) 70, 21 andl 30

(d) 5, 20 and 1.6

(e) 9, 36 and 18

(f) 5, 6 and 7

5. (a) Find all the common

multiples of 3, 4, and 8

which are less than 75.

(,b) :Whic4 is the least coMmpn

B

(a) 9, 15 and 21

(b) 12, 14 and 16 4F

(c) 13, 15 and 17

(d) 20, 40.and 50

(e) 26, 12 and 39

(f) ld, 75 and 45

(a) liat lo the least eupou

multiple of 5, 4 and 16?

(b) What'is another com?lany--

4
multiple of. 5,. 44and 16?

multiple?\ (c) What common multiple is

-(c) Which multiple is next
. between 200-and 250?,'

greater then.the 1.c.m.? (d). What common,muitiple is

(d), Which multiple ii ne?xt between 55Q and 600?

greater thap the last one?
e

(e) Do you have, a hunch what
. bommon multiples when corn-

,

the next two greater pared with the least common

multiples will be? mul,tiple?

(e) What hunch do you ha've about

(f) What is the greatest common

multiple of 5, 4 and 16?
\
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6. Perform the indicated operation.

(a) 2
9

(a)

(b)
24 18

(c), + 1
3 4 5

(d) 7

8 14 35

fre

8 f

, A

er.

7
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Supplementary Tests for Divisibility and Repeating Decimals
ig

1. Intrgductlog: This monograph is for the student who has studied

a little about repeating decimals, <numeration systems in different bases,

and tests for ;Ai ibility (casiing out the nine$1for iristance) and

6
would like to carry his investigation a little further, under guidance.

The purpose 9f this monograph is to give this guidance; ie is not just

.to be read. You will get the most benefit from this material if you

will first read only up to the first set of exercises and then without

reading any further do the exercises. They are not just app1ications

of what you have read, but to guide you in discovery of further important

\\

an interesting'facts. Some of the exerciaes may sugge t Other ques-2
./

'tio s to you. When this happens, see what you can do toward answering

them on your own. Then, after you have done all that you can ao with
.

thatiSet ofexercises, go on to the text section. There-y,ou will'find

A tiae ansuic4s.to some of your queetions, perhaps; and a Jittle more,

infozmation to guide you toward the next set of exercises.
11,

% .

The most interestidr g and uSeful phase of mathematics is the dis-

covery oPJnew things in the subject. Not only is thisAthe most

interesting part of it, but this is a way to Irain yourself t discov
4

more and more imp*tant things as tpue goes on. When you learned

walk, you needed a helping handk but you really had not learned un

you could utand alone. Walking was not new to manklnd -- lots o
0

people had walked before -- but -it was-new to you. And wheth r or not

you would eventually discover places in your walking which n man had
-

ever seen before, was unimportant. It was a great thrill wherf you
P

firsi 'found that you could walk, eyen yough it looked like a stagger

try learnin to 'iwalk in mathematics. knd beo,other people.

11, ependent -- net accet any a ore el-) than Ls necessary.
't

8 7
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2. Casting out the nines. You may .know a very simple and inter-

e3t1 ng wtc' to tell whether a number is divisible by 9. It is based on

the fact that A number as divisible by 9 if the sum of its digits is

divisible by 9 and if the sum of its digits is divis:ble by 9, the

nu:Lber is divisible bui:6 For instance, consider the number 156782.

The sum of its digits is 1 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 4- 2 which is 29. But 29 is4

not divisible -by 9 and hence the number 156782.is not divisible by 9.

If the second digit had been a 3 instead of 5, or if the last digit had

been 0 Instead of 2, the number'would have been divisible by 9 sii7

the sum of the digits would have been 27 whicL is divisib by 9. The

test 'is a good one because is easier to add the digits lian to

divide by' 9. Actually we coUld have been lazy and-instead of dividing

29 by 9,'use the fact again, add 2 and 9 to get 11, add the 1 and 1 to

get 2 and see that since 2 is not diviSible by 9, then the original six

digiGumbeilhjs hot divisible by 9.

Ohy'is this true? Merely dividing the given number by 9 would have

testli th'e result but we would from that have no idea why it is would '1

hold for any other number. 1e can show what is happerking by writing

out the number 156,782 accordin, to what it ;.leans in t.)e decimal riots.-

tion:

1 x 105 + 5x104 + 6x103 7X102 + 8x10 +.2 =

1x(99999 * I) 5x(9999 + 1.) 6x(999 + + 7x(99 + 1) +

Sx(9 + 1) +
Wit

Now by the distri itive property, .5x( 999 1 ) = 5x9999 + 5x1 and

.similarly for the er exPreswions. Also we,may rearrange the numbers

in the s.ince addtion is com.autative. Go our. number 156,782 may be

written

1 x (99999) 4- 5 9999) (999-) + 7 x (99) 8 x 9 +

(1+5+6+7+8+2).
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Now 99999, 9999, 999, 99, 9 are ail divisible by 9, the products

involving thtse numbers are divi8ible by 9 and the 15.= of these pro-

ducts is divisible by 9; Hence the original number will be divisible

by 9 if (1+5+6+7+8+2) is divisible by 9. This sum is the sum of the

digitS of the given number. Writing it out this way shows tiatFo

matter what the given number is, the same principle holds.

Exercises

1. Choose four numbers and by the above method test whether or not

they A.e divisible by 9. When they are not divisible.by 9, co6.-

pare the remairider when the sum of-the diglits is divided by 9 with

the remarinder when the number is divided by 9. Could yousguess

some general fact from this? If you can, test it with a few other

examples.

2. Given two numbers. First, addAhem, divide by 9 and take the

remainder. Second, find the sum of their.remainders after each is

divided by 9, divide the sum I5r 9 and take the remainder. The

final remainders in the two cases are theotame.. For instance, let

the numbers be 69 and 79. First their sum is 148 'and the remslnder

when 148 is divided 'by 9 is 4. Second, the remainder when 69 is

divided by 9 is 6 and 79 is divided by 9 is 7i the sum qf 6

and 7 is 13,". and if 13 is divided bc, 9, the remainder is 4. 111

result is 4 In both cases. Why are'the'two results thersaipte no

v4
matter what numb,2rs are used instead ort- 69 and 79? , Would a simllar

JL
relat hold for a sum,.of thrti,e numbrs?

(Hint: write 69 aA 7 )(9 + 6)

3. if)lin the previous exercise we divided by 7 instead of 9, woUld the

remainders by tbe two methods ;be ihe same? Why or wliy not?'

116
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4. Suppose in exercise 2 we considered the product of two numbers

instead of their sum, would the correSponding result held? That

is would the remainder when the product of 69 and 79 is divideti,

by 9 be the same as when the 'product of their remainders is divided

by 9? Why must this be true in general? Could,they be divided by

23 instead of 9 to give a similar result? Could-similar statements

be made about products of more than two nuMbers? -

5. Use the result of the previous exercise to sholo that 102 has a

remainder of 1 when divided by 9. What would its remainder be wher

it is divided by 3, by 99?

What is the remainder when 720 is divided by 6?
4

Yoll know that when a nutber is written in the decimal notation, it

is divisible by 2 if its last digit is divisible by 2, and divisible

by 5, if its last.digit is 0 or 5. Can you devise a similar test for

divisibility by 4, 8, or 25?

8. In the following statement; fill in both danks with the sante number

eo that the(stitement is true:_

A number written in the system to the base twelve is-diNrisible by

if its last digit 1s divisible by . If there is more

4

'than one answer, give the others, too. If the base 1.,re seven

instead of twelve, how could the blanks be filled in? Pint: one

answer for base,twelve is 6)

One could have "decimal" equivalents of numbers in numeratian

.

systems to bases other than ten, though the word "deci6ay would

not be quite appropriate in this connection. For instance, in the

N
numeration system to the base seven., s5(1/7) + 6(1/7)

2
would be

written .56 Just as 5(1/10) + 6(1/10)2 would be wri.Tn .56 in the

decimal system. The nuMber .142857142857... is equal to 1/7 in the

-Joc
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decimal system and hence in thesystem to the base seven would

written .1 On the other hand, .1 = (.0460462...)7 . What

numbersruld have term;.1)nating "decimals" in the numeration system

to the base 7? What would the "decimal" equivalent of 1/5 be in the

system to the base 7? (Hint: remember that if the Only prima

factors of it number are 2 and, 5, the decimal equiv6Ient of its

reciprocal terminates)

10. Use the result of exercise 3 to find the femainder when 9 + 16 +

23 + 30 + 37 is divided by 7. Check your result by computing the

sum and dividing by 7.

11. Use the results of the previous exercises tp show that 10° - 1 i

divisible by 9, 7
108

- 1 is divisible by 6.

12. Using the results of some of the previous exercises if you WtSh
N

sild4n the method .of showing that.a number is divisible by' 9 if

the sum of its digits is divisible by 9.
13. See page 15.

M. Why does casting out the nines work? First ist us review some

of 'the important resulCs showncin the exercises which you did above.
-

In exercises 2, yo,1 showed thit to ge-C the remainier4'of the sum of two

numbers; after d-ivision by 9, ypu can divide the sum'of their remainders

by 9 and find its, remainder. Perhaps you did it this wax (there is more

than one way to do it; yours may have beeh better).You know in the

first place that any natural number may be divided by 9 to get a uotient

and remainder. For instance, if the number is 725, the uotlent is 80'

and the remainder is 5. Furthermore.725 = 80 x,9 + 5 and yot could see

from the way this is written that 5 is the remainder. 'Thus, using the

numbers in.the exercise, yo.1 would write 69 = 7x9 + 6 and 79 = 8x9 + 7.

Then 69 + 79 = 7 x 9 + 6 + 8 x 9 + 7. LSince the sum ofjrwo numbers is

oft

.0"
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commutative, you may reorder the terms and have 69 79 = 7 x 9 + 8 x

+ 6 7. Then, by the distributivf property, 69 + 79 = (7*8) x 9 + 6

Now the remainder when 6 + is divided by 9 is 4 and 6 + 7 can be

written 1 x 9 + 4. Thus 69 + 79 = (7 8 + 1) x 9 + 4. So, from the

form it is written in, we see thht 4 is the remainder when the sum is

divided by 9. It is also,the remainder when the sum'of the remainders,

6 7 is divided by 9.

Wr tingoit out in this fashon is more work than making the compu-

tations the short way bpt it does show what is going on and why similar

results would hold if'69 and 79 were replaced by any other numbers,

and, in fact, we could replace 9 by any other number as well. One

way to do-this is to use letters in place of the numbers. This has

two advantages. In the first place it helps us be sure that we did

_not make use of-the special properties of the numbers we had without

meaning to do so. Secondly, we can, after doing it for letters, see

that we may replace the letters by any numbers. So in place 9f 69

we write the letter a, and An Tlace,cf 79, the letter b. When.we

divide the number'a by 9 we woUld haVe a quotient and a remainder.

We can call the quotient the letter q and the remainder, the letter

r. Then we would have

a = (q x 9) + r

where r is zero or some natural number less than 9. We could do the

sae for the number b, but we.should not let q be the quotient since

it might be different from the quotient when a is divided by 9. We

here could call the quotient q' and the remainder r'. Then we would

have

b = (q x 9) r'.

Then the sum of a and b will be

`)
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a + b = (q x 9) + r + q x 9 + r'.

We can use the commutative property to have

a + b = (q x 9) + (q' x 9) + r + r'

and Zhe distributive property tp have

a + b = (q-+ q') x 9 +.r + r'.

Then if r + r' were divided by 9, we would have a quotient which we

might call q" and 4 remainder r". Then r + r' = (q" x 9) + r" and

a + b = (q + q') x 9 + (q" x 9) + r"

=:(4 + q' +.q") x 9 + rfl.,t

Now r" is zero or less than 9 -and hence it is not only the remainder

when r + r' 3s divided by 9 but also the remainder wh3n a + b iA

divided by 9. So as far as the remainder goes, it does not matter

whether you ald the numbers or add the remainders und divide by 9.

The solution of exercise 4 goes the same way as that Obr exercise

2 except that we multiply the numbers. Then we would have

69 x 79 = (7 x 9 + 6) x (8 x 9 + 7)

= 7 x.9 x (8 x 9 + 7) + 6 x-(8 x 9 + 7)

= 7x9x8x9 + 7x9 x,7 + 6 x.8x9 + 6x7

'The first three products are divisible.by 9 apd by what we showed in

exercise 2, the remainder when 69 x 79 is diVided by 9 is the same as

the remairder when 0 + 0 + 0 + 6 x 7 is diVided by 9. So in finding.

'1%olo.- the remainder when a product is divided by 9 A makes no difference

whether we us'e the product or the product of the remainders.

If we were to write this out in letters as we did the sum, it

would,Iook like this:

a x b = (q x 9 + r ) X (q' x 9 +

\=qx9xq'x9 +qx9xr1 +rxcilx9 +rx r'

-Again each of the first three products Is divisible by 3vand hence the
,
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remainder +.1-len a x b is divided by 9 is the same as wher r x r' is

divided by 9.

We used the nuMber 9 all the way above, but the same conclusions

would follow .us t. as easily for any nuMber In place of 9, such as 7,

23, etc. We could have used a letter for 9 also but this seemsilike

carryint;\it too far.

There is a shorter way of writixg some of thk- things ue had above.

When letter:; are used, we usually gmit the multiplication sign and

write ab inste d of a x b and 9q in pkgce of 9 x q. Hence the last

equation above could be Abbreviated to

ab = qq19 x 9 gr'9 * rq'.9 +

or ab = 9 x 9qq' + 91r' + 9rq' + rr'.

But this is nut especially important right nov.

So let us summarize our resu_Lts so far: The reainder when the
410

sum of two numbers is divided by 9 (or an,1 other number) is the same

as the remainder when the sum of-the remainders is divided by 9 (or

the same other number). The same procedure holds.for the product in-
place of the sum.

These fact's may be used to give (Fite a short proof of the impor-

tent result stated'in exercise 13. Consider again the num,A)er 156,782.

is written in the usual form:

1 x 105 + 5 x 6 x 10 + 7 x 10
2

+ 8 x 10 + 2.

Now the result stated above for the product, the relaairder w ,n 102 is
pg

_divided by 9 is the same as when the product of the remainders ,1 x

is divided*by 9, that is, the remainder is 1. Similarly 10 has a9

remainder 1 x 1 x 1 when divided by 9 and hence 1. So ailthe powers

\
4

of ten hve a remainder 1 when divided by 9. Thus, by the result
/ A

statea above for the sum, the remainder when 156,782-,is,aividid by 9

),
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is the same as the remainder when 1 x 1 + 5 x 6x1 + 7x1 +

x 1 + 2 is divided by 9. This last is just the sum of the digits.

Writing it tlis way it isteasy to serhat this works for any number.

Now we'can use the, result of exercise 13 to describe a check

called "casting out the n nes" which is not used much in these days

of coxputing machines, but which is still interesting. Consider th

produci 867 x 935. We indicate the following calculations:

867 sum of digits: 21 slra of digits 3
41 'sum of digits: 17 sum of digits 8

Product 810,645
Sum of digits 8+1+0+6+4+5 = 211e.
Sum of digits 2+4 = 6

Product: 3 x 8 = 24

Sum.of digits: 2 + 4 = 6

Since the two results Care the same, we have_at lea t some check,ot

the accuracy of the results.

Exercises

41. &Try the method of checking for another product. Would it also work

for a sum? if sp try it also.

2. 1.-Jcp,lain why this should come out as it does.

3. If apUttion checks this way, Show that it still could be.wrong.

That 1s,ir the,example gil?'en above, what would be an Incorrect

produ'ct tht, would still check?

4. Given the number 5-75 # 3-74 + 27 +-1.72 + 4-7 + 3. 41%lat is its

1.Ria1nder when it is divided by 7? WhA is its remainder when it

is divided by 6? by 3?
.1

Can you find any short-cuts in the exa.uple above analogous.to

casting out the nines?

6. In a numerat4on system to the base 7 what would be the r suit cor-

responding to that in the decimal system which gives casting out ,the

nines?

.1
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. The following is a trick based on casting out the nines. Can you

1

seembow !t, works? 'You a4k someone to pick a number -- it might be

1678. then you'ask him to form'another number, frOm VielbaMe digits

in a different order -- he atight take 6187. Then you ask him to
7

subtract the amaller from the larger and give you the sum of all

but one of the digits in the result. (He woUld haVe:4509 and might .

add the last three to give you-14). All Of this would be done .

t,
without your seeing any of the figurifig Then you would tell him

that the other 4igit, in the result is 4.. Poes the trick always

work?

4

One methqd of shortening the computation for'a test by castini
9

out the nines, is to discard any partial sums which are 9, or a

%
multiple of 9: For instande, in, the example given; we did not

need to add all the digits
,

it 810,645. We could notice that

8 1 = 9 and 4 + 5 = 9 and hence the remainder .when the sum of

the digits is divided by 9 would be 0 + 6, which is 6. Are tjaere

,other places1in the check where work,could have been shoitened? We

thu,, it a way, throw awsy the nines.' was,from this that, the%

name "casting out the nines" came.

By just ihe same principle, in a numbei ystm. to thettase 7

one would east out t4xes, to the base 12 cast t the elev n

etc.

.4. Divisibility 11,11. There is a test for divisibility by 11.

which is not quite so simple as that ludivisibility by-9 but is

quite easy to apply. In fact, there' are twp tests. We shall.stsrt.

you on one and let you discover the other for yourself. Suppose.we,

to"test the.number 17945 for divisibility by 11. !Then We Can

a
. 4
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'write it as before

1.104 + 7-103 + 4.101'e 5.

- The remainders when 102 and,104 are divided by 11 are 1. But the

'remainders when 10,103, 105 are diV.ded bY 11 are;10. Now .1101 is eqtal,

to 11 - 1. 10? = 102(11 - 1), 105 = 104(i1 - 1).' 'That ip enough.

- Perhaps we have told you tlihmuch' already. It is your tUrn to

.the ball.

Exereises

1. Without considering 10 to be"11-1, can you from the above devise

a test for divisibility hy 11? /

p.
Noticing that ib = 11 -'1 and io forth as above, can you devise

..anqt,her test for diviPibility by 11?

A

We hope you.were able to devise thetwo tests puggested ip the

piPevioue exercises. For.the first, .we could group the digits and write

the number 17945 as 1 x '104 + 79 x 102 + 45. Hence the remainaer when

the number 17945 is divided. by 11 shoUld be the same as the remainder

when 1 + 79 + 45 is dividedoby 11,"that is 1 + 2 + 1 = 4. (2 is the

rem:Ander when 79 is divided by 11, etc.) This aethod would,hold for

any ntmber.

The second method i:equires a Utile knowledge of negative numbers

(eithek review them or, if.you have not had them, 4it this paragraph).

We could consider'-1 as the remainder when I0 ikdivided by 11.t Then

the original number would have the same remainder as the remainder when
k

4

1 + 7(-W + 9 4 4(-1) + 5 is divided by 11 that is, when 5 - 4 4. 9

- 7 4. 1 is divided by 11.. This last sum is'equal to 4 which was wilat

we got the ottler way. By test we start at the right and 'alter-

nately add and eubtract digits This is simpler than thb other one.,
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Exercises ,

1. Test several numbers for divisibility by 11 using the two Methods

described above. Where the nuMbers are not divis±ble'nd the

remainders by the method given.

2. In a number 6stem to.the _base 7, what number could we tes" for

divisibility in the same way thart we tested for 11 in the decimal

system? Would Imoth methods giveh).above work for base 7 as well?

To test for div4ibility by 11 1.Ye grouped the digits in pairs.

What number'or numbers could welestsfor divisibi4ty by iroupil!kg

the di"gits in triples? For example we might consider,the nuMber

* f

157892. We coltild form the sum.of 157 and 892. For what numbers

woUld the remainders be the same?

Answer the questions raised in exercise 3 in a number syi!stem to

base 7 as well as in a number, gystem to base 12.

In the repeating decimal for 1/9 in the decimal system there is

one digit insthe repeating portion; in the repeating ilecimal for

1/11 in. the decimal system, there are two digits in the rer5eating

portion. Is there any' connection between these facts and.the

tests for divisibility for 9 and 11? What would be the connec-

tion betWeen repeating decimals and the questions raised in

exercise 3 above

6. Gould one have a check in which 1118 were *cast Out"?

Gan you find a trick for 11 similar to that in exercise 1-above?

. I

5. -Invisibility la 7 There is not a very goodtest for 'divisi-

bility by 7 in the\dea1 system. (In a numeratiOn'system to what

bas4600Id there be a gOoe test?) But it is worth loo4ing into since

, .

A

,we can see the connection between tests for divisibilit and the

t

e
S.
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repeating.decimals. Consider the remainder when tke powers of 10 are

divided by 7. We put them in a little tab

1 2 3 4 7

Remainder when 3 2 .6 45 1. 3
1011 is divided

by 7

' If you computety decimal equivalent,f4 1/7 you will see that the

N,
,remainders are exactly the numbers in the second line of the table in

the order given. Why is this so? This means that if we wanted to find k

tip remainder when 7984532 is divided'by 7 'we would write

7 x 106 + 6:\x 105 + 8 x 104.+ 4 x 103 * 5 x 1(:)

+ 3 x 10 + 2

tand replace the various powers of 10 by their remainders in the table,

to get

7 x 1 + 9 x 5 + 8 x. 4 +,4 x.6 + 5 2 + 3 x 3 + 2

1.;15 would have to compute this, divide by 7 and find the remainder.

That wOuld be as much work as dividing by 7 In the fir,st place. So

this is not,a practidal test but it dos shOw the rels:tionship betWeen

A

the repeating decimal and the test.

Netipe thig the sixth power of 10 has a remainderof 1 when it is

divided by 7. If instead of 7 some other number is taken which has

t,

neither 2 nor 5 as a factor, 1 'will be the remainder when some powar

of 10 is divided by that number. For instance, there is some power of

'10,which,has thd remainder of 1 when it is,divided by 23. 'This is

very closely connected witj-1 the fact that the remainders must from a

cettain point on, repeat. Another way of expressing this result'is

that one can form a number completely of 9's, like 99999999, which is

divisible by. 23.

A

JO,
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Exercise

Completf the following table. In doing this notice ilat it ji not
.t

neces,3ary to divide 1010 by 17)to get t'he remainder when ii is divided

by 17. We can c6mpute.each'entry from the,one above, like th'is: 10

iS t re.rainder when 10 is,d1vided b51 17; this lathe kirst entry.

Then cfivide 102, that is, 100 by 17;and see that the: remainder is 15.

But we do not need/to divide .1000.by 177. 1-:e merely notice4hat 1000
/

t

is 100 x 10 and hence the remainder when 31000 is,divided by'17 is the

same as the remainder when 15 x 10,,or 150 is divided by 17. 'This:

reiaiLinder is 14. )To: find-the remainder when 104 is divided by)17,

netice that 104 is equal to x 10 and hence the remainder when

v:ded by 17 is the 'Same as whet 14 x 10 is divided4by 17, that is

4. The table then gives the re-aayders When the powers ofr10 ar,e

-vid d by,slyariotis numbers: -71-
\

3. 7 1 9 11 13 17 19

1,

101.

102

10

104

105,

/06

107

10g,
,
109

1010

1011

1012

10
13

1014

10
15

10
16

3

. 1

1

1

,

1

1

1

1

1

1,

1.

i

1

1

3

2

1

,

1

1

1

f

1

1

1

1

1
,,,----,

1

1

1

1

1 .

1

.

.

.

-

' 1

15

14

4

6.

9

5

16

7

2

3

11

8

12

1

.

t
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find wKat relatiorShips yoe can between tilt!

repeating decimitls for;S/31 1/7, 1/9 1/12,

nvmber of digits in thE

1/13,:eic. and ta:he pattern
4

of the-remainders. Why does the table show that there vill be five

digits in the repeating portion of J.he decfmal f6r 1/41? Will there

be some other fraction 1/? which will have a repeating decimal with

five digits,in the repeating portion? 'How would you find fraction
c

1/? whith would have six digits in the reeating po ion?

If you wish to explore these things further and find that you need

, }Alp, yOu might begin to read some,book on the theory of. numbers

AlSo there is quite a,little material op tests-for*divisIbility in

4hematical Excursions" by Mis- Helen Abbott Merrill, Dover (1958).

cootinited from.page 5.

P4 13. Blow why the remainder when the sum of the digits of ta

number.is divided by 9 is ihe sems as the reminder when )

the number is divided by 9.

Li

I

4c

kr



UNITY

THE NON-NEGATIVE RATIONAL NUUBERS

1. IllalLialatITA_IBA_AIYIA112111W Yo4 are lamilier

with the,natural numbers 1; 2,3, 4, 5, 6, and so on, arid'

the number zero. These we have agreed td call the whole

nudbers. Litter,on we shall have what we call "negative num-
/ 4

bers" as wellirnd find that another name for the whole num- .

4
bars isgt "the hbn-negative integers", ar "the positive

integars and zez;c5". But.ln thts unit'we shall juaeuse the

words "whole numbers" to descrl,be the set 0, 1, 2 3, etc.

Division is the "inverse" of multiplication; that is

.6/2 = 3 and 6 = 2 x 3 are two waystof expreasing tbo same .

relationship. Also 6/4 lir because 6 1*. When lie

divide 6 by 2, we obtain a natural number and'wO say 06 is

-atvisible by 20. But !tam we divide 6 by 4 we do not obtain

a natural number and we,say "6 is not divisible by 4". The

term "divisible" does not mean tely "you can diviae" (this

can usUally be done - certainly la both cases above).but it

means that both the divisor and quot.ient are natural numbers.

ATwo other ways of saying "40 is divisible by 5" are "40 is a:

multiple of 5w and "5 :is a factor if 40'.

, 2. .The fractional notation. The symbol 6/2-could have

two meanings. ,It might be six halves or half of six, that is

6 x * or * x.6. The fact that these two are equalie oalled

4
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4
ihe, commutative property of`multiplidatiari;

'kalves are 3 whióh is half`in six.-

- (i +14e*Ii4b

Sgiwe use the tWo meanings interchangeably.

4

We .see that six.

3

'i44 is tta numbrer sUch that.if you multilly it by 4,*

you obtain le; that is 4x(1/4)xl. In A.similar.way 20x(1/20.)

or (1/20)x20.14.
4

-3/4 would be 3x(1/4) or.(1/4)x3. We can: also say that

3/4 is the nusiber such that if you multiply it ty 4, you

obtain 3.

a'

The quotient of any two natural numbers we.cal1.11

rational number. 'Same examples aret 3/4, 7/2; 6(,1, 125/789,

670000/3.

EXercises A
4

Give examples.of the following kinds of numbers:

(a) natural numbers/

(d) Ipn-negative.numbers (d) numbers
11-

(b) whole nuMbers

2. Expressthe relationships as products:
,

(a) (8/2)=4 .(b) (21/7)a3

, (c) (150/15)=1e.. (d) (29/5)=5 4/5

By what natural humb;rs is 144 divisible? What numbers are
4

factors of 144?

4. List 10 multiples of 7., '.

5. List 5 mult%ples of 13.

6. What are two of the meanings of 3/8?

A
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. -I

AP

77 2/3 is the'number Auch ihat If it is multplied by 3,

is obtained. Use ihis langt to desOribe the following

numberst

.(a)9,4/5 (b) 7/3' (c) 1/8 (ci) 011 (e) 100/9

Froim the products 2x3x5x17a510 we can say

(a) :Wlimt-numbere are facitors of 510?

=tql 510 isAivisible b; What numbere?-

(c) 510 is a multiple of-what numbers?

See Exerciset. By which of.the-following numbers is 510

- diviiible?

4 0, 8, 10, 110 15t 20, 34, 51, 52

10. Assume ado,e, and_d are natural numbers. -If axbaccsd,

make Jig many stateMi,ht "gi as 5;ot.i''can 'about factor: and
a

multiples involving 2 or more of the numbers a,b,c and
..

d. Is d a multiple of axbf Is bxo.a factor of d4

0

3. 14012119.1111211_g_tillissaLammksm. in °rder to us°

raiional numbers ite must be able to multiply and add them,

and the properties of'multiplication ahd addition shld be

the same 413.8 far as posIsible for the ratiot41 numbers as
414

Tfor the whole numbers. Sindi multiplication l,.a _1Ittlei

easier than addition, we Vall consider.it first. What should'

be the value of (1/3) (1/4)? eIt Is one-third of one-foarth.

In other words we woulthdividó sommthing into four equal parts

and then each of these.pafta knto three equal parts. We would



have in `all 12 equal parts. Hence we should define Lthe

product (1/3)x(1/4)1.to be 1/12. Similarly 11/6)x(1/5-01/30.
, 1

This wouid sUggest what.the product should be for-;4--datural
\

4

numbers in place of and Fbnid way to express th,is wou)ci

be to repA.ace 3 by.letters instead afmothor Rilmbers ind
/

have-it understood thgt.the lettersistand for any numliers...
. 4

Than we would have

-(1/a)(1/0,1/(b)

where ab means the produX of)a and b.

Suthipose we have two ratiofilal numberd whose numerators

are not 1, such as, (5/4) x (5/7). :Then this could be written.

(3/4) x (5/7) .1..3.x 11/4) x 5 x (1/7) by the definition7 of a

ratonal number'and the apsociOtive

prbperty.

3 x 5 x(1/4) x (1/7),,by the commettdtive

principle.
_

* .6x(1/28)11 15/28, using the value or the,

product of two,*tionaltnumbers with one

in each numerator.
.

This would work equally went with any natural numbers in place

of 3, 4, 5, 'and.7. Expressed in letteri it would be

4 (a/b)(c/d) * (ao)/(bd).

In wbrds whet does t4s moan?
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gxercises B
e ' a

1. Explain 7hat is meant by each of the Pollowing: 7/12,

5/3, 10/61.14/24.

2. .Pind the values afeach of the following: (5/6) x 6,

(7/4) x 4, (3b/b) x b for several wiiole numbers in

place of b.

We know that 6/6 = 1, 20/20 = 1. Using this and assum ng
a.

at the product of any rational number and l'is the

rational mumber, find-the yalue af:

(3/5) x (6/6), (7/104_x (20/20), (1.1/6) x (7/7).

Compute the_products ,indicated in the previous exercise,

using the' definition of the piaoduct of two rational

numbers.

Can the natdral number 6 be

number 6/1? Why?

6. Find the products,4using the form alilaie for the product.

of (3/4)x(5/7), and giving the reasons for each step:

(a) (1/2)x(3/5) (b) (2/3)x(3/4) .N

(c),(5/6)x(8/9) (d) (1/4)x(2/3)x(7/8)

,iTaing the definition of she product of two non-negative

thought bf as the.rational

rational/numtlers, is the set of-non-negative rationale

closed with 'respect to multiplication?

a.

1

(

-
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Find the following products: ,

'(a) 6x(3/11) (b).(2/9);(4 (10 (1/3)x(0)x(1/5).

0 .(d) (2/3)x(7/8) (0) Ci/E0x(5/7) (f) (1/4.)xt8)x(3/61x(R/4)

9. SuppOsetwo equal rational numbers have equal denominator*.

What can you say about their nunierator&? Suppose the

equal ratianal nAmbers had equal numerators, what could

you tay about theirfdenominators?:
_

10 State,in worde the method of finding the product. of'two

rational numbezsin
I

4. Equality of rational number!. We knqw that 6/2 and

10 are two ways of representing the nuMber 3. Are there

different ways of epresontoing any ratiaaal ,number? We lams,

*yea* aidoe, fois example 1/2!2/4dthat the.answer to th
1

Here it Is helpful to makee diatinction that we made for

---nitural numbers: there is a differenceebetween a naturil

number and tht symbol used to represent it. We call ths-,

aymboll the *numeral". Here

tion, we call the ayMbtol ttie

when. ye.want

*fractian*.

to make a distinc-,

If we were going
0

to be very particular ir a would have itten, in the laat sec-

tion: a fraction which rypresent

nuthbers is one whose numerator i the product of the'numsra-
,

,tora and Whose denoMiftator-i he product of the denominators

the product of two.rational.
4

/ 'of the fractions which rep esent,thelgiven numbers.

cburse is being altogeth too particular. But it

.

This, of

is useful
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atntimes to-have the word nfrUction" for the symbol, For

Instance, we 'could saythat the,two fractions 1/24un4 2/4

-represent the same rational ntAmber and so we call them suips-k:

Also we should probably speak of the'numerator and denoMina-

tor of a fraction but not of a rational number, But,thisis
,

awkward, too, ahd theri is not'likely tolbe any confusion

when we spak of 'the numeratOr of a rational number, if we

realize-that it may haveeseveral numerators and th.at we are
o-, -

merely referring to the way it is written at the time.

We saw in exercises 3 and 4 above.that (34'5)x(6/6) is

can the .one hand'equal-to (3/5)xl which should be 3/$.. On the

other hand., if we multiply the numbers, we obtain 18/30., 5t1
f

18/30 should be equel to 3/5, -We could'haVe used any natural*

number in place of 6 and yeen, for instance, that 3/5=21/35.
,a

In fact, no matter what natural number k is, it woul4 be true

that 3/522(3xk)/(5xk)/.--We,can write this more briefly as

(3/5).3k/5k)

We can multiply the.numerator and denominator of any'frac-
, ,

tion bra natural number without changing the v'alue of the

rational number which lt,represeints. Also; working from the -

right to the left, we can divide .both ,numerstqr and denamina-

t-cir of any fraction by the same natural number without chang-

ing the-rational number which it represents.'

Howjlo we find out whether two fractions ref:resent the

same rational-number? Suppose wet 6/15,and 4/10, in which

4

es
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. 'the nupaertorof one-is not a.divisor of the nuM'erftor of the
q .

AWver. -One method would-be to reduce each fraction to lowest,.

terms, that,ks, in each fractiOn divide the numerator.arul':

.den9minator by any common factor. Then 6/15 u 2/6 and

4/10,- 2/5, show that the two given fi.actigons represent,the
.f

40

same rational number. Another way of showing them equal

would be to equate each fraciion to.one whose,denonainator ie

the product of the given ones. That is

6/15 60/150 and 4/10 c 60/150.
4C

In the first case we multiplied the numerator and depeminator

by 10-and,1n the second case by 15. If we do this using

'letters it is easier to see what the result looks like in

general.I'Let the.-fractions e atio and c/d. Then

* (a/b) = (ad/bd),' and (e/d) u (cb/db).

Now bd a dies by the commutitivejtroperty apd el) = bO. Thus

the frtetions Ithat is, the rational numbers which they

repreeent) will be equal if ad u be and if ad In bc; the frac-

tions will be-equal.

Exerelses C

Prove In two ways that each of the following pairs of'''

fractions represent ttle same rational numVers: 6/21 and

-10/35, 9/12 and 21/28.

In the second method above we tested the equality of the

two fractions by making the denominators equal. Could we

4
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have the, numeratorm equal inspoaci? If so, what would
%

the conciusions have been?

Use the Oonciiu4an that OD is'ci/d, if adabc to Make'tho.

following an true ol% false

(2/3)=(20/30) (b) (1/10)=(100/1060). (c) (5/6) (51/61)-

(d) (4./5)2(7/8) (e)"(17/51)=(3/9) (f) (1/2)x(3/4)=9/24

"liehuce the follgwing to lowest tarMs:

(a) 100/300 (b)'50/250 (c) 8/360

(d) 9008, (ai) 121/143 (f) 1924/2036.

5. Silow that (4/7)x(7/4)=1 anciats.(9/17)x(1//9) =1:

8how that (0)(b/6):71. The-fraction b is called the

reciprocal of s/b.

Wiite the reciproOals of the'following humbers:

(a) 2/3 (b) 10/11 '(0) 29/30, (d) 99/160 (e) 10

8. Which of the following are correct and which are wrong?

Give the reasons for your answers:

3/(2.6)=1/(2*2) 3/(2x6)=1/(2x2)

3/(6,12)=1/(2.4) 5/(6,x12)=1,/,(2x4)

Just showing that the numbers are equal or not equal 4s
Ns

not enough. T4e proper or wrong use of.the fundamental

properties of rational numbers al natural numbers should

.be stated.

9, Th the following statement true for every rational number:

, Given a raiional number, the reciprocal of its re6iprocal

is the.given number.

or%

,
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5. Division,by ;pro'. So rar w'e-hiave specified that

bothjthe numbers appearing in a fra4ionxIust bp natural numr
1,

-;ters.--Why did we fail to mention fractiOns like 3/0? We

know .that 3/2 was defined 410 that/(3/2) x 2,mt 3., So 3/0

.would have to bedefined, at.all,. so that (3/0Y* 0

r .

This would seam peculiar Once we: ,kn.owi,t.a.ny-41atural num-
r' k 4

ber multiplied '6y zero ie7"zerd.' But we 80.11 might. not.be
Ae

disturbed OP this, Suppose we carry it a' lAtt/e further.
.

Then 03/0) X 0] x 3 a 3'*A\L* 9.. But (3/0) x (0 x 3i

(3/0) x 0 2= 3.. Hence the assumption (3/01 x 0 a 3 either.

'leads to- 9;ii 3 or that [(3/0)x Oi x 3.1.-not'equil1 to

(3/0) x (0 x 3) which would deny the associative property.

Our only choice is ,then to exclude iero denominators.

Exercises D

Should 0/3 be included among the rational numbers? Jilhy?

If it'ehould be included, what number would-it have to ,be

equal to?

.2. Use the Ekrgument in the paragrhph above to show a contra-

.\

diction we woUld reach if 4/0 were defined to be 4:

How many times i ach of the following contained-in. 1?

(al 1/2 (b) 1/3 (c) 1/10

(d) 1/100 (e) 1/1000 *(t).1/1009000

Does the question: *How4tpany zeroes pre contained in 1?",

have any meaning1 Why?
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Could 0/0 be admitted to the familyof ratlonal numbers 7'

without running into trouble? Why?

,#

, 6. Division of rational nunbers. We have seen that it

Is easy to multiply two rational numbers, 4low can,we divide

them? Suppose we considpr'the quotient:

'Thera'are two ways to find this quotiont.

e3/5) 4- (4/7).

Tn the first places

we know that 2/3 is that number which when multiplied by 3

gives 2. .Hence if we are. to find.the quotient (3,(5)/(4/7) we

must search lori a IluMber which, when multiplied by 4/7 gives

3/5. 'In other wordi4, we wantto start'with 4/7 and by multi-

plyin§ bra properly chosen rational numbers arriye'at vs

If x.standa for the.number we arefseekings then
a

(4//)±xs3$

We can first multfply 4,7:by 7/4 tb make the Product.1, then.

by multiplying -13;' 3/5 to obtain the product lx 3/5=3/5..

Hence the nuMber we 'are seeking it (7/4)x(3/5) (1. 20s,

We see (3/6)4(40)-21/20. Tp cheCks 'we find

(4/7)(21/20)z84/140213/5. 21/20 la the number which:multi-

lied by 4/7 gives 3/5.

We can think of the quotient, (3/5)4i4/7) as a quotient.

of two rational numperss or as a eingle fraction with the

rational number 3/5 as,thm numerator.snd the rationil number

4/7 as the denominators -(3/5
(4/7)
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Then another walr'to get the same result is,to notice that we
,

calk make the denominator'o4; the given fraction 1 by mu;ti-

plying numerator snd deniuminatc;r:by i4'recitprocai_ or 4/7,
,

that is, by 7/4?Then we hove

(3/5) 00) OA) x 47/4) (4/71(7/4) 2 (3;15) X /4)

(3/5) X (7/4) 21/20.

Ho* would you .formul:ate thii in words'? This showg that.ve.

1

have in the rational numbera a system which has one.advantage

over the natural riUmbers. The natural numbers are not cluebd.

uncler 4Avision, that itt, the quotient of iwo natural numbers

1.4 not always-a natural number.- But the rati-onal num ers

are closed under division except by zero, since the q otient
f ,-

of any two rational numbertr is a rational*number.
Oe

,Ixercises E

What is 3 divided bj one-half? Find the result using

division of frgctions. Show how the 4ame result could

be obtained without dividing-fractions.

Find the quotients:*

3.

(a) (3/2);(9/4) (b) (9/4)f(7/6) (0) (3/2 )i(7/6)

(d) (e) 3!(3/4) (i) (10/11)i(2/5)

Find the qt.lbt-ients:

(a) (3/2 )i ,[( 9/4 )i(7/6 (b) [(3/2)!(9/4)]

4, 14 division of rational numbers associative?
L.

Find the quotient:

a/b i(c/d)
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State the, results in Exercise 54 in words..

7. Addition of rat ianal numbers . Vie _have -seen how' t o
J:

multiply rational numbers. How do we add them? If the denom-
,

inatori arc the 'same, it is easy.
. For :instance

" .

Z/7' 2 = 3 )c (1/7) 2. x (1/7) m (3 2) (1/7)

I 5' ;s (1/7) a% 5/7.

Wel just assume that .0ie distrutive,properAy4W11 _hold and
A

'Wine addAtion acCordingly. We could eXprilss this -En terMs

of letters: Of

,

a b/c ) im ( a gib )/et .

,

When tha denominators are equal we add,the numerators.

Suppoi e we ha ve two rat ional ,numbers whose
. denoftinators

are, not equal. Vhen we cark make the denominators equal by

\-.:..,..1311tip1ying numerator and denomlnator by appropriate natural
I .

numbers and then add the numerators. Suppose We .wieh to add
.

.

2/7, and 3/5. Then we. have

2/7 3/5 10/35 21/35 n'(.o 21)/35 w 31/36,

We chose -Vhe 35 as the denominaior since it had to be a

multiple af spd of 5 and the smallest such'nuftber is 35.

Suppose on the 'other hand, we were to add 3/4 and 7/10. Here

our denominator must .be a.multip/e of 4 and also of 10. iVhile

. 40 satisfies these conditions, 20 is a maller number which

does. Thus the numbers could be written

- 3/4 7/10 12,15/20 14/20 29/20.

"



you may afar to write

3/4=15/20

7/108'14 i0

f

1. Find the Sums:

V - 14

this in column form its

(a)'7/8
1(d) 7/8

4(g) .11/12

3/8
3/5

3/24'

or 15(1/20)".

'Hxercises F
.v

(b) 3/5 6/5 (c) 7/8. 0/16

Ce) 7/8 4-9/21 Ai) 7 11/20

2: 'Find the value of the following:
(a) 1(1/S ti 1/5) (b) (3.5) S.(1I3

We defined addLtiou 30 that the mini of two raVional

bers having equal demoninators was obtained br addina
the numeratre4 Is ttle sum* of two rational 'inimbers hive.

.s

in.'s equal nunierators, obtained by adding their denomina-

tors; that is, is.5/7 + 5/3 5/10? Give i.easons,

Find the' value of 48/13) (2/7.).

5. How would you s bts..tot one rational nuisber, from another?

145)

6. If possible uei4 la on-megative rat ionale subtract from
p.

7/8 the rollowing:
(a) 1/4 (b) 2

Find the value of
(c)

(7/4)

3/4 i(d ) 8919

[(6/7) (9/8)]
e)-15/16

8. F ind tyle vaiuis of;
(a) 7/8 s.,0/3

(c) (0/3) x (.7,48)

(b) 0/a 'V

(d) (0/k) x ia/b)

*,1

".
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9.* Find: (a/lo ) 4,.(c/d)

lg. Why shjuldt fipding the'least cammon multiple of the kenom-

ihators of,two 2f-ractions be useful: in finding the sum of

two ratlonal,numbers?

11. Is every'whole huMber a rational number? Why?

12. Two fraction1.0 a.,and 0/1D al:,0 equal-when a and b are any

'natural nuMbers since 0 x b. a .2CO. Also 0/a is zero
;

since (.011,ea) X a x 0 and ax a m 0. Show that if the

product of two rational: numbers .is zero,:bne bre both' J

. must be zero, ,V3f course', you :jay assume that this-
,

property holds for the whole nutbers.)'

8. SUmmarY of theTproperties of the non-negative

rational nuMbers, It is probably worth while to list the

properties which we have found so far. The'rational numbers

are represented by "ordered pairs" of,numbers the first"of

which is a whole nuniber and the second of,which is a _natural

number, .' We call them "ordered pairs" since the order,in

which they are written is'impprtant; that is 3/4 is not the

sathe number as 4/3. We use the solidus (the name fox:the

slanting line) to separate them. But we could write 3,4 or

3 or 3*4.just.as well. .We defined 'equality, sum and product

apd tlhey hEnT the following properties:

1. (closure) The prodUct and stmi of any two rational

:untbers are rational numbers.
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2, existende or identity number tor addition ana Multi-

.vlication). The number

property that 0 eriar

0 is a rational number and ,las the

for any ratianai r;)zgero Is

the identity number for addition, 'Ilia number 1 Is a ratiahal

number-and has the 'property that 1 X r ag-r for any rational

number, r; one is the 'identity number for 'Multiplication.

3 Addition7W63 multiplication are associative.

4. Addition and multiplicatiion are commutatlye.

5 , 7ne'Astributive pToperty holds.

6: The quotient of any two rational nuMbers is a

rational number if the divisor is not zer o,

7. If the produCt of two rational numbers

or. both must be zero.'

8:- ZerolmUltiplied by any 'rat.ional ntpber

.1

^
itemise G

) Which of these properties ars also.properties of_the set

is zerp, one

,

s zero,

of whole numbers?

.-

4 -

, 9. Orderini4 of rational. numbers. Let us first review

a few facts about the whole numbers. We are.famIliar with

tfqe nótation 7 - 5 m 2. This is just mot-her way of writing
A

.,
7 "sc\:§ 2, In words y .

7 - 5 is the nmmber which, when added

to 5 gives 7. Now 5.- 7 is 41.ct a whole number since' there

-411kAlowhole number which 'we can add, to 7 to get 5. Similarly,

0

c

V.
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18 - 10 a whole number but 10 - 18,1e1tot.. In gen7.1,

one natural number minus.another natura number.is 'a natural
N

rlynly if the first is greater thakthe secon"d4 There

4

is a notation for this: 7 5 or 18 > 10 means7-"7. is greater
4 '

than 5" or iq8 is gi;eater than 101% We could also say "5 is

smaller than 7" or writeen 5. < 7; or *I0 is amalldr than-18"

written 10 < 18. 'This could be written In terms of letters

as follows:

b - a is a naeural nUmber if b > a that is a <.b.

These same symbols of inequality are.useful in dea/Ang

with.rational n4Abers. Suppose we wish to 'compare 1/3 ard

2/7; which ii greater? One way af dding this would be to

find their decimal equivalents; this we shall 40 in the next

section. The second way, which is probably simpler, is to

replace the pair of fractions by a pair with the same

denominator just as if we were going tp add them. That is,

1/3 is 7/21 and 2/7 15'6/21, Since' 7 is greater than 6, this \

shows that 1/3 is greater than 2/7. Andther way to look at'

it is to see that 1/3 - 2/7 1 1/21 whidh is the quotient of

two natural numbers. In general, ane fttional number is said

to be greater than a second rational number if the first

minus the second is the quotient of two natural-numbers;

another way to say it would be: one rational number is

greater than a second if one.dan add the quotient of two

fiatural numbers to the second to gat the first.

I/
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(Ndties ihat we'have used *thv qt*Iotient of two natu.ral

numbers". Why*did we 'not just say "rational number"? One%

reason is that zero is a rational number and'if thaii differ-
.

ence were Zero, they would bi.equal, Also we shall later be

considering negativei1 rational numbers, and we wistirto 'exclude

thellfrom_our definition,

Bxercises H
"

°AssOciate 7/10,'using the appropriate Symbol <,=;> with

?each tf the rollawing:

-.9 101.1 10, 1/2, 3/5, 3/4,403/7, 0; 21/30; 7/5, 7/6,

7/8, 7/9,, 7/11, 7/12

'2; Iftwo rational numbers have the same denominator., the

iarger rational number has the larger numex;ator. If two ,

rfAional numbers have the same nUtheratiii-shaV that thl
;

larger rational number has the aquAler denominator,

Write the following rational numbers in innreasing 'order:

8/9, 18/19, 314, 5/6, 25/27

.4, Write all the fractions betwe'en 0 and i whose dencimilistors

are 7 or less, in increasing order of siz4. -There are a

number of interesting propertiesaof this set of numbers.

Can.you discover theme?

If a, b, c, d are natural numberi show that (a/tv)>(c/d)

if ad > be . Shot' also ,that if ad < lac then (a/b )< (c/d ).

How coul.d this be used to shorten the computaton abovs?
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fi. If the diameter of a circle is 1, it is shown in geometry
, 't,

that the numbei of units 'sin tike circumference is 'a number
v

designated 140 and whose O'alue to five decirl places in
.;

3.14159. Ttie rational number most often used as an
104 ,'approximation for this number is 22 .. -Another appraxi-

station used bir ;he 11,bylonians is 355/113. Whicii of

these fractions is the igeater and which is closfer to ir ?
7. If a and b are two integers, then just one of the follow-

ing relationships hold-s: a> b, b, a </b. -Bhoi5 that

the same statement may be macie when a and b. are raiiral
nuznb)tra.

8. (Hard) Let r and i be two pbSitive rittional numbers with
rOs. Show eaph*of the following for two pairs oryalues
of r and. s. For example, use r 1/3 and s 2/5.

a. r <Dr 3)121<5.

b. 1/s.<[(1/r « 1/13 )/2]< l/r .

2 <
1/1,-

d.. if r a/b and a n c/d, then r < (a+c) (344) < s.
9. What part or 'parts of exercise' 13 show, if they are true

in general, that between any two vational numbers there
is another rational number?

-r
* The notation in the parts, of the exercise perhaps need
further explanation. We write 2 < 4 < 7 to mean "2 is lens
than 4 and 4 is leis than,7" or, more briefly, "4 is between

,-

.2 and 7 and equal to neither". The correiponding meaning

would be used for rational numbers.
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10. /vtlI hard) Show that the inequaliteim of exercise 8

hold for ill positive yationál Aumbersr and s..

io Decimal e uival xf.rational nuMbers. We saw

Above that one way-to compare the stze of 1/3 and 2/7 was to

compare their decimal equivalfints. To liMber up our pencils

and.our minds, let,us start by finding a few decimal

equivalents.

4

-Exerc 613\ I
k

Find the decimal equivalents t; ten places of,each of the

1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5/.1A, 1 7 1/8. 1/9, 1/10,.

,1/11. Draw a line with these numberstMarked off on

2 a PoLl" out any.petterns which you see in thp decimal equiva-
.

lents which you have just calculated.; In particular was

there anyistage at which you could wrIte_down the answer

without carrying the actual divis.ion farther? Which of

the decimal equivalents were exact?

First of all let US look at these depimal expansions

which are exact, that is iihich Ind with a string ofr

z!sroes. We had 1/2 s .5, 1/4 = .25, 1/5 = .21.1/8 s .125,

1/10 as 'This kind of decimal is Sometimes called a

terminating decimal since it stops. Instead of using the
)6.

decimal notation we-could have used fractions Then we

would have 1/2 s 5/10, 1/4 s 25/100,'1/5 s 2/10,

1/8 125/1000, 1/10 u 1/10.
f

ffm
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Express each of the follow,ing deoimale as a quotient of

two intuers'where the denominator is a power of ten,

p.

that At, one of 10; 106; 1000; 10000; etc: 15.74; 1,7693;

0012.

Do you believe that every terMinating\detimal can be

expressed as the quopient of two inte4ers in which the

denominator is a power- of tan? Why?

Express each of ihe following as a decimill 150000,

57/10000 78000, 3589/10. Do-you believe that any

quotilipt of two integers in which the denominator is a

-power qf ten, tan be expressed is a terminating decimal/

I Why?

6. What aonnection is there between the answers for'ftercises,

4 and 5 abOve? Collect these results into a single atate-
\

'. merle if you can, )1

The fraction 1/8 could be written as a terminating decimal;

an we Raw abOve, because it-can.be written-as a fractipn

*
, whose dekoeinator is 1000, namely, 125/1000. 1/25 c.ould

be writ?n

to 4/100.

a.rktianal

verting it

as.a terminating decimal because it is equal

Iinthere any way that ane can determine when

nunioer has a terminating decima14without con-
)

to a fraction with a power of ten as denaminator?

Iffis saw from exercise 7 and other examples that-if the

fraction aib is to have a. terminating decimal *it must be

equal to A fraction-cid where d is a power of 10. !tow if

!M.

,
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ailo is in lowest-terms, it can be equal to cid only if

, . ,b divides d. 'In other words b must divide a power of 10. .

For example, 8 musi divide 1000 so that 1/8 can'be,equal
p%

tO 125/1000 25 must divide 100 so.thit'.05 is equal to

If ayatiohal number /ova divisor of flpower df 10 what

can you say about its prime factors? (The teadly should

recall to the Istudent what is meant *by "prime factors").

9. It'll number has no prime factors but 2 and 5 must it be

a divisor of a power of ten? Illustrate your conclusion

w th several examples.

So we cad summarize what we have found so far by the

following statement: If.a rational number hail a terminatT

ing, decimal equivalent and'if the.fractionils in loweet

lerms,.then the only prime.factors of the denominator can

be 2 andAll. Conversely, it.the dénominator of ifraction

in lowest terms has nOA:orime factors'but 2 and 5 then

iti decimal eqUivalent terminates,

11. Repeating Decimals In the first exercise of the

preceding section we Pound that there were several fractions

whose decimal equivalents did not terminate: 1/3, 1/6, I/7,

1/9, 1/11. These do not_terminate sinae the denominators have

factors different from 2 and 5. Next'we look into these in

mbre detail.

za
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One way to write a decimal equioralent for 1/3 would be

.33333... where the line Under thel3 and the three dots after-
.

k A
ward indicatathat no matter how far out one carries the

division there will be just a series (or string) of threes.

Similarly 1/11 could be wiltten .090909... where it la the

pair of digits 09 which repeat as far as the division is

carried out. Also 4/3 can be written 1 . The frEyo-

tion_ 1/7 hits a 'repeating portion of six digita: .142657...

Such decimals as theie are called repeating deciMals (same-

times, periodic decimals). That ismsda decimal is called a

repeating decimal when from a certain point an some sequence
f

2

of digits repeatp and continues to repe-at no matter,how iar

the division ia carried out. Notice that 1.533... ia a repeat-
.

Jag decimal even though the initial digit-is not 3. Similarly,

14.235235.'.. is arepeating decimal.

These decimals which we have"foUnd tor 1 3 1/7; etc.,

4o not give the exact value for the fraction,no'matter where.

one cuts them off but the farther ane goes, the closer is th'e

decimal in value to the number. 1For instance 1/3 - .3

1/3 - 3/16 130, 1/3 - .33 1 3 -;20.0) 1/300,
,

1/3 - .333 1/3 -533/1000 1/3000 ald so on. The results

of Exercise 2 below ahaw similar results for the expansion of

1/1. For instancits'i.142857, is equal to 142,857/1,000,000 but

- this is not equal' to`1/7 since 7 times 142,857 is -0),999
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_which isvjust short of 1;0008000. However 1/7 - .142857

1/7000,000 which is a very small number..

txercises

Sometimes one writes 1/3 a 33 1/3. What does the eeoond

1/3 stand for? Is it the eame is ihe first 1/3? Is the

following trues 1 3 = .533 1/5? 1r so, what does the

second 143 stand for here?

Whit would one have to add to .142 to-make it exactly

equal to 1/7? tphat would one have to add to .1428 to

make it exact1 equal to 1/7?
A,

Wultip.ly each of the following by 3: .3, .33, .333,

.3353. By how mqch doe! each of your results dil'fer

from 1? What,conneotion is the; between,-yamn,answers

here and exercise 10 abo'is?

Find the deal:nal equivalents for each of the following

fractions. (Do not be discouraged at the size of the

denominator in some cases. The process is shorter same-

times than for smaller denaninatori.) Carry mit the

division to the point where the dectal terminates or

gins,to repeat.

(a) 3/8 (c) 15/37 '(e) 41/333 (g) 1/13

(a) 5/44 (d) 7/125 (f) 4115/33,333 (h) 1/17

In thedecimaI equivalents f;i0 1/3, 1/7, 1/13, 1/17 do

yoU see any ilonnection between .the denominator and the

number of digits in the repeating.part of'the decimal?

a
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Do not carry out,the division for 5/413 but guess whether

or not the depima1 will terdinate pr repeat Give reasons
4

for your guess. How far mi t you have to carry out the

divis n to show your guess to be correct or false?

7. How many different remainders wou d it be possible to have

in.dividinga number by 727? Wha would a ranainder have

to be if ihe decimal terminates? \I

12. Rational Numbers. E uivalent to Re e t j.Decimals

It is a remarkable fact that the decipal equivalent of every

rational number either terminates ords a regeating deaimal.

You may have) guessed this already. To see why it in so, con-

sinder first a few divisions. First take 4/15 (this division

is to be:written out). Here the remainder after two divisions

ie the same as after thrtie and the process just_repeate itself.

Consider the decimal for 2rt (this divisionie to be written

out). Here thó first remainder is 4 and the remainder after

six divisions.is 4, which mean& that the series repeats.

Consider 57507 (this division to be written out). The first

reimainder is,6, the 'eecond is 14, the4third is 4 and the

fourth.6. It does not at, this point begin to repeat since

the first ti occurred before zeroes were adjoined. But ail

soon ars a third 6 occUrs as a remaindef the decimal will

begin 'to repeat.



Thus'in finding the decimal equivalent of,any rational

number either thp decimal will terminate or, froth a certain

tpoint on one must continue to adjoin zeroes to the 'dividend.

If, after zeroes are adjoined, two remainders are the same
,

the declimel begins to repeat and, contlInues to doso. Why must

two of these remainders be equal? The first exorcise 'ehould

be s: help in readhing the ansFer to t.his question.

In 'division by 17, the only possible remainders would be
. .

0; 1, 2, 3, ... , 15, 1,6. If a remainder is zero, the decimal
,

willjt4rminsate. From what we hive -shown above, this w'ould not

happen if the fract4.on were in lowest terms since .the dendmin-

ator has fiators other tAan 2 and 5. If tbo decimal does iltIt

terminate, there woixld i3e 'only,18 possible remainders.

Suppose in finding thedecimal equivalent or1/17 the first

sixteen remainders were all,different (we saw above that this

was indeed the case). Then the next one would blive to be a
;

. remainder that had 'occurred before. Similarly, in Aividing

by 37 there ioUld be 36'poesib1ó remainders-not more and Le

the first 56:were all different, the next one 'would have to

Ve'one. Which aireadvocCurred..- 4ctuaily the first three.
.

remainders. in computing 42/37 are 5, 13, 12 and the fourth
A

'remainder is,5 again. Since.the first remainder occurred

after a zero was adjoined to the 42,, the decimal repeats from

the fourth remainder on, IE is 1.135135 Henc.e it is

not,necessary that ali the remainders occur before repetition.
, 4

4
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But we pan be 3112'0111 every casethat the largest possibli

number of'digits in the repeating, part of --repegting

decimal is one less than the divisor.

This discussion shows that every, rational number has a

decimal equivalent whkoh either terminates or is a repeating
4

decimal. ---.

So far we whave considered converting rational nuMbers
,

Into their decimal, equivalents. Suppose we have a repeating

decimal:: .1212 Can we find a rational-number which it

represente? Before trying this let us go back to one which'

We already know sand deyelop a method for dealing with it so

*:that we may apply it to ihe case at hand.

COnsider the decimal: .333 Let the letter ,n

stknd fbr this number. Then ten times this number, that is

lOn will be 3.333 ege That is, we have

10n. 3.333

n ..333

If we,suUtract n things.fr,om lOn things we have.9n,things.

(This can also-be seen from the distributiVe property;

lOn - n - 1) n'm 9n). And ,333 subtracted from

4.333 ... is 3.000. Hence we JUNO 9n m 3. Buts using our

notation for a rational nuMber, we see that this means n m 3/9

which is,equal to 1/3. This is a Complex w y of showing that

1/3 has the-decimal equivalent given abov but it is useful

to look at this4process since it will app y for more difficult

decimals.
a

v

.

4
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Now let us return to .121212 - .121212 ... .

instead 100n 12.1212 Then 99n 12.000 and n 0 12/99;

Which reduces to 4/33.-

We do not attempt to give a,formal proof that emery

re eating declFal represents thAk quotient of tWo integers,

'N
that is,(a rationar number, but working the exercises which'

follow should be evidence in that direction,

°Exercises-K

1. Rind the rational nuMber whose decimal equivalent is

.121212""e. ., Find the rational number whose'

decimal equivalent is .121121121" ** °

Express each of the following in the,form a/b where a

and 13 are integert;:. .343434... p 1.343434....' 13.434343...
z

.567567... 1.23412341234... , 5761,231i3123...*.

Cah you formulate any rule for deternining what n

be multLplied by in dealing with such repeating decimals?

4, Lot* again .at the number of digit-s in the repeating

parts af the decill equivalents for 1/3, 1/7, 1/11,

1/13, 3A.7, We have eeen above that the number of digits

in the repeating part cannot be as great as the den

ator. Can you discover any sharper relationship?



UNIT VI

WI-METRIC GEOXETRT

Sets and the Intersection of Sets

In your etudy of, arithmetic you have leareed about properties of

number and propertiis of the operations (additiOn, subtraction,

iplicat ion, division) on umber*. We :are now jg to consider

the Adeas 4f pant, line, and space,. A stay of t...)lese ideas Is
called gecmotrr.

We shall think of a line as being a repiesentation of i:ertain

things, such as the edge of .the desk or the edge of a. ruler. We use

the tern line to mean straight line. A line will :be represented in a

-

sktych in th:to way:

1

The arrows are used here to show that he drawing represent* a line

extending in both directions without end. We us* notation in the next

sketch to label'a particular point, A, on the line.

In studying Linea ve use the ideas of 22,121 and IA. Aj set con-

lists of all the things which have saes characteristic, or property,

in cessetn. For example, the mils in thie class aro a set. Each

pupil is a. member, or element of the set. The even nuilbers form a set.

Tbree elements of the set of even numbers are 2, 16, and: 38. The set

of even numbers'smaller than 10 are 2, 4, 6, and 8. This set has just
four elements. The .persons who have been president of the United States )

are a:/set. Thomas Jefferson IA one ,alesteint of this set, ana President

Eisenhower is another element. A set mew have no elements,

case we call it the *empty eet or the !mull sat.* Prot& the set

of pupils ill your class who are less pan, eight years old is, the entity'
tot .
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- A line may be thouet orlia a set of points. Any point on the

line it an element of this set:,

. !,
Two (or more) fete which IA,. elements are said to have an

lipmmectiont The intereeetiaii also a set. It is the *et of all

elements in itswa 1114q510 The intersection set of the set of even numgers

)and.the set 'of whole numbers frolel to 9 conteiRs the numbers.29 hos 69.
k

and 8 since lose numbers are inlla sets.. kl.sa this real we have a id
. ait4 a gat .2294211 =Max in az. The boys %it!

have a birthday in May are-in the- tersectian set If me b9ye1t the

class has a birthdgy in Hey 'the intersection of the two sets is the
t,k

empty set.

EXERCt$ES

Write Ibis elements cif the set *these agatora are

The whole numbers greater then 17 and less than 23..

b. The first names of members ,0 your &mill-.

4

c. The cities over 100,000 in popteletion in your state.

d. The members of th* class less than 4 years old.

e. The names of sit;esial kinds 4equwirilaterals.

Write 3 elements of each of the following sets:

a. The odd whole numbers.

b The whole numbers divisible ty 5.

c. The set of pointson the liniLbelow, some of which are

labeled in the figure:
T v

3. Give the elements of the intersections of the fol1ow-14paire of
14r

/sets;

a. The whole numbers and the whole numbers 9 througi
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The digits in your telephone nuiber and the add numbers.

The members of the class and,the girls with tolond hair.

Set of points ab line rn sth set^of poinis on line d

4ne 'Segment td 1a1 f4inos

Wben-we represent a line by i'sket on the blackboard or a itece

of:paper oUr sketch ehe;rws only a,pert line, Orlacline segment.

A 41

A. line segment is determined by 2 plaits an the line; in this sketch.

'

A and Di which are called the endpoints of tbysegment. The seg-

vent; AB, is a set Of points. If the edge of a book is thought of

as a line segment, the endpoints are the two corners of the book an

:that edge. An .edge of d/foot ruler represents a line segment and the

endpoints'are usually marked 0 and 12.

OD4a basikball diamond, me may thick of home plate.as a point, and

firii hese an a point.. Then the part of a line fro' home plete to

first bees is a line segment of Which 6.e endpoints are homeplate and

first base Wher this line segment is extended from first base into
AEON

the outfield, it is called the right-field foul line. .A ball which is

'hit left of It is 'fair* and a ball which is bit right of Tt is *foul.*
4

In baseball, the foul-line is a line segment extending from home Altos

as.ane_endpretnt, through first base into the outfield to the bdllpark

fence. The *lit of intersectip of the foul-line with the ballpark
.

fence is ths other endiloint of this line sisgment (fail-line). First

base, thought of an a point, ts a member of the set of points ,ai the

line segment (foul-line).



In the figure, AF

In our idea of

A represents home plite.

F repreients first base.-
,

B 'represents the intersection

of the foul-linejand the
ballpark fence..

and AB represent the line segments described above;

a line we agree that there is always a third point

between any 2 points of the line. This third point is laid to he

between the 2 Opiate -.In the sketch above, F is said to bs between

A and. B. On every line segment there is always- kpoint_of the segment

between the endpoints. Rocallthat with nuiers there is al4a a'third

ra4onal number between sny two given rational numbers. For example!,

between tend J.4 and also ti

A line segment can always be Istandeduin both directions without

limit and this.extension of the line segment 14 calledik line, or

.straight line, asye have seen. The shows the.line sew* AB

extended to form a line. A and B and all other poit,ts of set AB

are elements orjth. set of points an the line 1.

A a

In the figare'below, consider the set of points on the line
A

and one element of the set, A. A divideethe line or set, R R into

two bat-lines -- the points on the line which are left of A in the

figure, end the points on the line which are right of A. We say that

A determines 3 sets an the line: ths 2 half-lines and the set which

contains only the. element A.

w cal.t.the half-line irith A adjoined, a Eix.

we join, A to one of the half-lines,

< -30
hot; tVii% ; ny
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The intersection of 2 rays on a line determined by atpoint on the line

is.the point itioif, because.the point is an both mai The 'intersec.

tion let of two half-lines an a line is tie empty set. In tie e?ample

above about the.baseball field, the degment from home plate to first base
4.

might be thought of as extending without limit in tie direction of the

outfield. Then the set of points from haemplate through the extended

'part of the line would be tie elements of a half-line. 'If 1;e loin the
.

point represented hy home plate tb this set, we have a rsy.

'You see that *line* as we use it is mdre4 tte *way in wpich we

think of many sitUatiams in the world about us. The fineat machine

can nevar make a line in-the mathematical sense, nor can we put tie
).1/4

most find/needle point on-e line without ite'tauching,many,,many

points of the line. We say'that'the sets of points on a line,and the

'lino itself are 'lidera* ways in which ire can describe all kinds of

aituationa in our space.

We shall refer.

(a) the sets'of pInta on line 2 p or the set J .

(b) the set'of points on balf-lines er the set of poias

on rays *ermined an ot 14,- A. To distinguish the two

half-lines,or the two rays, we may refer to the half-line

from A on B, or the half-line frau A on C.

(0) the erth of points on the ei;gment AB, or the set AB.
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EXERCISES

If' yon think bf Main Street in your town ae a line segment wbat

ars the endpoints of the.line segment? LWOW Mein Street is straight

.Use a ruler to draw a line segment an a piece of paper. Label the

endpoints of tl3e segment A and pl.

,Label as D a point of .the sot AB.

b. Label as E a point of the iit DB.

c. Is E a point of the sot -AB?

d. Is E a point of tba set .AD?

e. Label F of the set AD
a_

f". List the segments in your sketch and list also amble the
41.

labeled pqints which are on any segment?

3. a. xtend a segment AB thiough B so that A Is the endpoint

of a ray.

b. Label point C which if a point of themy in a.
A

c. In your sketch is C a point of a ray -with emipoint B?

4. On a line label two points A and B.

a. Base the four halZ-lines you have.sketched

b List the different sets of points you have illustrated in

the sketch.

c. Label a point C between, A and B.

d. On'wbat balt-lines is C?

5. Hoi:i could you associate the term 'ray cif light" vitt: the way we

are using the term ray?

The boundary line between the states, of Illinois and :Wisconsin may

be thought of as a lino segment. Think oithe segment as extended

in an *Award direction. Describe a ray ands ;I, half-line asiociated

with this extended aqsnt. (There are two answers.)

a



The figure represents rays with endpoints and K.

List 3 points of the ray iiith endpoint* K.

List points an the half..lite determined by K.

Descritetwo-sets of points in the figure of which II is

the'ilAinimotlAce sat

Dacribe two sets af points in the figure of whiCh the

segment LK is the interaction

8. Draw a line, eit and an it mark: a point R.

What is the intersoatice at of 4e two rays dotorainiod arf

R *on st?

'What is the. intersection set of the two half-lines determinid

p. Whatlis ths intik:illation sot of one of the half-lines in your

sketch with each of the two reys in your &ketch?

Juit as we-

point.°

*a point lies an a lime* we may sey *a line lies

The figure is an illustration of the two sentences

Point J 'lies on lineA

Line. A lie an point J.
A

If we think of the line deterained hew plats and first base

in a ballpark (hams plate'and,first bast are thought of asupoluts) vi
ay mei that the lint las on home plate or that home plate lies an thi

4

1#1,* Also, the line li s on firet base, and first_hase lies an the *k



When vs considered the set 'of points on a line, riy, half-line,

or segment we.thought only in terms of what might be called one-2dinin-
,._

*ion in geometry. All of our discussipn in this"chapter has been about

points an a line (in one dimension) except for the park illustra-
,

tion. Now we ihall consider the set of lines an a point. Tau see that'
1 4

1
7

there are many lines an a point just.assthere ire many points on a.line.

Ili us first think of the set of lines on a point which are all ip .the

same plane. The figure ehaws what we mean.

144,

Perbips,this figure makes you think of the spokes of a wheel, 'a desi.g:\
-

c

iD a churCh window; or an octivus with its 'arms' all stiaight.

Like poimt and line, a plane is a mathanaticiants may of 04414

-about tideal, of a situation which we find all about us. We may

'think Of a table toil, the blackboards or a soap film on 'a fine wire

frame, as parts of planes. The geometry of the plani is geometry of

two dimensions. The points on,a pline are a set of Points. ate lines

on a. point are'a set of lines'.

A line divictes a plane into two half-planes. In the figure below,

point A is a point in one half-plane, and.point B -is a point in ,

the-other half-plane Paint C is pm line so it is not in either.

.of the half-planes.

,411,
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In the figure above we have represented a sit of.limes on a

point '0, and a set of points on line We ean see that the inter-,

section of and a line on 0 'is a point. For example, line a,

intersects -g on A. We can see that any poiat on 4? andv
4

point 0 determine a line on 0. For exampae, D and 0 determine

line d. To a line on,0 there corresponds a point on 4 To a

point WO 1 there Corresponds. a'llne an 0. A\kialationship like this

idoealied a 2111-12-20, corresnordenci. Do yciu see why thin is a good

term? To a point there corresponds a particular line, and to a line

there corresponds a particular point.

rrzRcxus--

1. Give other examples of a set of lines on a point.

Give other examples of a plane (or parts of a plane

3. Locate giant A an a piece of paper. Sketch a set of lines

on 4°A.

4. Locate points A Arid B on your paper.

a. How many lines may be drawn on.point A?

How many lines may be drawn on point 8?

c. Draw four lines on A, and four lines on B.

d. Ihe lines on' i ere a set of lines, and1;16 have drawn four

"arid
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7: a. in the triangle whet is
k

the intereection set :of

la and IC?
b..-Does $ triangle contain

'way r.,7it or ba1f-11;;s?

c. Draw triangle 'ABC and

exte'dn AB in both directieas to obtain a line As. Whit:is

the intersection set.of AB and m? What is the,intersSotiati

set ofa and the triangle?

How many.half-lines are

Shawn in ths figure?

b. How skany rais?

c. On-the ray,throu'ih B of

which A is the endpoint.

_there are represented several

sets of points as we have 4pis-
i

cussed tbmsf; Ism ay mu so

you eau.

A. Iaite pant Di, different from A and B, so that it is'

in as many of the sets of C. as possible.
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Give a definition of a quadrilateral which i* similar to tte defiai.

tion of a triangle in Exercise 6.

10. We can think of a triangle aa lying on a planet.or determining a

plane.. Can we conclude that a plane is determined by 3 points?

Describe this figure. *The let of points on two rays with a common

endpoint is.called an Fele,. The

figure represents an angle. The

A endpoint of the roe, A, is the

It:1u of, the angles and the rays are the LW% of the angle.

12. In thti figure for Exercise .8, find three angles. Remember thC

sides most be rays.

130 The opening between the rays which are sides of angle is ths

tneides or Astaglia-of the eaglet' Draw an angle and call its

vertex A. Mark a point ix the interior of the an/4e B 'Mark

'a point which is not in the interior of, the Ogle'. C.

Draw a sot or lines on a poiiit and' then draw another line not on

the point which intersects all of the lines of the set. label

points and lines in your sketch so that you can describe the one.

to-ons Correspondence which has been estahlished. (Tor *maples

point A might be made to correspond with line a.)

15. Is there a one-to-one correspondence between ths pupils and the
,

dsks in your rooa? Why?

16. Describe a one.to-one correspondence between tho natural numbers

sal the *Ten natural numbers. (For example,).-6-4.-2, 2

ett.) 4 II1

17. Describe a one-to.one correspondence between the points it
. Bp

)1114 C which determine a triangle and the line Kgm.nta of the

triangle. Can you de thi,s in glare thin cno way?

4 1
4
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In nfwmpapers ind mageminas ',du( often see graphs like these.

These graphs are called curves and we shall consider the set of pointk

144

Figure .1 Figure II

an a curve. In Figure points A, II" C, and' E are points

en the curve, or thicurve is on these points. Of course betimbn any

two of these pilints are many other points. A, B,. C,. D, sri E are

elsaants of the set'of toints represented by thacurve. I, L, and

M -ars points on the curve shown in Figure II, and the curve in II is

on the point I, L, and N. A line (Or straight line) is a special

kind of curve. Since we will call a straight line a special kind of

curve, you see the tittrm %curves is used in-mailematics cliff from
, .

the way it is used in everrimi language.

Figur. III represents theobase lines on a ball field. All the

'points inside the-curve made up'of

the'segsents AB, BC, OD, ind DA

are in the,infieldl If a ball is

hit into the infield it is called a

*fair' ball. If a ball is hit and

"then oontinues it mould still be Figure II I

called a fair'ball so long ss it -does not get outside of either of the

tvo rays of whip, A is tie interwiction. (What do baseball rules

about this situation?) Since this curve clearly indicate% vhen a

bail is fair and when it is foul, it divides the ball fi41 (and this
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extended as f r aeiyour imagination chooses) into an inside (fair ter-

ritory).and an outside.(foul territory,). This idea.6f a curve which

.

divides a aiine into parts is a ver7 useftl one in geometry and sums

of'its applicatiosel

The curves in Figure IV, Figure V, and Fiiure VI are called simple

closed curves.

Figura IV Figure V Figure VI

The curves in I and II are not 0_640 curves. Think of all of these

curves is plane curves oi'4urves which lie on a plane. A simple

clesid curve has an outside and an inside and'the curve is said to be

the boundary of the outside and inside. If point A is inside a

simple closed curve anljoint B is .outside, it in not possible to

pass in the plane of the curve from A to B without crossing the

boundary. A simple closed curve divides a plane into 3 sets, the

inside, ths outside, and the boundary.

In one dimension a point divides a line into 3 parts or sets. In

two diaansions a simple.closed curve divides a plane into'3 parts or

sets.

Figure_VII

4i.

.IP

Figure VIII
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Figure VII and Figure VIII are Closed curves but we not call

them simple closed curves. Each of these curves apPears-to

,itself.

In Figure lip R and S are

points in the intersection set of the

two curves. R and S are points

which lioion both curves. Both curves

lie on R and S. T is a point

inside the simple closed curve and 11

is a point outside the Simple closed curve. R and .S are points on
/

')

$ over

Figure IX

the boundary of the simple cloiedtcurve.

EXERCISES

A
1.

-e

and p of the set in the figure, may be thought of as bugs

which can crawl only on line Describe the simplest sot on

which will provide a boundary between A and; B.

2. Think of i and B as bugs which can crawl anywhere in a plane.

Describe the eimplest sot of points in the plane which will pro-

vide a boundary between A and B.

Sketch thile different simple closed cgrves which are neither tri-

angles nor circles.

5. What is the interaction set

of the triangle ABC and the

line segment DPI

What is the intersection set of the

S-curve and the line in the sketch?

A
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Exercises 6 through 11 refer to this figure. ,

6. Describi.the pOsitions of W, I, and Y .in the figure.

7. Name the :triangles in the.figure.

8.. If possible, locate point I which is not inside.any of the tri-

analog in the figure.

If possible, locate point H inside anz two of the triangles in
d

the figure.

10. If possible,,locate point G inside triangle .MKI, but not in agy

of the other triangles.
, A

U. If possible, locate point J.Inside all of the trienglss in-the

figure.

12. If possible, maks sketches in which the interspation set of a line

and triangle is

(a) 'the empty (b) a set of one element

(c) a set of two elements'N. (d) a set of three elements

13; If possible, make a sketch,in which the intersection set of a.line

'and a circle-is

(e) tbe empty set -(b) a set of one element-

(c) a set of 2 elements (d) a set of 3 elements

14. Consider the intersection, in all cases, of. a line segment AB AN

a circle. How many situations must you consider? If i and H

are both outside the circle, can the circle and the segment 11.13

have just one point in common? / .,
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Sketch two sisple closed curves

like thest for -each part of this
-

exercise.

4

a Shade the intersection of the sets inside both curves.

b. Shade the intersection of the sets outside both curves.

c. Shade tos intersectioll. of the'sets outside one curve and

inside the other.

16. /A

\

Draw a figure like the ane shown.

Shade the intersection set of
F.

the set of pointi inside the

circle and theilset\of points

on the half-plane which con-

tains A.

b. Shade the intersection sat of the set of points outside the

circle and the set of p.oints in'the half-plane whirch (ides not

contain A.

Describe in your own words the set of ints which are not

shaded in either a. or b.

17. Sketch a circle and a quadrilateral for whifh the intersection set

consists of

(a) 4 points (b) 6 points

(c),4he largest,nusber of points possible.

18. A lino divides a plane into 3 parts or sets. What names would yeu

suggest for these parts?

19. How would you define the inside and the outside of an angle? See

the definition of angle, Exercise 11, pageta
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A10.1/ 931 a
If you draw a line on the'blatlboard you have a representation of

A

the mathematician's idea of a line 2,ying on a plane. All points on the

line lie on the plane. A line dividei the set of points in a plane ,

into 3,sets: the points on two half-planes and the points,on the line.

If A is in one half-plane and B is in the other, as in Figux* 1,

the,intirsection et of AB and the line is a point. Ulat ctn Ybu

sky if' A and B are in the same half-plane? See Figur* 2.

Figiire 1 Figure 2

A simple closed =meals*. divides the plane on which it'lies into

3 Sets, as we have seen.

A

(

If a line lies an a plane, we can also say that the plane s-on

the line. 4-1,f B' are points on a plane, then the pine lies

on 1 and B.

There is a set.of planes on

a line: This idea is represented

in Figur* 3. If you fold a piece

of paper and think of the crease

as a line, you have a model of

two halfvlanes on a line. Could-

you make a modal of two planes on

a line? Do you notice that in

dealimg with two planes our attention has been called to geometry in

three dimensions?

Figure 3
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Figure-4 shows two planes on a line k and a second lirm a which

intersects each of the planes in a point. The intersection set of two

planes is a line. The intersection set Of a plane and a line, which

does not lie on the plane, is a point.

Lines like k and m in Figure 4, which have different dire

tions and of which the-intersection set is a null,set, are.called 'kat

lines. Skew lines do not lie on

the IMMO plane. Do you see in

the room a pair of line segments,

which if extended would be skew

lines?.

EXERCISES

I. Think of the front wall of the classroom, the ceiling, and the

side wall as representing 3 planes.

a. Describe the intersection set of the _planes repr seated

by the ceiling and the front wall.

b. Describe the.intersection set of the planes represented

by the front wall and the side wall.
`\

c. Are there points common to all 3 planes?

Think -of a ease where points A and B are outside a plane and

on opposite sides of a plane.

a. Describe the intersection set of line segment AB and the

\plane.

b. If A and B ire outside a plane and on the same aide of

a plane, what is the intersection set of line segment 0

and the plane?
1
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3. Which pairs of lines determined by the intersection sets of the

ceiling, the floor, and 4 side walls appearAtofte skew lines?

(Skew lines do not have the same direction.)

4. Describe several examples of a sat of planeton a line.

5. Describe.several examples of two skew lines.

6. What is the intersection set of two skew lines?

7. A plane divides the set of points in space, into 3 parts'. What are

they? Suggest names for the parts.

8. Maks a mOdel of 3 planes which lie on the same line.

Describe,the faces (sides, top, and bottom) 1r a chalk box and the

edges in terms of sets and intersection sets. How many of the

intersection sets are lines? How many of thm intersection sets

are-points?

10. let:alk box is a solid with 6 faces. The figure shows a tetrahedron,

which is a solid of 4 faces.

Describe the faces and edges

of a tetrahedron in tarsi of

sets and ini'ersection sets..

How many of the intersection.

sets are lines? How many are

points?
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In the figure we.have-4 lines

and 6 marked pointi. On each line

there axe 31Jof theyoints and WA

each point theretre 2 of the lines.

7

4 In projective 'geometry this figure

is called a complete quadrilateral.

see how this figure can be thought of as a diagram:for placing

6 people (thepoints) an 4 committees (t..he lines) so that all persona

are treated exactly alike. 'Etch Person is on the same number of com-

mittees and no person is on the same tvo committees as any other

r--
person. Let us consider A and C, for example.

A and ,C are both on 2 committees (and only 2).

A is on one and only one committee with, B, C, E, and F.

C is an one arid only one committee with B, A, E, and D.

On each of kg s committees there are-2 other members shown.

On each of C's eamittees there are 2 other members shown.

An even more mdemocraiie committee diagram can be\shown for 10

people and 10 committees. With this diagram we can place each person

on 3 and only 3 committees and on each committee there will be 3 and

only 3 of the 10 people. We might say that this represents real

democracy in committee Structure. The diagram of 10 points (people)

and dlines (committees) is called the Desarguee configuration. This

is i very remarkable figure aggi is important in the study of projective

geometry. Projective geometry arose from the interest of artists in

peTspedtive drawing. One of these artists was Leonardo da Vinci.

The exercises which follow are concerned with,the Desargues con-

figuration.
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EXIWISES

In the figure there are three lines on a point 0 and on each of

these iiMetvis one of,the vertices of the triangle' ABC.,

a. Copy this figure on a

separate piece of 'paper.

b. Draw second triangle

A'B'C' so' that A' is

on 'OA extended, Bt.

is on.'OB extended, and,

C' is on eic exiended.

(If possible cho6se4eie

positioba of A'BIC' so

that, AB extended inter-

sects A'B' extended on

your paper.)-

Label thM points of intersection of .the lines as alowe:

line on AB madts iineot VIP in D

line On AC feats line on A'C' in E

line on BC meets line on B'C' in F.

d. Do the points 4i!, Es and F Mppear to lie om the some

straight lin01 not, 'try your drawing again. Draw the

line on D, E, and F.

2. Make several drawings like that in Exercise 1.

3. -In the completed figure in..Exsiicise 1, you will notice that you
ka

have drawn 10 lines (or parts of th'em) and you,have labeled 10

points. Examin your sketch to 'see if on each of the 10 lines lie

3 of the labeled points and on each of the,110 points lie 3 of the

10 lines you have drawn.
1 )
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One of the remarkahle1;41ests of the figure.is that each point and

each'line play exactly the same role. For example, we may think of

Point 4 as the wbi.ginnings Kint on which i'lines lie (we used 0

for this point in Exercise 1). Then we can find on the 3 lines

through A the vertices of the triangles COB and EAT. A 1i/tint_

.may help you see this.

,lines on segments of lines on'segments of

Ls meet in DI-E, F As meet in C', F, B'

Shade the de COB and EA'S in your Desargues.figure. It is not

necessary to mark ani new point nor to extend any line to ()beery&

t4is.

Fallow through the steps in Exercise 4, starting with point D.
;

What are the vertices of the 2 triangles? In what points do the

14nes on the segments of the triangles intersect? Do these points

lie on a line in your figure?

a.

S.
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UNIT VIII

111:213111 GeOmetry I

Look around your classroom. The four walls, floor, and ceiling

are parts of different planes. The planes intersect in lines, and some

#

of the lines intersect in points. Perhaps your classroom hvammore than

four walls, and perhaps the ceiling is made up of parts of several

planes. The blackboard is probably in a different plane from the plane

of the wall.

1. ,Find surfaces in tile r,00m,and its fufniture which are parts of dif-

ferent planes.

2. Find lineS which are intersections of planes, and points which are

intersections, of linet.

Can you find three planes which intersect in the same line? Could

you, if your room had a revolving door?

4. What planes can you find which do.not intersect? What lines can

you find that do not intersect?

,Can you find some surfaces which are curved, not plane?

Look out of the window and see how many parts of planes you can

find in the roofs of houses and other buildings. Howny dif-

ferent planes enclose the whole-house? Are any/a the surfaces

of the house curved, rather than plane?

In geometry we study the properties of space, the relationships

between points, lines, planes, curves, surfaces, and solids, and the

sites and shapes of objects. Any fool can plainly se that we cannot

develop space travel without knowing about space. Can x211 see it? F

people realise that we afso use geometry to work out the best way for

the Arm7 to order shirts.
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Imagine a navigator on a Coast Guard vessel which receives an
A

S.0.. from a sinking ship. From th;\information he receives from the

radio operator he mumt be able to mark on his chart the position of

the ship, and tell his captain in which direction he should steer.

They must also know how fast they muot travel in order to cover a

certain distance before the ship sinks.

Some of theAhings you'Will stUdy ip geometry werff`aiready die-

covered.by the Egyptians and Babqlonians almost 4000'years ago., The

Greeks, from about 600 B.C. to 200 B.C:, made very important advances

in geometry. The book of Euclid (about 300 B.C.) is still the basis

. of the geometry yau will mtudy,in school.' Archimedes, the greatest

mathematician of antiquity, and,others, such as Pythagoras, Eudozus,
%

Eratosthenesp.and Apollonius, made very important contributions to

geometry. After a long period during which very little new knowledge

was added, geometry was revolutionized in thel7th century by Pascal,

Descartes, and Fermat in France, who discovered how to apply algebra

to geometry. :The 19th centuzy was igolden age of geometry'in which

completely new concepts of space were developed by Gauss and Riemann

in Germany, Bol,,yai in Hungary, and Lobachevsky in Russia. About the

beginning of the,20th century Poincare and Lebesgue in Francerand

Hilbert in,Germany intbduced new ways)of lopking at the very funda-

mentalS oNgs.eomet Important discoveries are being made today by

mathematicians in many parts of the world. We may mention among ,

others, Bing, Moiee, Busemann, Milnor, and Nash in thejtnited States,

Pontryagin and the two Alexandrovs in Russia, Whitehead in England,

Gartan, Ieray, .Serre, and Thom in France, Hopf and de Rham in Switzer-

land, Charm from China (now in U.S.), Yamabe from Japan (now in U.S.),

and Papakyriakopoulos'ftom Greece (now in U.S.).

1 4
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There are still many import.Wnt unsolved problems in geometry.

For example, suppose you have a lot of marbles all exactly the same

size. How should you pack them in a large container in the best pos-
k

Bible way, that is, so as to get as many marbles as you can into the

given volume? Nobody knowfor sure. We know a very good way to pack

the marbles, but no orre'has ever proved that it is the best possible.

7. Find out where thrword "geometry" comes from.

8. Look up one of,the mathematicians meptioned above, say in an..

encyclopedia or Bell, ,ft1211 Vathematicnd write a short report

on his life and at least one of his important discoveries.

Part A. SETS OF THREE LINES

When a mathematician begins an investigation, he usually starts

with a very simple case. After he feels. that he understands tnis case,

he may then proceed to more complicated situations. In order to get a

feeling for spatial relationships, let us begin by studying figures

formed by three lines. In these two chapters, when we speak of a line,

we always mean,a'comPiete straight line, extended as far as we please

in both directions.

When we discuSs geometrical objects such as points, lines, and

angles, we find it convenient to give them names. Of course, we could

call them "Joe" or "Wilhel4par but we usually Use just letters fil,vm

.the alphabet, and speak of the lines m and r, or the points A, P,

and Y. Sometimes we use the same letter and attach different subscripts,

small numerals written below and to the right such as my, "12, etc.

The numerals her9 are simply labels to distinguish different lines or

points, and the values of the numbers have nothing to do with the prob-,

444-
lems.
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Draw two lines, and call them 11 and 12. Do 11 and 12 intersect

in your drawing? If they do not, draw them again so they do inter-

sect. Call their point of intersection point A. (Make the lines

long enough to make it easy to measure the angles.)

C.

2. How many angles are formed by 11 and 12?

3 Call the rays on 11 AB--* and AC --*. (Recall that AB---* means

the ray Oith A as endpoint and cbntaining point B.) Call the rays

on 1
2

AD--* and AE Some of the pairs of angles which are

/ formed have a common sfae. These are called adjacent angles. The

other two pair's ire called vertical angl.

Each line divides the plane into two half-planes. One of

)(
each pair of vertical angles is the,common.part of two of these

four balf-planes, and.the other vertical arigle is the common part

of the other two balfplaneg.

Measipe the two angles of each pair of vertical angles with your

protractor, and compare the measures. What is the relation between

these measures?

5. Compare your results with those obtained by your classmates. WhaI,

relation between the measures of vertical angles is true for each

pair?

You have found%by experiment, a certain relation to be true in a

large number of cases. Let uit see why this relation must be true in

all cases.

6. a. What is the sum of the measures or angles DAB and RAE?

b. What is the sum of the lisasures of the angles CAE and BAE?
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3

c. 'If the measure of angle BAE is 130 degrees, then what is the

measure of angl; DAB? iirhat is the measure of angle CAE?

d. Let x, y, and s be the measures of angles DAB, BAE,.and CAE,

respectively.

State your answers to parts (a) and in the form of equations:

If y is known, how can you calculate x and s? Express your answer
19-1

in the form of equat

e. Does tbe relation which you found between x and a in part (d)

agree with the result you obtained experimentally in exercise 5
4

aove?

State the result in the form of a general principle by completing

.the following sentence:

Principle 1. When two lines intersect, angles in each pair

of vertical angles formed

Compare your statement with those of your classmates. After dis-

cussion in class, try to write a clear and precise' statement of

the principle whith all of you find satisfactory.

7. Draw another figure like the one you drew for exercise 1, and name

the rays in the same way. Then draw another line on A and call it

I Call the other ray, on 1
3
between and AC .

Call the other 'ray, between AB , AD --+ and AE , AG

tr
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8. Stirt with angle BAD and name successive adjacent angles in elock-

wise order. How many of these angles are there altogefher?

9. How many pairs of vertical arigles can you find? Nano each pair of

vertical angles.

10. What hi the sum of ttponeasures of six angles formed by the rays

on 1
1,

I
2
and 1 ?

11. How many,angles lie an one side of 1
1
? What is the sum of their

measures?

12. Are the &niters for exercise 11 true for 12 For 1
3
?

13 Draw two lines, m1 and m2, which intersect. Call the point of

intersection point P.

14. Draw a third line, m3, which intersects mi and m2, but not in the

point P. Call the intersection of ml and m3 point A, and the inter-

mA.

section of m2 and m3 point S.
011

Ex 14 17

. 15. What is the name of the set of points made up of se ants SP, PR,

and RS?

16. How many angles in the figure have S as 'vertex? R? I"? What kinds

of angle pairs can you find?

17. Draw two lines t1 and t2 so they do not int.orsect. Draw a third-

line t3 which intersects t1 and eail the point of intersection

point A. Does t3 int rsect t2? Cali their point of intersection
t3

point B. t,

18. How many pairs of vertical angles are there in yotr figure? How

many pairs of adjacent angles?

0e#
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In what way are the last three figures you have drawn alike? In

what way are they different? Can you think bf a fourth way to draw

a set of three lines? If so, draw thiee lines in this way.

20. The set of intersections of three lines in a plane may be
A

:points, j points, _.L points, or, points.

21. Look around you and find illustrations of sets of three lines like

those in the figures you drew.

22. Imagine tWO lines in space. Is there any possible relation which

could not occur in a plane?

23: What figures Can be formed by the intersections of 3 planes in

space?

Part 14., TWO LINES AND A TRANSVERSAL

When a line intersects two other lines in distinct points, it is

called a tramsversalof those lines. In the figure, t intersects

lines 11 and 12, so line t is a transversal.

1. In the figures you drew for the

show transversals?

2. In each figure in Part A which has a transversal, name the trans-

versal and tell what lines it intersects.

3. In the figure above, how many angles are formed? How many pairs

of vertical angles are there? What do you know about their measures?

Ex . 5 8

ejcercises in Fart A, which ones

(YoU can say: !IL a

angles are the same.

c". This means the measures of the,
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4. What pairs of adjacent angles are therkn theTigure?

5. For what pairs of angles is the sum of their measures 180 degrees?

We give special names to same other kinds of angle-pairs in a

figure like this. One kind is illustrated by angles b and f.-

Notice that one of the rays'which, forms angle b is a part of a

ray.whirch forms'angle fp and both angles are on the same aide of tha

transve 1 t. Angles p ed in this way are callia corresponding

angles.

6. What pairs or correspoilding angles can you find in the above figux4i?

There are'four pairs in all.

How can we distinguish the angles a, b, g, and h from ang1 c,

)
d, e, and f? Angles a and b ars on the opposite eide.af 11 from'the

\intersection of 12 and t. They are called pxterior angles. Similarly,

angles g and h are exterior angles. Angles cand d are on the,same

side of 11 as the intersection of 12 and t. These

r
gles and e and f

al'e called interior angles. . Angles d and f are interior angles with

different vertices on opposite sidds of the trarlsversal t. They are

ca/ted alternate interior angles. ._,-
, 1

7. Name the pairs of alternate interior angles in the figure above.
,

There are only.twó pairs.

8.' Name four pairs of angles in the above figure which have equal

measures, no matter how the figure i 'drawn. State the reason

why they are equal in measure.

Two anglips whose measures add up tO 180 degrees are called

supplementary.



9. In tbe figure below,

-9

name an angle which forms with angle x a

a. vertical angles

b. corresponding angles

C. alternate interior angles

d. supplementary angles

10. In this figure name:

a. four pairS of yertical angles

pair of

b. four pairs of corresponding angles
4

co two pairs of alternate interior angles

d. eight pairs of supplementary angles

Notice how carefUlly we defined corresponding and alternate

interior angles. Remember that we are discussing ideal P-oints and

lines, and that the streaks of printers ink are only meant to suggest

a mental picture which you don't actually see. That is why we try tb

. state the relations in terms which do not refir to the drawing. In

mathematics we.must 'say exactly what we mean, and must make bur defi-

initions as clear and precise as we can.

Part C. PARALLEL LINES AND CORRESPONDING ANGLES

Imagine that you are a civil engineer who must build roads inter-

secting a highway. In the figure below the highway is represented by

the transversal t and the roads are represented by the lines 11 and r2.



You want to build the roads so that they don't intersect. Two lines

cin the same plane which do not intersect are called parallel. Railroad

tracks form parallel lines.

You vg'Sh to tell your workers what angles the roads should make

with the highway. Make a drawing with points A aiad, B about Li inches

apart.
a

1. Make the measure of angle a 70 degrees and that of añle b 40

degrees. Do the roads intersect? If so, on which side of t?

2. Draw'another figure with the measure of angle a 30 degrees and

that of angle b still 40 degrees. \kiAlat happens now?

Make at least ten experiments of this kind with various measures

-for the angles.a and b. Record your results like this:.

Measure of Measure of
Angle a in deirees Angle b in degrees

70 40

s30 40

40 40

Intersection of
r1 and r2

right of t'

left

Can you find a general laU which fits your observations? Com-

pare your results with those of your classmates.

4. What kind of angle pair have you been measuring?

5. Make some more experinents to test the general law which you dis-

Covered in exercise 3. In each case first choose the measures of

the angles, then predict whether r1 and r2 will intersect and if

so, where, and finally zake a drawing to check your,prediction.

16,-)



6. State your result hy filling in the following sentence:

Principle 2. Jhen a transversal intersects two lines in

tbs same plane, and

then the lines are parallel.

Discuss your Statement with your fellow ,students. -Try t arrive

at a statement which is clear and precise and satisfies th C 56.

In the figure belowl, what angle forms with angle x a pair o cor-
, I

responding angles? Label it angle If 'angles x and p have the\

following measures, do.-11 and 12 intersect above or below t or are

they parallel?

Measure of
Angle x in degrees Angle p in degrees

Measure of Intersection of
1 and 12

a.

b.

c.

120

120

120,

'340

120

90

d. 90 120

e. 90 90

f. 90 70

g. 70 90

h. 70 70

i. '70 30

J. 30 30

k; 30 70

1. 3O 10

A
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' amok your predictions by drawing the /*lyres.

State a general princTe for deciding, on the lesis of the measures

4 paiirof oorresponding angles, whether the lines will meet on the

same side of the transversal as this pair of angles or on the.other

side.

Princple 2. When a transversal intersects two lirs in

the same plane and, of a pair of corresponding angles,

the exterior angle has the larger measure, then

If, howevelithe interiof angle of the pair has the

larger measure, then

Draw the above figure so that angles f p are 40 degrees in,

measure. Measure therdistance from A to B. Now draw another

'transversal t1 to 11 and 12 so that the mea e of the angle xl

fordiby ti and ..10A is 40 lagrees. ,Wla distance between

the'intersections of t1 with l and 1
2 Tr y. the experiment-with

several choices for, t1.

(I

t

t z

9. Usir4, the salle figure draw transversals t with various values for

tt;e1 measure of Angle y. Make your experiments systematically,

making the,measure of angle y successively, 30, 40, 50,

170 degrees and measure the distance from C tk D each time. Record

your results in a table.

I Li
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Measure of Angle y
in de

VIII-13

Distance from C to
D in inche

30

170

Try various positions for the int C for each choice of the size

of angle y. Does the distance trom C to D depend on the position

OT-C _r on: angle y? For whiCh-value of the measure of angle y

is the'distance from C to D the least?

10% Try the -same.ex epriment with the distance frtm A to B twice as -

large as in the first case. Compare your two tables for the dis-

tante from C to D.
A

11. Draw a line parallel to a given line so that the minimum distance

between the intersections of any transversalyith the twa lines

is one inch.

Ac'12. F d tn your Classroom some parallel lines. Lay a yardstick or a

er across theq ser as to form a transversal.. Do it so that the

intersections with the.parallel lines are at a minimum distance

apart. Measure this dietance in'each case.

Part D. PARALLEL LINES AND ALTERN'ATE INTERIOR ANGLES

You have just found a method for deciding er two Iinei inter-
s

sectloo,drawing a transversal to the lines and measuring a pair of car-

.responding angles. Let us see whether yoU can discover a criterion
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ir

10 using alternate interior angles. We.do this by applying a favorite

device of the mathematician, namely by reducing the problem td the

previous ease.

1. In this figure, the transversal t intersects the lines mi and m2.

Which angle fozlam wN, b a pair of alternate interior angles?

Label it angle e.

: .

2.' JSuppose that the measure of angle b is 30 degrees. What are the

meaSures of angles c, d, and a? Which of the'previous three
11

princip1es'applies here?

Which of,these*forms with angle e a pair of 'corresponding andesh.

If the measure of angle e is 20 degrees, will the lines ml apd

intersect, and if so, on which side of t?. What 'about if angle e

412

is 40 degrees in measure?

5. How can you tell, from measuring angles b and e, whether the 14.nes,

mi and m2 intersect,And if sd; on which sikle,,Apply'the principles

of the previous section.

6. State a general,p;:pc4

para1l,irou know the measUres of a pair of alternate
10'

A(?.
'444

You can say that mi an

.formediby the t,wo lines and a transversal t.

Pr NJ.

interior

Use -1* as a model in trying to write your,own statement
.1 1

of principle 4 :ir, coaaring your statezent with those of your
classmates, discuss the matters one should is

trying to state a mathematical proposition.
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Now try to state a principle whereby you can tell on,which side of

the transversal the lines mi and m2 will meet, from knowing the

measures of a pair of alternate interior angles.

PripeiRle

You ean sometimes escover yhere improvements are needed in a

statement when you,try to apply ii to problems. Predict in each

of the following eases.whether the lines 11 and 12 will intersect

and if so, on which side of to and tell which principles you used.

LU

a. engle b =

b. angle g =

C. angle a 5 00

65%

600

d. angle h = 9 0°

e. angle g = 130°

f. angle b = "5 0°

g. angle a = 130°

h. angle h

LU

1. angle g = 600

21 1-0
1. angle b = 8u-

angle f = 6 5°

angle e 600

angle c = 4 0°'

36
angle c = 100°

m c
angle d = 50

m
angle c = 120

angle d = 7 0°

angle d - 700

angle c = 500

angle d = 80°

9. Draw figures for each of these.cases and check your predictions.

TA,.Exercises

1. Make a list of the new kinds of angle pairs you have learned about.

2. In the figure, name the following:;

a. Two.pairs of vertical angles.

Two pairs of adjacent angles.

A set of three angles the sum

of whose measures is 180i4sgrees.

`\
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3. In the figure, name:

a. Two pairs of vertical angles.

.b. .Two pairs of adjacent angles..

c. IA pair of angles whose sum is

180 degrees.

d. Two pairs of corresponding angles.

e. Two_pair.I of alternate interior angles.
'

a. In thit figure draw the line 1 parallel to R S.

5

What must the measure of angle x be in ardor that 1 be parallel

to R.S? What principle did you use?

b. What is the measure of angle z? Why?

c. What is the sum of the measures of the angles x, y, and z?

d. What is the mersure of angle y?

5. a. In the figure, what is the sum of the measures of aCgle CBD

and angle' BDE?

b. What is the measure of angle n?

c. Is BC parallel to-DE? 'Why?

6. Cut a triangle out of cardboard, making th sides of different

lengths. ThSn draw parallel linea tg (1) placing one side of the

triangle along the edge of your paper; (2) drawing a line along.
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er side of the triangle; then .(3) sliding the triangle along

dge of the papT-; and (4) drawing a line along the same side

Of the triangle'.

b. :that principle is illustrated?

Fart E. TURNWG A STATEMENT AROU/ND (Converse)

We nave seen that'if certain things are true, man certain other

things are.true. Far example,

1. 11 two angles are vertfeal angles, thal the angles have the same

measure. Suppose we makdtnew statement, by interchanging the

"if" part and the "then" part. 'This is the-new statement:

two angles have the'same measure, then the angles are vertical
,

angles. The new statement, obtained by interchanging the "if"

clause with the ."then" clause, is called a converse of the first
..'

statement.

We have found that the first statement is trite. Is the second

statement always true? Met any two angles which have the same

'measure be vertical angles? If your answer is "No"', then-make a

drawing of a ease in which this statement is false.

a.

Look at this statement.

2. If Mary and Sue dre sisters, Lhen Mary and Sue have the same parents.

Is this statAment p:Ae? ,

'tte

r

"if"'olause and

converse of this statement, by interchanging the

the "then" clause.

if Mary and Sue'have,the,e0Wierents, then Mary and Sue are sisters.

Is this statement Yes, it is true.

We can see from theS two illustrations that, If a statement is
kt

I 6 3



true, its converse, obtained by interchanging the "if" part and tip!'

"then" part, may be true or may be false.

If you turn a true statement around, will the new statement also

be true? Look at the statements below, and tell whether each one

is true. Then write the converse, and tell whethe the converse

is necessarily true.

a. If Rover is a(dog, then Rover has four l'eet.

b. If Blackie is a dog, then Blackie is a'cocker spaniel.

.c. If E, flgure is a circle, then it is a closed curve.

d. If the time is 10 A. M., Mary should be in sch

e. If a figure is a closed curve composed of three line segments,

.then the figure is a triangle.

Make a table shoing which of the above stattments are true and

which of the'converse are true.

5. Make up five.true statements, thentstate their converses. Make up

so'e so that the new statement is true and same for which It is

false.

You can see frol exercises 1-5 that wheli\ti true statement is turned

around to form a converse, thd converse is sometimes true and sometimes

false.

Part F. CONVERSES OF PRINCIPLE 2 AND PRINCIPLE.4

Let us see whether the converse of Principle 2 seams to be true

or false.

1. Draw a line m
1.

Mark a point which is not on m
1
and TY1

I
4 t

call the point, A. Through A, draw a line t, which

intersects m1 at point called B.

2. Using your protractor to make angles with the same
#

measure, draw a line fhrough point A which is parallel

1 7 u
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to line ml. (What two kinds of angle pairs could You use?) Call

this line m
2'

Now draw a second transversal intersecting In1 and m2.

Call it ti. Measure a pair of correspondini angles

along transversal tl. Are the 7neasures of the cor-

responding angles the same?

Compare your results with those of your classmates. Do iour angles

have the saw measures as theirs? Aat :Is true in each case?

.State your conclusion in the form of a general principle which

tells the relation between co responding angles fon:led when a

transversal intersects two parallel lines.

Principle 6.

5. In the figure below, suppose that line 1 is paraLl to line12.

Alording to Principle 6, which pairs otf glesiust have the same

measure?

6. 'What other angle pairs will then lave the same meksure? Why?

. If 11 is-parallel to 12 then angle zit angle w. Why?

)

gle w = angle S. Why?

Then angle z = angle s. Why?

What kind of angle pafrsare 7igle and angle s? Why?

Can you state a new principle from:the reasoning you have done. in

Exercise 7?

Principle 2.
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9. 'In the figure below, if line mt is parallel to line m2 and a trans-

versal t intersects them, which angle-pairs.have the same measure.

,because of Principle 7?

10. What other angle-pairs have thi saMe measure? Why?

ammt
Ex 9 10
r

U. In the figure, 'if 11 is para11e4to 12 and the measure of one angle

is 112 degrees as shown, what Is the measure of eich of the other

angles? -(The arrows on 11 esnd 12 remind us that those are parallel

lines.)

12. In this figure, ABC is a triangle, and DE is a line on point B.

Also, DE is parallel to AC. How many transversais intersect DE

and AC? 0

E. 4

13. Make a sketch of the fi re.(do not use a protractor), but leave

out line AB. What k nd of angle pairsare angle 1 and angl 2?

14. Make another drawing of\the figure, and this. tie leave out BC.

What kinds of angle pairSdo you see? Name the same angle pairs

in the figure with all lines left in. (Use the three letter way

of naming angles.)
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15. In the figure below, suppose WS is parallel to RX.I How many trans-
.

versals intersect RX and WS? Find a pair of angles which have the

same Measure. Can you find vecond pair?

16 In this, figure, 11 is garallel to 12 and t is a transversal. 'What

is the,sum of the measures of. angles a and b? Why? Whatis true

of angle b and angle c? Why? Then what is true of angle a and

El ta
angle c? Would the same thing be

true about aifle b and angle d?

17. Can yoU prove that'angle a + angle c = 180--degrees- by 'using angle e

17 instead of angle b? Explain your reasoning. A
. or

18. In this figure, if 11 is parallel to 12, and

t is perpendictlar to 11, what else must be
E.

true of 12 and t? I

19. Can you give reasons for these statements about the figure?

a. If t is perpendicular to 11, angle a = 90 degrees. Why?

b. If'll is parallel to 12, angle b angle a. Why?

C. Then'angle b = 90 degrees. Why?

d. Then t is perpendicular to 12. Why?

20. Here is a picture of two sets of railroad tracks which cross.

f

A
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a. How many traneversals do you see? Tell which lines each tisans-

versal interects. Which lines are parallel?

b. Make a list of all pairs of corresponding angles.

c. List all pairs of alternate interior angles.,

d. List all pairs of vertical :angles.

a. List all pairs of non-adjacent angles whose measures have a

sum of 180 degrees.

f. Suppose the measure of angle e is 152 degrees. Find the measures

of as many other angles as you can.

TRIAN0PISt

You have been discovering angle relations in a figure cOmposed'of,

three lines, two parallel lines and a transversal. Suppose the two

lines are not parallel, so that each line is a transversal intersecting

the other two lines. Hydoes such a figure look?

The three lines intersect in three points and, as you know, three

points (not on the same ,line) and thesiements joining them in pairs

are a triangle.

1. Which of the figures below are triangles? If a figure is not a

triangle, 11 which requirement of the definition it lacks.

a . ot

2. Draw a triangle which has two sides with the same measure. Such a

triangle is called an isosceles triangle.

Draw a triangle which has three sides.with the same measure. It

I. called an equilateral triangle.

1 7
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4. Draw a triangle with no two sides with the same meadure. It is

V
called a scalene tria,:at

5. Which of the triangles below appear to be equilateral? .Scalene?

Isosceles?

a.
e;

Draw two equilateral triangles, two isosceles tr1ag1es and two'

scalene triangles.

7. If a triangle is equilateral, Is it also an isosceles triangle?

8. If possible, draw trianglegwhose "des have these measures:

3, 4, 5; 2, 7, 8; 1, 6, 7; 1, 6, 9. Which of these measures are

not possible for the sides of a triangle? Why?

t).. How can you tell whether a triangle can be formed if you know the

measures of the three line segments?

If the distance from.the point A to the point B is five inches,

and the distance from B to C is two inches, what is the greatest

(,-
possible measurs for, the distance friom A to C? What is the least

possible measure for this distance? Drsw figures to illustrate

both extreme eases and several intermediate cases.

If A, B, and C are the vertices of a triangle, then the angles

ABC, BCA and CAB are called the Snglof the trtangle. The tri-

angle is often called the triangle AK.

10. Draw a laige isosceles triangle ABC, making the sides AB and BC

equal in length but different from AC'. Cut out the triangle care-

fully from paper, and then fold it so that AB lies exactly_on CB.

What do you notice about the angles CAB and ACE? Is one larer

than the other or do they fit exactly, too? Try this experiment'
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with a number of isosceles triang1es.i4Compare your results with

those of your classmates.

State a general principle about the relation betwee the measures

of the anglea opposite two sides of a triangle whi h are equal in

length.

Princinle

Do at least five experiments like this, constructing triangles with

two angles equal in measure. Compare your results with those of

your classmates.

State a general princ;pie about the relation between the lengths

of the sides opposite two angles of a triangle whiCh.are equal in ,

measure*

Prtnetiple 2.

11. Draw a linelsegment about' 4 inches long, and at each end measure

an angle with the same measure. About 40 degrees is a good size.

Extend the sides of the two angles until they intersect tp-fo4m a
c.

triangle. Cut out the triangle and fold it so that e one angsi

fits exactly over the angle which has the same ueasre. DO`the.

sides fit exactly too?

12. Use the relation you observed in exercise'll to show that if a tri-

angle has three sides equal in length, then all three angles are

equal in measure also.

13. Use the result of exercise 12 to show that if a triangle has three

angles equal in measure, then it has three sides equal in length

a100.

14. Any two equilateral triangles have the same shape, that is, one 4ay

be thought of as a picture of the other, but on a smaller seals.

7 '(;
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Is the same thing true of all isosceles triangles? Draw several

isosceles triangles to illustrate your answer.

15. In exercises 10-11 you investigated the relations when the measures

of two sides or two angles of a triangle are'equal. _Now you may

explothese relations in scalene triangles. Make at least ten

triangles with unequal sides and measure their aniaes. Record your

results in a table like this:

.8

BC L CAB AB L BCA AC L._ ABC

Give the measures of-the sides in inches and of the angles in

.degrees.

A good scientist arranges his obeervations sistematically. You

have here 6 quantlies which may have various values. In order to dis-

cover the relations between them, it is bent to hold several of them-
.

fixed, vary one of the others, and measure the rest. Yoti will probably

find it convenient to choose values for the lengths of BC and AB and

keep these the same throughOut your experiment. Then choose different

values for t4 ! length of AC. Do the lengths of the sides determine they

size and shape of a triangle completely? Then measure the angles, and

record your observations as above. Your\results in exercises 8-9 should

give you information 'about the possible choices for the length of AC.

1 7 7
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r(

Notice that the column for each angle is next to that for the opposite

side.

You and your classmates should each choose different lengths for

BC and AB. In this way you will have plenty of experimental data for
.t

comparison.

On the basis of your observations you_ehould arrive at certain
\

!

conclusions. When one side is lo er.than another, how do the measures

of the oPposite angles compare? ; there a simple relation between the

lengths of-the sides and the measures Of the angles? If you double the

'length of AC, does the measure of L. ABC change in a simple way?' What

' happens if you double the lengths of all three sides of a tal.angle?

1.

Part H. ANGLES OF A TRIANGLE

Draw a triangle ABC and cut it out of paper. Tear off the corners

A

at B and C and mount the whille figure on mardboard as shown, with

the,Cut Out corners pasted in around the vertex A. Measure the

angle DAC. Compare the result of 'your experiment with those of

your clasamates. Is there a general law which fits your obsei-va-

tions?

X

2. Cut a triangle ABC out of paper and maTk off the midpoints D and

E of the sides AB and BO respectively. (The ildpoint is halfway

}

1

4
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. ..m
from one endpoint to the other, so'that AD = DB, BE = EC.) Fold

0

ov gment AD so thiit A lied aver some point G of the line

: ly, fold over EC so that C lieS over G. -Finally, fold

along the segment DE. tibere doe6 the point afall?- Where do the_

VI

segments DB and EB lie? What is the smm-of the measures of the

angleS of the triangle? ,po this ekpe7iment with other paper t-21-
4

N4
angles. Does the.law you found in exercise I fit these observations?

State your law in the form of a pr,biple concern

measures of the,angles of a triangle:

Frincirile

the sum of the

You have now discovered a certain law by experiment. Were these

experiments necessary? Is-there any connection between this

principle and the,Ones jou found before? We shall now try to help
sit

yau discover'a proof of prinCiple 10.from tbe previous (mei.' In,

other words, au knbw'Vhe other principles, thin yIelloan arrive'

at this one by ,logical ressoninii.without.a :angle ddltional experif

.ment.

-The éXiperiment of exetCise,1 suggests one 101e of reasonini.. nstead
4.

of tearing off corners, siiply draW i line AE so that_Angle EIB

the same measure as angle ABC. (atend the line AC.

uote-D
A F

Think of AE andc4BC as,ipines cut-by the'transversal AB. ,fat kind

ot angle pair are 'angles EAB And NBC? What Conclusion can you draw

from principle 41
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No4 think of AE and BC as lines cut by the transversal AC. What

kind of angle pairs'art angles DAE and ACB? DOtos either Principle 6

or 7 app4,y? What is the 1114 of the measures of the angles DAE EAB,

and.BAC? t db you conclude about the sum of the mea
7of

the

triang e ABC?

4. Instead of working With the angle DAE, we could have 'compared angle

ACB with angle FAC. Which principle applies it this,case? Write

out the complete ISroof from beginning to d, making any necessary

'changes, and giving the reason for each 'step of your proof.

Compare your 15roof with those of your classmates. Did you dmit

any necessary steps? D'd you have a convincing reason for every

ste? Was each statemetit in your proof clear and precise? Was

your conclusion stated in such a way that everyone else understood

. -.

exactly what you'proved?

.
V.

I

Discuss with your classmates the things which make a proof good.
,

Are there any commOn faults or mistakes whicti you must watch out

for?. After the claes-discussion rewrite your proof in accordance

with ,the-poiets brought out by you and your classlates.

/'..
/ .

_In each ,of theirollowing eases the measures of eertain pari% of
/

..

the triangle ABC are given, those of the sides in inches and

those of the'angles in degrees, and you_p2e asked to predict

4the measure of some other part. In 'each case; give your reason,'

.4

I II

4
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Given To Find Fri ci 1

s.
a . LABC =7. 60-; LBCA 1.1-1. 40° L
P. ABC 14 96°, LCAB Ili 20° L BCA

c. LCAB -11-1 20c111 LBCA 4 .30° L ABC

d. LBCA 114 LABC 11 40° L CAB

m. LABC 52° LBCA 370 L CAB

f. LABC 40°, AB14.2 in., 'AC 2 in. L ACB

m
g. AB 3 in., BC E 3 in., CA 3 iL L BCA

h. LPAC = 70°, 1_,BCANP. .70° AB 111 4 in. BC

IQ La
4BAC 1.4!' 100° = 40

0
1 AB = 4 in. AC

1. LABC oo°, L AB 24 60° AC 11 3 in. AB

Check yout answers- by drawing figures and measuring.

Suppose one.angle of an illosceles triangle has a measure of 500.

Find the measurei of the other two angles of the triangie. Are

two different answers possible?

m
7. In triangles ABC and DEF, suppose that kL B

,

AC = EDF and I

L.BCA L.EFD. What will be true about angles'ABC. and DEF?

ea,

4

il
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Informal 0e6metry I

'It,,atement of Principles
-5

4 (
e

principle 1. Whe 'two lines intersect, the angles in each pair of

vertical angles forme ve equal measures.

Pripciple 2. When atrinsversal intersects two lines, in the same plane,

and a pair.of corresponding angles have the same measure, then the lines

are parallels
b

Princl.plye 1. When a transversal intersects two lines in the same plane

of a pair of corresponding angles, the exterior angle has the

larger measure, then the lines intersect on the same side of the trans-

versal is these two angles. If, howArer, the interior (angle of the

pair his the larger meauure, then the lines meet on the opposite-sige
^

of the transversal frot this pair of angles.

Principle L. When a transversal intersects two lines in the-same

plane, and a pair of altegate interior angles have the same measure,

then the lines areparallel.

?rincle 1. When a transversal intersects two lines in_ the same

lanei and one of a pair.of alternate interior angles is Smaller than
i

the othelithen the line% 3riterseet on the same side of the transversal

. as the Smaller angle.
JAR . I.

Principle §. Wh li: a-transversal intersects two parallel lines, then
4

.\. )

each pair of alternate interior angleS have the same measure;, .\
. principle 2 litter itransVersal intersects a pair of piLraliel lines,

*
themil each pair of alternatet,interior angles have the sameiseasure.

9

yrineiple g. If -No sides of aitriangle are equal in length,,,then the
.

opposite angles areequii in measure.
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Pripo:ple 2. If two tngles of a triangle are equal in mealy, then

the opposite aides are elual in length.

Prl.nclule Q. In any triangle the sum of the measures of the angles

is 180 degrees.

4

;1 Ha
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'UN IX

A

INFORMAL GEOM II

(Congruent triangles, Perpendicular bisector Parallelograms,
Concurrent lines, and the Right Triangle Principle)

CONGRUENT TRIANGLES

Whe$leaves are'drifting to the ground in the fall, have

you ever tried to find two leaves from the same.tree which have

exactly the same size and sMe? While we can -tell whether a leaf

is from,an oak tree or a m?Illb. t.ree or some other kind of a- tree,
7

it is unusual to find two oak-leaves which seem to be eXactly the

same size and shape if we place one on top of the other to compare

them. Abu may also have wondered why, among the faces of all the
-

people whom you know, or even among all the people in a great city,
.

you so seldom find two which arvery much alike.
0

The 'wheat fields of two farmers may be "exactly" the same

shape and size, although they usually are net. A manufacturer of

large bolts of a certain.kind employs methods of "quality control"

to.try to make sure that the bolts he makes will be as nearly alike

as possiblp.1 Mathematics is used to determine whether oNects that

appear to bel6like actually are, and to determine the amounts and

impdrt.grice of difference in the objects.

In order to study the 6haracterist;cs of objects that are

exactly alike, we begin, as sCientists usually do, with a very

simple situation. It.eUrns out that the case of two triangles

is the key, to the eni problembf' determining when two objects

have exactly the same size and shape.

These triangles appear d'be the same size and shape; if we cut

ope ofhEtriangles dA:t.of the paper, and find that we can place it'
.

.'J 1.8 4
'1 .
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on the pther so that the three vertices and sides of one triangle

lie exactly on the three verticea and sides of the other triangld,

we say that the twa triangles are congruent. Or, if we could move

one of the triangles in its plane until'it fits exactly on the

other, we' would say that the'triangles are congruent.

Principle 1: 22rEtsaanciLm. Elegments and ,angles -of congru-q.nt

(,. figures have-equal measures.

If one triangle were cut out of a rubber sheet, then we

could stretch or shrink parts of it while we move it, and thus

-make it fit on the other.. In suoha case we would certainly not
i

call the triangles congruent. It is essential.that the motion of

the triangle be rigid, that,no distanCli between points of the

figure should change during the motiOn. .

We could compare solid figures in a similar way y making

A mold to fit one solid,iand..then testing"the other solid by

trying the mold on it. Again, in this process we must be sure

that, when we tove things around, he m tions are rigi4.

Now let us look more carefully at thIs method of comparing

figures, and see what it really- ffiaris. If we understfind how it

works, we may be able to discover a me;thod of comparison whict

does not require a ph ical Motion. When we fit one fi,&re onto

another, we take eac pcTt of the first figure correspond to a

certain point of the other point for point. ,The distance between

any two points of ,the first figure is title same as the distance

betweencorresponding points of the ckther. Sinc'e we bring
firk figure.'to fit on the oth:r by a elgid motion., during which

na dis_tanCe It changed, then;the points of the origirkal ftgurep-

can'be matCried with each other so that the-distance_between any

pair of points in the,first figure iS the same as the distance

\between the corresppnding pair of points in the other.
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For example, draw triangles A B C and A' B1 C' so that

the.lengthsof A B and A' B1 are 4 inche-S,those of B.0 and'

B1 CI are 5 Inches, and those of C A and CI Al are 6 inches.

(How Can you draw a triangle with sides of given length? suppose

you locate A And C 6 indhes apart. Where should B be? ,

6. inches

Forget about the length of .B C for a moment and concent.rate on

the requirement that- A B should be 4 'inches long. Where do the

points lie whose distance from A is 4 inches Do you.have any

instrument for drawing the figure formed by these points? Next

draw the curvs formed.by all Points whose distance from C is

5 inches. Where are thePossible positions for B? How' many are

there) Cut out tr1angI A p C and see if this triangle is'congrui-

ent to A' B1 C! by tting it.ont9 the latter.

\ , ,

.
w)pow separate thf triangles'again'. Using your ruler, mark off .

on the side b AC points' D, E, F, G, and H, so that
.

A D J= 6 H e
,

the:distles from A. are 1,"2,.3, 4 and 5 inches' pespectively,

and mark off on the side A, points -'..1", K, and L whose\distances

from A are 1, 2, and 3 inches respeltiltly. Can you pre4ict the

positions ofthese points when you piace the triangle A B C on
4

. A' B1 CI so tht A lies on A' B on al and C on C'? Mark off

yOur prpdictions on the triangle At B' C' and label them DI P.

Fly LI. Now'che6k your predictions'.

;Measure the distance between the various imirs ln the first

figure aNd record' them in a table:



A

0 5 6

4

0

Make a corresponding table for the points A' B1, . . .1 LI.

Compare distances between corresponding p(Ants.

Pick a 'point M in the interior of the triangle A B C.

How can yoU predict the position of the corresponding point MI

in he other triangle? ,Are there any lines which you can Orpm

and dThtances which you can measure so that you could locate MI

exactly? Make your prediction and check it by placing the tr gle

A B C upon the triangle A' B' Ct. *Does M lie above your pre-

?diction,

If we know the distance between every pair of points In a

figure, this gives us complete information about its size and

' shape. .In the above example of the triangle A B C., you can_ find

as many points.as you please on. the three sides./ You could measure

all distances and give a complete description of the'triangle. Is

all this information necessary? If you know the aengths of the

sides, and you locate the point: D A A C by-marking off the

l'ength of A D as l'inch, does this information determine the

distance from, B to D?'

Is more than one value for this distance possible? Incident-

ally, if D is on tyle side AC, and AD .11 Ap = 6, then wh4
//

is the length of .DC? liolan you tell,from the lengths of AD; DC,
,

h4 7



and AC whether D is on
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e segment AC? Then is there more than

one .possibility, for the length of BD?

Sometimes you may know the sizes of certain angles and'certain

segments. Iiiagine that you are at point A in the figure below, and

you are the navigator of an airplane, You 'receive signals from the

radar operators at the airportswin Los Angeles and Honolulu which

tell yoU that the measures of the angles AHL.and ALH are 200 q:nd

300 respectively. A

2.62.0

Your chart shows that the distance from Honolulu to Los Angeles

is 2620 miles. Is this enough information for you to be able to

determine your distance from Honolulu? Make a drawing to scale

using l/B of an inch to represent 100 mil'es. How long should

HL be?. Is there more than one possible lenr,th or AH? Measure

AH, and calculate the distance from your airplane to Honolulu.

The main problem of this unit is to find-out what parts of a

figure must be known In order to determine all the other pirts. We

could also think of the pronem as that of investigating what parts

of two figures should be measured in order to know whether they are

congruent. This would enable us to find ot;t whether figures are

congruent without actually Moving them. We have already'obtained

some evidence that it is not necessary to measure all parts of a

triangle in order to determine the complete-size and shape.-
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Before we tackle the general probleril of when two figures are

congruent, we start like good mathematicians, with the simplest

case, namely that of two triangles. 'After we thoroughly understand

this' case, we wild be prepared to study more complicated,figures.

A triangle has six parts -- three sides and three angles. We

shall investigate which combinatiomof these parts are enough to

determine the rest, and so to determine the size and shape of

the triangle.

Choose a point i ,and a ray with A as end point. Find a point

B on the ray whose distance from A is 3 .inches. How many,possible

positions are there for the point B? Choose one of the sides of

the line AB and, using a protractor, draw a ray on this side with

A as.endpoint which makes with A5 an angle whose measure is 65°.

On this same side of AB draW another ray with B as enlpoint which

makes with AB an angle whose measure is 350 Do these rays inter-

sect? If so, label the intersection C. Once you have chosen the

point A and drawn the ray on which B should lie, is there more than

one possible way of drawing the triangle ABC according to the above

directions?
,

Try this experiment again on another sheet of paper4 Is the

1"\.. second triangle congruent to the first?. Try this for'three separate

triangles, each time makingsthe line'segment equal in length to AB
10.0-

and draWing the angles with the measures and positions shown in the

figure. Cut out tAp of the triangles and place them on the third

one. What do you conclud

In the figure, AB 'is the s nclude'd between the angle whose

measures aiee-'35 de rees and 65 degrees. To be more brief, we say,

"two angles whose m asures are 35 degrees and 65 degrees and the

included side."



EXERCISES

Drdig two triangles makintne side of each angle 3inches
long, and the angles on*. sides with measu s 40 degrees and
8o degrees. Measure the other two sides of e h triangle and
compare the lengths. What do you conclude?

?. If two angles of a triangle Measure 40 degrees and 80 degrees,
what is the measure of the third angle.

31 Draw two triangles each of which'has.a side.3 inches long, anc.

angles which measures 40 degrees, 80 degrees/and 60 degrees.
Draw the 3 inch side between the vertices of the 40 degree and
60 degree angles. Cut out these triangles and compare them
with each other, and with the triangles you drew in exercise 1.
What do you find?

4. Draw two triangles, each of which has angles which mevure 40
degrees, 8o degrees, and 60 degrees. In your drawing make the
side between the vertices of the 60 degree and 80 degree angles
3 inches long. Cut out,the triangles and compare them with
each other, and with the triangles you drew for exercises 1 and
3. What dp you find?

Exercises 3. and 4 should convince' us that the following statement
is not necessarily true two angles and one side of a triangle
are equal in measure to two gles and one side of another
triangle, the triangles are c ngruent. Correct the stat ment so
it will be true.

'

Each of
Name th

the triangles below is congruent to one of the /others.
pairs of congruent triangles.

4

( a)
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Qroup the following trliingles into sets of congruent
Can you do this without.measi1ving any of the .s.ides or
cutting out-the triangles?

angles, or

Are the following congruent?

a)

4112

WhY4

N

Draw,atriangle wi angles whose measures are 50o, ou, and
70 .. Canryou "draw a larger 'triangle whose angles are equa4
in measure to those of another triangle? Are the triangles
necessarily congruent?

10. Statg the principle which ydu have found from e above
exercises, whereby you can tell whether two tri gles are
congrud.nt by measuring in each triangle two angtes and the
included side,.

Prfricipie 2:
r , EXERCISES

Cdmpre with a compass _the sides Of the three 'trIingles below:

111

What do you,00nclude? Do the three eriangles. appear to be
copgruent?

(

4t1

f

4
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2. Draw a triangle with sides whose lengths are 2 inci-i6s, 3 inches,
and 4 inches. This is rather hard to do with a ruler, but easy
if you use a compass. "Folio* these directions:
'Draw a Iin4mossigment''2-inches /ong.
Call it A8: Spread your compass
&olo the points are,three inches

'apart. With ale point of the
,compass on point,A, draw part
of a circle above AB. Spread
the compass so the points are
4 inches apart. Place the
point of the compass on point 13,
...and draw part of a circle ,so
it in'tersects the past of a A
circle you drew before. Call the v-
point of intersection point C. Draw line-egments AC and 40
Are the sides of the triangle ABC 2 inches, 3 inches, and
4 inches.long?

3. Draw a s cond triangle with sides 2 inches, 3 inches, and
4 inches long. Cut. out the sea'and4trian le and te.st it to see
Satlether .is congruent to the triangle drew for*ekercise
2. What is your conclusion? 4

t

Draw,three thriangles, with si.des. 2 inches, 2.5 inches, and 4
inches long. Test them to sec? whethei, they are congruent-as
you did b6fore. %What is your conclusion?

State a g eral pr,inciple whereby you can tell whether t o
triangles e congruent from, measuremer4eof their sides.

6. Do you find 'any congruent triangles in this figure? On wha
do you base \your answer?

Devise a' method fol.' constriucting a triangle if.you are told
the measure of its three sides, using the following tools:

P. ruler, 3 thumb tacks, and.a, piece of string.

alb

#

,



l'rincipie 2 and principle 3 state two cases in which two tri-
angles are congruent lf certain Ilree parts bf one triangle are
equal in measure to simirarly placediparts in another triagIe-.
A-completa listing.of sets .of three parts of a triangle is as

I. 3 angles
11. I sides

2 anforales and theAmbluded s1 d6
IV.' 2 ziTes'and the ,included angle- :

V. 2 angles and a side not included between the Vertices
of the anglidp

.

VI. 2 sides andWn angle,not included 'between4 the sides.
I

In principles 2 and 3' you have stated methods fOr deciding

whether two triangles.are congruen on the basis of measurements of

thd' parts listed in III and II above, .In ex'ercibe 9.on page.8, you

investigated whether measurements of 'the parts mentioned in 1.a:re

en to enable you'to tell whether twotriang1es anr congruent:

What was y3ur .conclusion?

Recalliordaciple 1.0.of the previous cliapter. Is).-t necessary

.to measure all the three angles of a triangle in order to know their

s'iZes? Can you apply this idea L:o caje V above? Try to use the
A

mathematicianis favorite trick oi reducing a problem to the previous

case.

EXERCISES.

Consider the set of partS listed as IV two sides dnd.the.
.includd angle. The,positions of theparts in this set are
illustratOd in the drawirlg below. Use the measures given and'
draw three triangles. Then tyt the triangleS, to see'wheilier
they are congruent;

A

5.

J .

If the point A, the ray AB, and the ,side of AB on which C lies
are given, is it possible to draw movx.,,thn 6ne t;riangle with
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-sides and angles having the above meas,ures?.
.. e

Cons'ider the ._se of parts lis.ted as., V, two apgldS and a side
which is ,not ircluded between 'the vertices of the a gles.
If two arIgles of one triangle have the same meastires as Om
angles, .of another triangle, what will be, true about -he ' third

.angle? Look at the triangles low.
G

e*. " A

e

Now coriqider, Ce.se VI. Draw a tr. angle ABC so. tdiat AB.= 3
inc.hes, angle A = 30; and BC = 2 inChes. Let us see,thow jn.anY
passible shapes can_ such, a triangle have? After you locat.e
the points A and By 3,,inches apart., .. then yoU still have to fin
the point C. Choose the. side of the line AB where yotwánt
the triangle to lie. .Where do all the points C lie whbse
dist ce is 2 inches from B? Draw the figure f8rmed 1:2y-thiS
set o points.. Now draw angle A Making it 30 . How many
posit orls are possible, for C ln1this.haifplane? What ar:e' th
ix?ssi le lengths for the side Aq?
Cun%you dec de/whether two triangles are congruent by j4easur
ing the parts in cape VI? .

**

On the basis of1your _experiments in exercise 1, staq 4
principle, whereby you can decide whether two triangles' ar
congruent by measuring the parts given in Cape IV.

Principle 4:

5. State your conclusions about the set of parts listeCI. in
and the set of parts listed in VI.

EXEI;ICISES.

1. FOr each_ of the triangl.,es below, descrJ1;)e the set' of parts
whose measures are marked. You may Ilse 'phe desceiriionp
listed on page IQ Q.

V

,

a,



Name
tell

abOve. -which -congruent, and

PERPIiNDICUL

64

The telephone pole In the -figure is supported by. two .wires,
each of which is fastened, to the 0ound at a point 6 feet
froM the base of the pOle. The Telephone Company knows that'
these guy wires will te abob.t equal in length.. liciw do they
know this

The comp6,ny has set Up te petle-t.
so it is perpendimlar to the:
ground: Row large .are angles'
and'B?

n the two triiIngleb the--lines
repretented by the sides of:the
pole are equal in length

-.,-The sides -of the -trlansles -41cmg
the, line representing the ground
are each 6 feet,long. \

What :can you conolude from'statAnents A, ,B, and C? Whicil
principle app4ies?
In4xereise 1,-.suppiise the company attadhes two more guy
wi s to the pole in the saiRe way as in exerpise I.,. What

'true alSout the. 1-efigths of 'tyiese guy'', wires? Why?

.4(

Irf



.In the. ,figure ie line 1- is
perpendictilar to segment, AB.
The yntersection. o.f the sets

ATi3 'and"4, la the
point 0,...r.ad the measures of
'10 and OB:,are the same,. So
*line 1 is 'calked the pervenclicular
124.sectdr of AM I Where does the
Word bi,sector ome from?

\We caR show t at if P is any e.lemenV of-the set 1 .then'the
- 1

length of PA le equal to the length of PBt, in order
this mailder the triangle. POA and triangle POB.

4

. *

.Thgre

AO
It

m
,Angle 40p :22 90 degrees

Angle BOP 1.1 90 (levees
OP ,OP

re tzeiangle AOP i4s congruent

EXERGISES

a., In the .argt4ent above, why' ocioe,s ;AQ OB?
b. Why does angle A0f) 11 angle BOP?

't4ihy is triangle AOP congruent to tri,angle BOP?,
d. then, is 1;A.P. PB?

Select 'a nt elemezt of the set / and call. it P.
Would the ar t above be ..changed in an; Way?

4

t'o show

6.
o t.riangle )39P, and .PA PB.

(

Consider he
/AB.. If P s
one. ahown in
in any way?

f-planes determined by the line on segment,
located on 1 the other hal-f-plane "than the
the figure will you- need to chabge the :,argumertt;.1
Make a drawing to illwtrate your answe'rs.

,..:Draw a line segment.. With ruler and protractor draw the
4)erpenliaular bluec tor_ the seement.
a. Draw a line segment, and call it PR.

"Use ruler find protractor .to draw t e perpendicular
bisector of/, PR. ; Call the perpendicular bisector 1
its intersqption witp PR

Selgbtan element of 1, and call:It



st'

5. MeaSure the.distance from B'to F and from\B to
. What do you find is true? Is your conclusion the same

AS before?'
,

Mark twO points A and Bon a sheet of:tracing paper and draw
the segment AB with a ruler, .Fald aver the paper's() that B
falls on A and the vgment AB is folded over itself,. and
flatten the paper so.that a 'crease is.formed. Open it up
and draw 1 a line 1' along the Crease. Cali the intersbction.
of 1 with AB the poinI 0, and ,ehoose any other poi:nt P- on I.

ince, when tlie.paper is folded, the segment BC lies over
the segment A01.what is trut* about.the measures ot these
segments? Since the-angle BOP. lies over the angle''AOP, what
do you know about the measures of thes'e angles?. What is the
sum of their measures? rCan you tell wh'at the measures Of
thre angles' must-be.without inetsuring them? Draw the seg-
me ts PA and PA.c If you fold the paper along-1; where will

are'the lengths of PA and FB related? ,r

State a principle,about the distanees from any point on the
perpendicular bisector of a line segment to the endpoints
of the segmenZ.

Principle 5:

Draw a'line segment, and-call it RS. Then lze_ a compass to
locate a point,. not on RS, which is the same Mstance.from
points R and S.
(Your drawing should look like the figure.)

Call the4point A.

A

b. Use your .ruler tp find the
midpoint B. Then draw AB.

c. Ddes segment AB seem t be-
d. Draw:the 11.ne'on AB and

-In your figure for exerciSe

Li

AR = AS. Why?

BR
UI
=r. BS. Why?

UI
Wh51(1

.)

u4dpoint,of RS. Call the

perpendicular tei s,egment RS?
1 it 1. Draw segments AR and

°P.'

Sf
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So-triangle-ABR .congruent to triangle- ABS. Why?..Then hdw
larlige are angle ABR and,angle ABS? What is. the sum of these s

angles? 'Does this show that 1 is theverpendicular bisector..
df'RS?

_.,
Repe.at. exercise 8 locating a point A-in the other half-plane

.

qtermined by the lige of RS. Does this. change the argunlent
in any, Wiy? .

tate'a priniple whereby you can tell whether a.point'lies
On the erpendicu1ar1b,sector ofa line segment-by measuring
its distances from he endpoints. .

Prihcigie 6:

12. Compare the statements in exercises.7 and 11 aboVe. What
is the difference between therd? Is one'A convelse of the
other?

A

can use principle 6 to guide us in.
consruCtion of a per'pendicular bisector
with'ruler and _compass..

12. a. D#aw :a .line segment,.and call.it DC.
Use compagses to locate a point E he
same distance from C and D.

c. Use compasses to lec.ate 4 second po nt
.F the same distance frcip C and D, in
the other ha1f-p14ne'determined by
the line on CD.

d.4.Draw the.-line on E and F. .Call it 1.
Must E lie on the pellPendicular bieector
of CD? Must F lie on the perpendicular
bisector of CD? Why? Is/there any line on E and F,
except 1? Then is 1 the'perpendicular bisector of CD?

PARALLELOGRAMS

We.call a figure .with.3 points jciined ,by 3 line segmerits a

triangle. (Do you know what t1.e prefix "tri" means? Think of the
.

words like '"tr±ple", "trio", "tricycle"; etc. Does this suggest the'
,

meaning of the.word triangle?) We call a figure with 4 Sides a quad:

a

rilateral. If R,S,T, andy are dist inct points), then the figure form-
..

ed by the s gments RSISTITV, and VR is a quadrilateral and is often,

called the quadrilateral RSTy. These 4 segments are its sides,. arid R,
. . ,

4

lvand'V are -call4d its vertices. The angles VRS,"RaT, STV,

and TVR (also'called "angles R, 8, T and VI are the angles of-

/9ty-



the quadrilateral..

Since We.have just made a rather.thorough study-of triangles,

we are reatiy to attack problem* about more complicated figures', and

the next step is of-course, the study of quadrilaterals. .Certain
(

special kinds of quadrilaterals are important enough to1 be worth

more detailed study.

A quadrilateral in which the pairs of opposite slaes are
!

.Parallel is cailed a lIkrafllelogram. .This'figure KIM is a

parallelogram.

'The line segments,.KM and LM

are called the diagonals of the

parallelogram. The diagoAdIS shown in the.next figure.

By'usihg the oongruese triangles

we can rather,easily show that

a. If a quadriratetis a

K

41111111111111,
m- 4

parallelogram, then the opposite sigles have equal measures.
r -

b. If a quadrilateral/is a parallelogram, the diagonals bisect

-each other.

You -could: draw parallelograms±nd measure their zi.des and

diagonals find hence conclude by experimepethat these stAtements. .1

are probably A.sue.
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In the experimental method, hdcwever, we shall always ,have some
-*

5 uncertainty because the measurgments are never exact; onj approxi-

mate, and because we can at most test the9 statementd in a large

number of cases, so that w6 could not bg sue that they are always

true. Let us try ta apply the deductive method instead.

EX,ERCISES' r.

1. Which of thesOfigures are quadrilaterals?
1 1.

, e
Which.of,the figures in exercise I appear to be parallelograms?

Draw two parallelograms of different sizes and by measurement,
see if the- statement-(a) page 16 appears to be'truei,

Construct a parallelogram ABCD and cut.:it out. Gut the
parallelogram along the diagonal AC. Are the trtqntles you
obtained congruent? Check by fitting one onto th6 other. What
sides and angles.of the parallelogram hav-kequal measuree

. `

Let us try'to help you ditbov'br for yourself whx.statement (a)
is true. If you answgr the followlng.qpestions; refe'rring to
the parallelogram belOw, you may

2.

be able toideduce the statement from the principles you al-
ready know. .

144 -

a. Whicla principles state that under eertain circumstances
,two segments are equal in length-9 (-
1

ir

f
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Do any, of theDi appiy'immediately to the above figure?
If nbt, can you dravt a segment in such a Way that' one of
these principles might:apply? -.Think of the preceding
exercise.
What kind of lines are Hrand JK? HK. and iS. the

0

line you have ust.drawn related to these lines? Are there

..51
ahy angle& whi limust have equal'meaeures because of this?
Can'you appl y of th4 pridciples of this chapter in
order to show that certain tripg1es are:congruent?

Thi figure BODE below-is-a parallelogram.

In the followiing.reasoning, tell Why the state-5ent in each
step is true.'

.
a. BC is parm11e1 to pE

.+
b. 4; OD --- 4: BD4 '

c. EB isparmllel to. CD, r
14161: 4m CDB . 4. EBD
e. ii13D 'a= BD. ,. t

'f. ,1The triangle BCD is congruent to 'the triangle DEB..m e, 1

g. BC - DE. ,

7 Delaw two parallelograms of-differentAsizeband, by making.
I

MeapurAents, see if the statement b on page 16 appears to
be true.

ShowAwhy the statement b. on page 36 is true. Give your'
reasons carefUlly. In tke figure.you might show that tri-
angles ip1B p..nd CMD are, congruent'. Tf you think of alternate
interior angles you can find angles with equal meaNires. Also
stat'ement a on .page 1.4,\may asSist yourin.supporting this state-
ment. A

"N;-.

i

.

4

0 C .

Draaw a quadrilateral ABCD in which Aa=. DC and 'BC. AD.
_Measure the angles and apply one qf the principles 6f the
previous chapter,. How are the oppos.ite sides rela ed? -What
special kind of quadrilateral is ABCD?--Rapeat this experiment
several times. -State a general princiPle wh/oh fits theire-
sults of your experiment.



In the figure below

-1X-19

11111111111111rD 4 C
,

tn tii . . 4
AB = DC and BC ., AD. Prove that BC is parallel

.

to.AD by :
a identifying amgruentrangles; ;

,

b telling why they,are.congruent; .

.

c showing ornat.angles have equal measures 'as a re9ult
of J;he dongruence, and

.

(d) indicating why this enables us to ceinclude that the
opposite sides of the quadr1latera1'ar6 parallel'. .

Does your result agree with_the princi.ple whic4 you discovered
experimentally,in exercisel 9'.? - f.

Make.a statement by intrchanging the if-then parts c4
'statement (b) page 16.

-12. Check whether ornot the statement you have made in exercise
11 is probably trUe by drawing several quaElrilaterals in which
thp if-part pf that statement is true and measuriliqg other. .

parts. 4

e. .

1'3. A square is a 'special nd of parallelogram. The measures L

of all sides of a soivare.are'equal and'all angles have a .

measure of 90 degrees. S w Whether or not, the 'statement is
true: The diagonals of a uare are Perpendicular to each
other. ,C1/4.1n you use Principle 6?

14 A rectangle is á.secia1 kind o paralleldgrAm.,in whi-ch-the
angles are right angles. Show whether or not the following
statement is true in a rectangle in!which adjacent'sides are
not equal: 'The ,diagonals of a rectangle are perpendlcular
to each other.

.1 ' Draw about-esix rectangles of di?ferent shapei and-wrdte
:statements aboutiDroperties. of the rectangles which appear to
:be true. See if you can-then find reasons, why your statements

true or not true. t

. CONCURRENT LINES

_-:_Three' or more-lines on a point are said to be concurrent
-------i .

.

-1. 4-

linei'. Th0 figure shows three concurrent lines'on the poirit*K.
.

Ione

-
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A number Of sets of concurren; line are associated with a triangle.

For example the perpendicular-bisectors of the sides of a trlangle

ye concurrent. Let us consider why this is true.

In the figure,'O is the point of intersection of the per-
.

pendicular bisector of BC and the perpendicular bisector Of AC.

A

^

/111011411166-B.

.sinpe 0 is an the perpendicular bisectbr 'of BC, OB OC.

S4ce 0 is'on the perppndicular In_sector of AC, OA OC.'

tata

We conqiude that OB T OA.' Weihave shown thet if OB T OA, then 0

is on the perpendic ctor of AB:. Therefore'the perpendicinAr

bisector of AB lies on...point 0 which is the intersection of the other

t;Therpendlcular. bisectors.' The three, perlSendicular bisectorS

are concurrent.

EXERCISES

Draw the following:

a 3 concurrent lines
4 concurrent lines
concurrent lines

2. ,Draw.three concurrent rays
, is the only element in the

How many anglessare formed

such that-the endpoint af'the ray4-/-
intersection set of the three rays.

by the vays'in exercise 2?

ch ofthe following appear to be concurrent lines or
n-each figure.consider all lineS

.
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Uge a."'rpler and protractor to draw a triangle with sides
lengths 4 Inches and 5 Inches, and the includ.ed angles of
measure 6o:- Draw the. perpendicular bisectors of.the 3 siples

,. of -the trivigle. Do -the perpehdicular bisectors a&pear to
be conourren't-.

Repeat e5cercise 5 with threq triangles of different sikes
sand shapeQ. You might use a-right triangle, ean equi,l_at al
triangle, and a triangle with one angle greater than 90 e
grees in measure. In each, Construct the perpendicular bi-
sector of each> side.

Use- ruler and compass to construdt o.ther triangles as in
'exereises 5 and '6 and the perpend,icular 4,isectors of their
sides.;

4

Ili a -t,rianile RST4 the side-, ST As said' .to' be oppOsite vertex:
R.. If the..peipendicu1ar line from" R to S'Iv. intersects' ST or ST'
extended In airit V, the. segment -RV. 1.8 calle4.the altitude of'
the triangle ST froM the. poirft IL '

:Ilse ruler and..protractor
to' draw' a triangle- Of Sidescof
length . 3 titiches and 4 inches; and-
included angle ,of...yheasure. 6Q.'ddgrftes.
Draw the. three . altitudes of the trifingle.

i4hat did you discover about the ,altitudes In the triangle
which you threw .in Aercise 8? Draw two other triangles and'
the altitudes of the triangles to see if what seeme4 to .bte
true in exercise 8: holds- for your other triangles.

COMPARISON OF SQUARES/. /

vt- --*--
._......._......t,____,___N

. ,

3.

Figure 1.
t4

14.

'.igure 1 represels ,a sqUare
each side, of which measures 7

units. The sqqare h'aS been dd.-

vided into 4 partS, which include:
(a.), is: square wItj. arfea measure

)t4y(4)
(.b)' a.square with area measu e

-

(3) (3)

Two rec Angle area

..4apasere (4), .( = 1,2.

'we '



I

f...e'tus consider a sécon square equal in areg measure but
.4'

d intofpartsiri A.diffe nt way. (If yoU like .5ou:Can-..,

!think Of only one .scivare ision of.it in-two wayS.,)- Vigure

:iveprt*leit111.s zecond 'square. This SqUare haS been-Aramn so'
-

thai:

(

0

'the measures_of.AF, BG.,, CH

and E are 4 units.

the measures ofFB G
6

and EA are 3 units

.the four triangles are congruent

x;ight triangles, sing,e each of them

has two sides which mea'Sures
_

Figure 2.

and 3 units, and the

included angle for each is a right angle, or an

measure 90 degrees.

-

EXERCISES..

Dravta figure liknigure 1 using inChes'for the'units,of
length,in your drawing. '

What is the area of the square you have drawn?
b What are the areas of the two smaller squares in the

large-square that you have drawn?
(c) What are the areas af 'die rectangles you have d'rawn?

.Draw a figure like Figure 2 using inches for the units of
,length in your figure. Label thp points in your, figure'like
thOse in.Figure 2.

('ive the steps in the argument to'show that triangles AEF and
BFG in figure 2 are congruent.

If ple skatempt (iii) about f gure 2 above ii true, then
EF = FG = pH . HE. -Why?
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Co-py the .foliowilpg and' ''complete ie^adil stateMent r
:In f'igure a. (or exercise .2) , t* v" '.--7. o_. ,z vinee 'triangle:3

and "' are-Idbfigruentt ( The sum of
the measures of 4 - vo 4_ x and z_.' :EAF . degrees.

I .The suml di' :the meakures. of ..*z- v and -x 'is degrees.
7-The: suM of the measurei of z. xo and, 5-z... w
degrees. J.ce the swn of th"e :measura, of z and

.x is degrees. So the measui-e of Z._ w is
degrees .

1)6. Using resultS of exercises 4 and 5, what kind of a- qliadr.latera
is' EFGH?(What :are the measUres of angles FaTo GHEo and HEF?) '
. )

i u.)
. Cut- the square you drew in exercise 1 out of the paper. Then cut

... each of- the ,two rectangles into two equal triangles.. Can- you .

fit these triangles on top of the triangles drawn in exercise 2?
r-Why are these- congruent, triangles?

:74

m

9
9

'We have seen in exercise 7 ti1/2at the sum Of. the measures of
the are'as, of the* two rectangles 'in Pigure %I. or exercise 1 are
equal tO the .sum of 'the measure§ of the area of ,the four right

. triangles 'in "figure '2 or. exeud.se 2. _ 1,4hati. can you conclude
aboUt the kun of the measures of the areas of the two squares
in figure 1 ,(exercise 1) and thd 'Measure of the 'area of the
quadrilateral MFGH in fIgure* 2 (exercise 2)? Remember that
the two large squares are congruent and the. measures of their
areas is 49.
Place the smallest square that you cut out in exercise 7 alorit
AE -(your-'exerdise ahd the larger Square along iP3 shoirtrn
in the figure.. MaRe a statement about the squares 'of the lengths-
of the two shorter 's.ides -of the triangle AFE and the square 'of
the length of the side UO using your Conclusion ih exerciSe 8.

Would' the Same reasonihg work if the sic4s of the triangle
AEF h.:d some other lengths? Suppose AE 5 inches and AP ni
12 irithes .4 dhat is the length of EY"?

In a right triangle the ide opposite the iight ahgle is
.

called the- hypotenuse. Since the reasoning7in the above exercises
-k$

..4



app11.e.kto qtny .. right triangl tsee. exercise. 2.0, we-can state

tthe,.foIlowing'.general..principle.t
s.

Fizinc-iplv 7; In a righ_f.triangle 'the square of the length of
. the hypotenuse Is equal `ttt (the -turn of the* sduar*es

of the lengths- of the other two .s±des';
For examNie, in the above exerciSes the: lengthszsai AE'.Ertfsr AF 11*

C:A '

and 4 in9hes.brespective c.,143 iengih of EFs then

2 .2 4 2
Arilte = 3 4-

Therk'ore .c must be a numbehich, when multiplied by itself's,

are

.r

=
,41

gives4 25, so that c- must equal 5. Moasure EF and check -this

prediction.
In the r. ght triangle below, s, the. length

of the hypotenuse and a and b are the lengths of the othet. two
sides. eV

In 'each' line of the following tablci two of the three sides
of a right triangle are given, dand you are .to find the length
of the third side.

At
In- each cae , consider c the ivpatenuse.



c.

7

:

25.

17

29

37,

.41\

:You may find a table oX squares useful in solN:Ting these problems.

_

'When-you have filled in the,empty spapes iwthi6 table, you will have

a list of right triangles whose sides ire natural numbers.

Such'a list has been found on a Babylonian cunRiform tablet

dating-fr= between-1600 and 1900 'El C and now in the Columbia

,AIN.versity Library.- This shows that the-anbient Babylonians'must

have known principle 7. Since np practical applications

-were given, it indicates that almoAt 4000 y,ears ago some pepple

were working-on mathemakics for the sheeun'of It. There ds no

evidence that the Babylonians had any'idea of what s meant by a
4



t.logical praof, and it is believed that they .ina:y have foukia the
methbd contrlct.ing this,list by- observation and- eXperld nt.

°.

Much latei-- the Greek mathe atician?yti .actorashfitti Wi16re

did be.live?) dits`covered a proof or this principle,.... lutarch
(what is he us` for?)-. Vlls the story that Pythagora was ao

df .oxeri"
I.

T4e,

*Princple 8

the disCovery that ."he offered a splendid "sacrifi
,.

,

verse or this 'principle is also rue:

If the squar0 of, the length f one siae of a triangle
is equal to th'e sum of the sq axes of the lengths of
tkie Other, two sides then the triangle is a right
triangle,

EXERCIES
.it has been said 't at Pythagoras noticed the right triangle

property by looking 4t a mosaic like the following:
'Copy the mosaic design t.
and mars with c.oloreci
pencil a triangle which
shows the right triangiT
property. As 'a guide a
trlangle and the square
on one side of, it have
been marked in the figure.

Os

6'1
014

Plker4ANAMAErl
Aziricie

Vireitilk&> raLle
449e,M.

k,140.10efffi

As an argument- to support the riet triangle principle, exerciSe
1 takes care 'only o; a special case. What is the special case?,
.Show for the following numbers that the square of 'the first
is the 'sum of the squares of the others in each set of 3:*-
(a) 5, t1, 3

7, 24 r
r3 13 5, 12

(c) 2 d 20, 16, 12
Draw or construct triangles twith, the sides of lengths, given
in the parts of (a) and (b).of exercise 3. Use your prO--
tractor to show that these trianglet are right 'triangles.-
Draw right triangles the lengths of. whose _shorter sid's are
.(a) I and 2 ' (b) Lk and 5 . (c) 2- and 3.

tag.
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7,4

Measure with a. ruler to °the-nearest 'one-tenh of a centime er,
if possible, ttke lengths qf 'the hypotinuses of these trian es
If you do not haVe a ruler _Marked- in centimeters, measure t

the nearest 1/8 inch.)
y

Use the rig1 4e ,triangle principle t1.6 find the' squares 9f the
lengtts of the hypotenuses of the ttriingles ins exerise
and check ,wheiher principle 6 is true in-those cases.

uSing unsigned numbers, we' say that' square root of 25
is 5 and the square, root of 16 )43 4.. We -would say that- /
square "root of 5 is a number sueh that its squie is 5.. We
know that there is nor-fraction or whole number o,f which this
is true: We c añhoweve, finct a*numben bar whicli, this istrue. The, approxiMate values of Square, roots of sqme of the
whole numbers are /given in a table of square roots": 'Use 'a
table .of 4quare roots to find apProximate values of the squareroots of the .folldwing:*
(4) s5 (b). 41 (c)

Comparethe results in exercises 5 and 7. -Explain, using the
proper y of rialt triangles why we Might, expect the resUlt -of
for. the parts (t) and t of, exel.cises 5 and. 7.
,exercises- 5 (a)- and. 7 to' be abot the same. bel the same

4 '

Use'q.he property of right triangles to .find the lengths of
the hypotenuses, of right triAngles With sides given of -the'
fiollowing lengths:
(a) sides of length 3 ..-units:and 5 -units

The squat*e of the lengthcof the hypotenuse it
32 52 34.

,The length of the hypotenuse is the square root of 34. From
the table we find that this' is 5'.8, correct to the nearest./
(b) 5 and 6. (c) IOandlI (d) 1. a:nd 3.

Draw a square whose sides are of length I unit. What -is thelength of the diagonal? Ched2\by measurement. Now draw .a.
right triangle with the .sides 1 unit long. -What is the lengPaqf the hypotenuse?

.

*IL ,Now draw a right triangle .of sides
'in length!bas shown in the figure.
In the figure J
the -length of , AB is
the squbre root Of 2 p

What is 'the length 'of
the' hypdtenuse.or this
new triangle?

4

s
-

"square robt of -2" and 1 unit

Ala



*12. Contin* what 'you h'ave started ill'exercise 11,4.obtain
,line abgmentsof the following lengths, uSing your unit:
(a) sqUare root of a (b)' square root pf 4

a

square root of 5 , (0..-sqidare rapt of 6
:

drawing *should thn lcfok .sapiral %curve.
4 .

STFEMENT OF PRIIIP,4ES..

Princi e 1: Correqonding segments and corresponding CrIges of.
congruent figures hav6 equal, mqasur6s.

Principle r If two angles and the included side of ne triangle
are equal-in measUre, respectively,,t WoangIes ,

and the indluded side of another trian e then the
triangles. are-congruent. .

A

,
,

Principle If the three_ sides of one triangle:.&re equal inA.,

measure, respectively, to the thr, sides of another*
. triangle,.then the triangles are iigruent.

Principle k, , If two sides and the included angle of one t_ri le
are equal in measure, respectiv%i,y0.to'two sides qnd
tlip,included angle of another triangle, then.the\tri-

. ,
angles are, congruent. ,

_
.

P incipl.e.,: If the point /3 is-on the perpendicular bisector of
the line segment AB, 'then te distance' from P to the
end'ppines A and :B*are eqUal.

.

Principle 6 "Ifthe distances from the point P to tAe points A and
'B are equal, then P is on the.perpendipular.biseCtor
of ,he line vegment AB.

.

Principle 71 .In a' riAlit triangle- the square of the length.of.the
hypoten se'l. equal to the sum or .the-zquaresOf the
'lengthS f the other two .sides ''.

.c ,.

'Princ4plep.: If the sqUare..bif-the.length. of one side of a triapile
is equal ta.;.the sum of the. squarei of" the'lengths-of
;the dther,sidev; then the.triangle.'is a.right triangle%

. i . V .

,

r
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MeasureAnt and Approximation
#4 ;

.
. .

When you-.ust) ntimbeass tO; cottnt seps.rate objects yo.21*.need
7

onlywhole numbers ,*.which. 4xre the same as what ihemat3cians

call the natural numbers, or the positive integers. when you

count.the number. of people in a rpm you kno* the restat4.will -

be an integers. :there will be,. exactly 11, not 11 1/4, or 10 1/2.
If there are a great' Many people, pr you are not sure you have
counted correctly, you may say there are *about. Z30,P round-

.

ing the number to the nearest hundred.
When you measure something the- situation is different.

a .

When you have measured thalength of a line stigment- with a

ruler divided into quarter-inches, the end of the segment.*
*probably fell between two quarter-inch marks, and you had to

judge to whih 'mark it was closer.. Even though sthe end. seem d
.

to fall almost exactly on a quarter-inch mark,' if you had
'looked at it thrbough a magnifying glasd -you woulA prObablY

'have found that 'there wes a difference" And if you had then
?hanged to a ruler, with the' inches divided into sixteenths

4'; 'might: have decided'that the end *of the segment was nearer

14(:) orle of th-e sixteentlinch maisks than to the. quartE;r7inch

Aark. .Furthermore, as you know, biwesn two points on .a
_line ther in always JR third point.. So scientists and'ruathe-

'nisticians .agree that measurement of this sort cannot be c-on-



.
, 2,

. +1

,

..
sisiered filact, bat only approximate'; and that tile iMportant
thing is ito Ifnow just.how itlexact a 246assurement ii, and.to
state it so that .other people -will ls'o know from ?lie waty it, . I . .

N

is. atated how exact it is.
.00k i:tt the line below, which-shows a scali divided

into onei-inch units. The 0 point ip labeled "A", and -pant
. El' is beiween ther-Z(iiiich mark and the 3-lach Mark. Since,

.

is clearlY elosea tO the two-inch mark, we say- tt'segniit
AB is 2 inches., The fact that we 'state the measurement
"2 inches" -implies that AB was measured to the nearest inch.
However, any point which is *More tlitan 1 1 2,inches fra4 4

. and less than 2 1/2 inches frcmi A would be the endpoint' of a

segment which, to the nearest inch, ts also 2 inchee
mark below the line shows the space withii which.the
of a line .seGment 2, inches long (to the nearest inch
fall. Such a segment .inight actually be almost

1

less than. 2, or almost 1/2 inch more than 2 inches.

'The

endpoint

) might

1/2 inch
We there-

fore say, that, when a line. pegment is measured to the nearest
whcle inch the !greatist possible errorN is 1/2 ineh. This
cloes not mean that you have made a mistake (or tb..a.t you have
not ): It simplymeans that, if you measure correctly to the
neareat v,rhole in,ch, any M'easurement more than 1 1/2 inches
and- lesq than 2 1/2 inches will be reported in the same way,

-÷s..,t2, inches. Consequently au.ch meaaurements acmetimes
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stated* 2. t 1 2. (The nmbol W !plUs
-,-, 4 Ps T. 1 2 B 3

0

A

Exercises
Dr,w a ii.nein riarkp-on it a .scale with divi.sions of' 1/4

iAch. Mark the zero point 6, plat) a, point obetween 1-2/4

and 1 3 40 =but closer to 1 3/4s and c'all...the point D.
, ,Now long is CDs but to the nearest 1/4 inch?-,

'Between what 'two points on the sca* must D lie if the
measurent to the nearest 1/4 inrchs is" to be 1 3 4?
ow far from 1 3/4 is each .of these. points?

When' you 1230aetXre to the nearest 1/4 inch, what is the

egreatz9tit possible error?"
.

1Why may this-measurement of CD be state "1 3/4 t 1/B?"
.a. The measurement of a line segment 'Was stated to Ix')
1 1/8 inches; . This segMent .nkust )ave been measured to

fthe 'nearest of an inch.
bb. The endpoint of the ,segment mast have fallen between
1 and).
cis *Me "greatest possible error" in the measurement of

this segment isi
d. The measurezent might.4be stated as 1 1/8
The measurement of a line segment was stated as 2 5/16
1/32* Whai .is the range 'within\ which the end-of this
segmont must lie?



X 4" N. )

1en a line segment is .mealuied to the *ftearest inch, we
4say the unit used Is 1. inch. When. it is measured to

.. 1.the nearest .1/2 incp, we say the 'unit 131/2 incl. 1.4

a measUrement is-stated tp- be 546 inch, this UM= the
measurement was mrde to the nearest of ail inch,

'the Linit is inch.

The w.greate.st possIb1e.. error in a .measurenent t a1wa7s

what fractionAl part of the unit used?-
Often an Inch scale is -divided into tenths of san inch.

aegment was measured with such a scales, anestated
a

to be .3 7/10 inches. Whaewas the unit of nieasurementf?L_
. What was the greatest possible error? State the meisure-

mt,nt 3 47/10
. \ . /

10. Machinists sometime measure to the nearest 1/100 of al,t1
,

inch. What is the greatest possible error such a
measurement?

Consider the two measurements, 10 1/8 inchea_And 12

inches.. What unit was used for ,each measurement? What is the
igreatest Possible error of each measurement? Since the wait
\for the,, first, measurement is 1 8 inch, and the unit for the
second measurement is lig inch, we say 'that the first measure-

Anent is more- preclse than the second, or-has -greater:.

/



f

;recision. Notice:also that the sreatest.possl.ble error or
P

the firstmeasUrament IS 1/2 'of 0 or 1/16 ine:h0 and for the

%-ite4ond,measurt, if 1/2.0f'1/2_indh,-or.lit nOl. The

-first maikaurmaient has a smal,ler possible erior. than, the .

'seana. SD the more precise of.two meaiucements is tilt; Ione

made' with the srialler %nit, and 'for which the grealeat poshi-

ble error is therefore the amaller.

It ivvery important that measurements be stated so as

to show correctly .how_precise tpey are. If you "have; measured

a line sezent to the nearest 1/8,1nch, and the measurement

is 2 003 inches you should n'ot change the fraction to 3/4,

for that would make it appear thlit the unit was 1/4,inch,

rather than 1/8 inch. If you measured to the nearest 1/4

Inch, and the measurement was closer to 3 inches than to

2 3/4 or 3 1/4 'inches. 'you should state it to be 3 0/4, so'

that other people will know that the unit usedifas 1/4 inch.

Exercises

Suppose y6u measured a liAie to the neareit hundredth of
A

an inch. WhIgh of thesi numbdrs xould state the measure-

ment best?

.3.2 inches 3 20 indhes 3.200 inches

Suppose yd4 measured to the nearest tenth of an
4

Which of these nuibers should you use to state the result? -

4 inches iches
r

.4 00 inches
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410.

X 6

Fcx; et.ch of the meaisurements below loll-the unit ar

measurecient, and tha greatiat''poissiblit error. Then-tell
114,

.which measuremcint in eadh pair has the greater pr4eisiail.'

at 5.2 feet, 2.-1 4 feet

b. .68 feet, .23.5 feet

0. Luches, *.146 inches

What ix ybur age to the nesrest year, that is, what li

your neareski birladay - tenth, \eleventh 'twelfth .?
. .4. P6

All of you iho say-*13" must be between
'NJ

year:a old.
. a

What is your age to the nearest 1/2 year? All oryou

and

say 012 1/2" -.must .have,birthdays betititin the moiatha at

wWwmwwwwwWdWilnd

U4uaIly scientific measugements arc. exprest!:ed in. decima
,

forM4 For Instance, it is icnOwn that one. meter '(a unit

the metric systiim of measure's!). is about 39.37 inches This

means that a Meter is cloter to 39.37 inches- than it is to

39.38 inches or 39.36: indheit. In other words ane mAteiq las"

between .39.375 indhes and 39365 .thchei..

. In the case above ane can tell from 'the way. the number

is. written how precise it ii supposed to be. But if

V.

told that scosething is 37800 feet long, it is riot clear

whether the zeroes at the end are just to keept,the decimal

place- whre it belongs or to indicate the precision The

we

4.40.



unit of
feet.'
closer

closer'

X ,7

measurement may Ilaye been 1 .fo'ot 10,reet or 100
Vpiiotis tit erpretat ions .might be: (k) thelengih ie
to. 37800 thap ta .3.7900 or 37700; (2).the Ibngt.h is

to 37800 than*37816 or 37996; or (3) the length IA

I

closer .to 37400 than a7803. or -57999.* In a case like this
we frequently underline a zero to show how precisa tIle
measurement is. For example, 378110 means thaii the.measure-!

.,
ment, is precise to the nearest 10 feet, while 578Q0 means it,

, .. . ,

was made to tater" neareet foot'. If neither. zero is underlined,
. e

We understSfid that the =MEI ement wad made to the nearest
. . . r

100 fee,t. If a measurement s stEktAt as 5.640 feet we underj_

,ttand, withoUt underlining the zero that th.e unit I:1! ons-
thousandth of a foot for otherwise the zero would not be

. ._. I!
writ ten .

6 For each measurement btactot tell what unit o?"tae pirement

was used and the greatest possible error.

,

a.

d.
52700 ft

5.74-ft.: e.
5270- ft.,4

.52;70 `ft.

'c.
.
52700 ft.
527-.-0 ft.

Whkch of the measurémento in Ex. fi is most precise?

Which is Ipast precise? Do ;any two measurement's have the

same preci4sion?

Show by underlining 'a. zero the precision of tt e fo1l6wing'

measurlements:

It"

flit
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723000 miles measured to the nearesit hundred miles.

a. . 48,000,000 people s.reported to the nearest ten-
thousand.

Relat ive

While twor measurements may be made with the same pre-
. . d .

cision (that is, with 'the same unit) and their grealpt possi-
blt error .is therefore the same, this error is wie importarit

ir some cases than in others: An error of 1/2 inch La measur

your, neight, would not be very m5.81eading, .but an error of

1/2 inch in measurinti your nose. Zald be misleading. We can

gat a -measure of the importances of 'the possib3:e 'error by coin-

pariag it with the measurement. Consider these-smaasuraments

end their possible errors: 4 in. t .5 Ingo.
58 in. .5 in.

Since these mdkaurements are b.oth made to the nearest inch,

the greatest possible err6r sn .taach case is 5 inch. But

is a much' larger fraction of 4'than it Is of 58. If we divide
the possible error by each of the ,measuremerits we get these
results: .

.
5

4 40
.1252 'or 12.5%

4 5 5
58 580 - .0086,

We see that in the first case the possible error is 12.5% of

the _measurement _and 4n _tha__second the___posaible error _is -lesa

than 1% of the measurement.
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The per cent 'of the greatest poasible error is of the
measurement 'is called the per cent'of error or r lative erior
of the measurement.

Exercises ,
.

Statp the greatest possible error for each of these
measuremenes.

52 ft.. b.
7.03 in. f.

4.1 Ixte, ci .2580 mi. d.
g. 54,000 mi.

Find the per cent of

36.Q.ft,

54,p20

eacherror, or relatiVe error, of
measurement.,in Exercfse. 1:

find the greaiest possible error and the relative
for ,each of ihe following measurements. '

,

it 9 3 ft. b. .093 f4 c. 930 ft. d:
What do" you observe about your answers for Exercise 3?

Than you ezplain.why the relarive errorssi or pet cents of
error, should be the same for all or these measurements?

Significant Diziti (Accuracy)

error

93,000 ft.

Look again at Exercise 3 above.,m Notice that in Part 11

9.3 feet, the unit,..,oc 4feasurement is .1 foot, so the measure-
:tient might be written as follows: 9 3 ft.
-In '3- b, .093 ft. = 93 x .001 ft?

:

x -10 ftIn 3 c 930 ft.
93 090 ft. 93. x 1000 ft.

=93 ..1 ft.
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The units are different, but .in each case the number of

.untts is 93. We call the 9 and 3 in 93 siv,ificant
In measurements, the figures in the nt.km 3113 which indicate

the nUmber of kuiits in the measurement are significant' digitA.

Exercisep

. *

Write _each measureMent belOw to show the unit .of measure

and tha.number of units. Then write the significant
,

.di
v__, . .

520 ft. 0). 32.46 in. 002 in. d. 403.6 ft.
,

2.,),800 ft. r. .0015 in. r.c.,. 38,90 ft.A1 h. .0603 in.
Find the relative error for the following measuremento.

a'. 26.3' ft:
d. 51,000 mi.

b. .263 ft.
e 5.1 ft.

0.

r._

263b

.051 in...

What is the piecision of each measurement -in 'Exercise. 1

and. 2?

The per cent of error Of a measurement, or ita relative
e--

serror, shows its accuracy. The. smaller the per cent of error,
the greater is the accuracy of the measurement.

.4. Which of the meaeurements in Exercise 2 have the saMe

accuracy? Which .haVe the .same 'significant digifs.

How many significant digits'are, there in eaCh of these

measurements?

52..10 in. c. 3.68 in. 368 0 in.

4.
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Find the ,rólative1 error of each of the measurements in
1

Exercise 5.

From your answers for Exercise, 5 and 6, can you see any

ricion:between °the nuMber of ti.dnificant digitt in a

measureMent and2its relative e ror?

Without eomputingclin you tel: *high of the.meailurements:

below has'. the' greatest accuraey Wh1 is the least

adcurate?

)

23 6 in. .043 in. 7812 in.. .2 in.

Addirkt and Subtractirt Measuriements

Since measurements are tiever axact , the answers, to any

,queetions whidh depend on those measurements are also approx-
A

ima:te. For instance, suppose you measured the length df a

'room by making two marks along a wall, ca.11 ,tham A. and ,B,

,then,measured the distance from the corner 'to A , from A .to

B. and then from B to the other Corner.- Measurements which .

are, to be added ehodld all be made wlth the same ,preaision.

:Suppose n'pa'rest fourth ot an fneh, the measurements

were 72 01 inches, 40 2/4 indhes0, 22 3/4 inches. YQU would

add thev amounts to get 155 2/4 inches. Of 'course, the
i

"4.

tances mIght have -been shorter in each ease. *ley Co.uld have

ben almost as, smatl as ,72 1/8i--40 3/8, and 22 50/8 _in which

case the dittance would, have been, almost as "dratial, as 135 1/8



.

inches, which is three-eighth of an inch less than 135 2/4.

7A1 3o, each distance might have been' longer .by It.arly one-

eighth of an Xnch in which ca'se tha total lenzth might:have

been almost three-eights of an ineh longer than 135 2/4. The

error of a sum could be the' sum of the'.possible errors, but ,

usually the errors wiLl to' a certain extent cancel each other4

one tieasureMA4nt 1?eing too leng,and another too short.
,

In general, thererore, the sum of several measurements,

all made with' the:same precision, bak ihe same precision as

tha measureTe;lts which wex,e Added. aihat is, if cal the measure-

mentd addid al?) 'preeis e :t 0: the nearest 'tenth of an. inchi..their

suM :(pr tifference)' is 'alpo'precise to the nearest tenth' of

0 inch.

592110timP sleasuremonte to' be added or sub,tracted have

not been..madewith the same 'precision. One may. have been

made .tp-the nearest inch, -anether to .t.he' nOrest feurth7indh,

.and se en.. in that case their siim (at4' difference).

At precise as the least precise of the. meatUrements. Par.

exampl 5 ;3/8, in.-. 4. 2 1/4 in. 4i .3 1/2 in...givet . a spm of.
. . ;

,

lt 1/8 in; BUt tifT,Ite the' least 'precise measurement Was Made

with ,a Unit- of' 1/2 inch, , th.0 suM is precise 'only to Out

nearest half 'inch. The'sumi-thould therefore:be rounded to

li 0/2 inches
t;

a

4

as.

a
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Exercises
,,

Wit111-itiat predision should the 'sums' of these measures

,

.1. 5 1/2-in, ef.,1/2 in, ".3 0/2 in.
2. 3 1,4, in. 40. 6 1/2 in. 3 in.
3, 4. In. * 5 03 in.
4.. 44'.5 Lq.. 36 0 in, 49.8 in.

.004 in. * 2.1 :in. + 6.135 in.
6. 2 3/4 in. 4 1 5/16 in..+ 3 :3/8

ApprOxi.zat'e lleasurrament of Area

You know that. the area of a rectangle is found by Amiti-
plying the number of ,t-inits in the length by the _number of the
sable units in the width. Suppose that the dinereions of a

1rectg.ngle are 3 1/4 .ineh'es...and 1 3/4 inches. Since the
measuring was done to %he. nearest 1/4 of an inch, ttie measure-,

ciente can bfal stated as 3 1/4 ± 1/8 and 1 3/4 ± 1/8.. This
#.

meanti that the length.might; be almOst as small as 3 1/8 inches
and "th'e width almost as small as 1 5/8 inches, Or the length
might be almost 13 3/8 inches and the Width alm.ost 1 7/8 inches.

Loo., at the drawing to see what this means. The outside. lines .

show how the rectangle 'would look , if the dimensions were as
3.arge as possible. The inner lines show h it would 1
the length and width *ere as sm,11. as pas And the

-

01;
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shaded part shows the difference between.the largest ppasible ,

area 9.1 the smallest pilesi.ble area with the given measurelente,

k

Aril' airigrAMINIMPAPOIATiffArAWASSINI
ACIPWAPAgairAritirAiragrArAirAratinirarairip

fol
010
004

000$

To figure out these areas, .we multiply 3 1/8 x 1 6/8 to
find the° smallest possible area, and 3 Z 8 x 1 7/8 fo find

is as large as positible.the area if.it
3 1/8 x 1 5 25 x 13.= 325 5 5/64 -

3 3/8, 1 ;1/8 27, x .15 = 405 6 21/64
8 8

,

These results show that there seems to beN a Afference
is

of more than 1 square indh in the -two possible areas.
If we find the area by using the meatured length and

width, we find that
3 1/4 x 1 3/4 =T13 x 7 r- 91 = 5 11

4 :117 1-6- ref-

however, since we .have seen that. the area might be ei
.

larger or smaller, than this number of square inches, it would
not correct to give the result in trap way, which means
that the area has been found to, the near'est 16th of a square'

inch. The area cosld be as much as .41/64 square inches

6



f

greater or ,39/64 square inchqa less than 5 11/16.
.

*Since both

41/64 and 39/64 areabout 40 64i which is 5/S; we could

sal:press the area a, 5 11/16't 5/8 square inches One" giscd

way of expressing,the result,to indicate the accuracy woUld

be to write 5 1/2 square inclles 'since the ares,cannot be less

*Ian 5 and not much more than 6,

_Exercise.

Suppose a rectangle ie'g 1/2 inches long and 1 1/2-inches

Wide.; ilalm a drawing of the rectangle, .6how on the'

drawing that the 1ehgt4 is 2 1 2. 1/4 and the iidth

,1 1/2 ! 1/4. 'Itasn find the.largest ar 'possible and the.

14smallest arila possible, and find the d ferences

uncert*ain part. Then find'the area With the-measured 4.

dimensions, ind find the result to the nearest 1/2 square

inch.:

We.can see* littie.betterwhat ie happening _in-gezeral
,

.

1.1%*e.do the prOblam.above soMewhat differently. Vie noticed

that the.dimensions.ofthe rectangle-might be as big as

13 1/4 eVS) and (1 3/4-1. VS). SUppose-weilultiply these
4

nvmbers withput'cobibintng: (hre are using the diAtributive

property). Then, we would have



(3 114.1/8)( 31:141

X 16 .7

8 ),x (3 1/441/8 ) (1411k/4 )4 (3 1/441/8 ) (1/8 )

6

(3

( 3
1/4x1 3/4 ).(1/8x1 .3/4 ) (3 liC4Xbill8 ). (11t3x1/8*)

1/4;c1 3/4 ) ( 1/8X1 3/4 )* (318Z; 1./4 )* (1/SX1/8 )

'(3 1, 4x1 3/4 )4(1/8) (1, 3/44p11/4)4(.1/8x1/8

The first, product .14 ',Jus the px4O4uct o'.f the apPi4bx1nlate

measUriments The second, 'prodUct is the amount 'of possible'

error multiplied b7 the sum of the approxitate measUreEents.

The laSt pro:duct is very_small. .ilence' 'the .eirOr 'in, the..nu4ber

of square units of the computed .are6:.,is :just abput the-:product

J;)f the possible error in the linearunits multiplied by

sum of the approxiniate lengths To checic this against our
.141,

previoue codiputation notice that (1/8)(1 A(il 4 3 1/4)-

(1/8)(20/4) 5 8.

We noticed in 'the example which we just finiehed thht

the error i.a the 'number of square units at the computed area

'is just aboO the 7-same an the product of the :posy ible error

La the' linear Uhits (assuming the linear measuremeilts are of

Jsame _pratisi on ) mul4.tip1ed by the sum of the approximate
,r

lengths. One .can see that this gould be true for any numbers

by seeing how the above example works. * slightly better w4y

of seeing thie is to use letters im place of the numberi. We

could Ilse the leiter a in place of 3 1/4, and the letter b in

place of 1 3/4. Than .the msaiture d. length.of the rectangle

would 'be a incihes and the width would be b indhes The com-

wW tires would -be the product of a and b .Which is -usUally

written ab. Then if the possible error is 1/8 the dimen-
e,
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*ions could be as large a (a 1/8) and (b 1/8). Then the

area coull be as large as

(a * i/a) (b 4 1/8) b'ab ( 1/8 )1) ,44/8) (1/4)(i8)..

'since .a tad b are .nombers, e(148) is equal tO (1/8)a. 'nen,
,.

. .

4atng the diStributive properti we have
.

(a t 1/8)(b * 1/8) ab * (1/8)(a *

The product ab is just the product of the approximate measure-

ments. The Mkt prpduct (1/8)(a 4:-b) is the amount, of possi-

ple error in the linear measurements multiplied by the 1of

:the approximate measurements. The product (1/8)(1/8) is vary
I

small. Thui we have the ssme general conclusion that we had

before, Furthermore, we could ?eplace a arid b by ;any other

Aveasurenta "and the gineral result would be the same.

Exercises

If :instead of considering how large the dimensions of

the' rectangle in the above exaMple could be, irc considered

how smal they: could be,. that Its (3 1/4 - 1/8) And

(1 /41 1/8'), find the product an we did ab'ove and dia.,

similar. conclusions,

-Suppose the -lengths of the sides of a rectangle are

measured to be 46.2 and.2Z.4 -inches precise to the nearest

tenthrthat is, that. the greatest possible error Ss 05.

About how large is the possible error in the area .founit,

by_multiplying the'measurements of the sides?

-



'Suppose the lengths, of the sides of a rectangle are
measured to the_ nearest tenth of an inch and that each
length ia lona than 100 Inc-hese., By how much. may 'the

true, val of the area differ from the computed value?
.If a a d represent two measurements given with a
.greatest possible' error' of what ie the poesible
error of the product of a au% d?

t -
Answer the previous question if the greatest po aible
error .01 instead of .1.

Significant' Digits in a .Product
Y u have seen that when an ar,ea is .comptited by multi.,

plying two linear mea.suremient1-s which have the name'. lirecisior;;
_

you can find ,-out about what the greateat poasible ores, in.

Scientists make use of aignificant digits to decide how such
products should be stated.

Suppose a rectangle has the dimensions 3.4 inabes and
2,86 inches. You Imow that these measuramento are really 3 4

in. t .05 in. and 1.66 in. .4: .005 in. So the 4 in 3.4 and
thil 6 In 2.86 are both app24ox1mate not' exact. The multi.,

plication or the two dimensions is shown below in two ways.
.

2.86 2.86

3.4 M-
e

1 1 4 di- 1 4 4
8 5 8 8,5716

9.7 g 4 9.7 2 40 or .9.7
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the work on,tthi left-2 the product 9 724 sUggests ',that
precision of the are t.totbeneazbost one-thousandp of a

skuare inih. But since the original measurement s ono which

the area its- based were precise only to tha nearest terittiland
'hundredth of,421 incT such precision in stating t.he areais
not justified. /

In.the work on the right, a dot ( ) is place'd abOve the A

6 in 2.86 and above the 4 in .3.4 to remind us- that th4ose

figures are not exact. Then das are plac*.eLd in the products

above ,the figures obtained from the 6 and the :42 Since these
figures.wi* also be approximate We ,can see -then, that in
tile final .produ the- figures 7 22 and 4 are not exact either.

_.

s

product'. is .theref6re staled is 9 7. The 47 is* approximates,

as ,is the last figure in any measurement.
Notice tbs.t hts. the sails number of significant digits

as, the linear Measure-lent (3.4) with the smaller nUmber of
, significant' digits In generals,. scientists' state the r sult

,

obtained by inultiplyi ng. two measurements using as many

significant digits as there are in the' original. measurement
with the smaller nuMber of significant digits.

-Exercises

In the multiplication .below,s dots are placed over the
digits which are 'approxiMate it, the- ?actors Copy the

.6

7,{
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woric and put dot's .over the figurgi in the products which

will also be approx,imate.
-a. .0 6 8 4 8.2

"
4..7 9,3

NN-

4 7 6 ,-1 4 4 6
2 7 2 4 393 8,

4 4 82.6

8,4

Rcund.each prcduct in.Exercise 1 to the sake number of

significant digits as there are ain the factor with the
smaller number of eignificant. digits.

f

The nunieralis in the'lmultiplications below represent
- number af inches.

a. 4.96'z 3,1
b. 280 x 6.035

^4600 x 3,8

.5423 x .7940

e. How many significant -d.igits are there in each fIctor?
f. Row many significanip digits _should each produ.c.t have?

Xultipli.the numbers, and write each product with the
correct number of significant digAts.

2,3 I
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Have tou ever played on a seesaw?
If yo weight is 100 pounds and your partneriso the other

side of the seesaw weighs $5 pounds, where does .he have to it

so that the two sides, will just. balance? Will .he be closer to
the center or farther away from it than you? How' far?

The see4aw is a ,form of s mple machine that 'ia used a
great `deal by acientiata. It- belongs to the family of machines

(

,calledwlerrs_.4 Scien17ists have investigated how it works
hpw to balance weights on it, and they have expressed their
findings iri a mathematical formula. Leveri are used in very

-Way ways.
Today you will be the scientist. You will set up the

4

equipment, make the observations, discover the rule or law,

anrregite it in mathematical fort:
The following experiment is one example of how a scientist

makes certain observations in the laboratory, studies them
mathematically and draws conclusions from them, states the ceon-
clusionby Means of a mathematical formulai.makes predictions,
and then goesback t6 the laboratory to test whether the formula
works in any' _similar situat ion.

EXPERIMENT

To begin' to study this .cientific-- seesaw, your equipment
*

will look something like this:

1111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111/11111



Materials:
A meter stick or yardsick
String affd 2 pans or bags to hold Cho weights
A set of.metimic weights. (If-a set of weights is not
available, a batch of pennies can be used.)

Prqc(cluxe
Suspend.the bar by t.);'inz a string somewhere near the

middle.

4.

2. Place one weight On one -side of the fulcrum and another
weight* on the, other side, and try to make the lever. balan-ce.
Try some other weiVits/and mak# them balance. Do you find that
you'have to change.the dist.kine according to the size of the
'weights?

Note: Scivntists do not usually make their di-scOveries
.,.wlth haphazard trials zits you, have just been doing, but only
after they have set up a very carefully planned exyeriment.

Let us set up a plan and see what we 'ctin discover about
the lever'With the aid of.mathematics.

, 3.(a). Hang a.weight of 10. grams .(or 4,10i pennies If' you
do not4tave metric weights*)., at a distance 'of 12 centimeters
from the TulcrUm, -and balance' it with a 10 gram weight cm the,
other,side.. Observe the distance of.this slcond weight when.

is in .balance and record the distande in a table,
coluitn.-(4)., similar to the one below.

TipLE

(a.) (b) (c)
10 10 ; 10
12. 12-----12

W 10 20 5

.(d) ,(e) (f), (g)
10 10 10 10
12 12. '12 12

$ 15 24 12

,

Note:' 'w and d represent the weight and distance respectively
one. side of the fulcru W. and D _the Weight

on the othgr side' of the ftilrum.
:Ce
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4(b) Now *double the weight of li ,-(Fake it 20 grams),
41ld find where it must .be placed to balance.weight w. Write
the distance-in your table under *20," -.column (h ) .

(o) Make weight W only half as large as it was in. the
firs,t, case (inake it 5 grams), adjust the balance and read the

, distance from the fulcrum. 'Arrite it in the table, column (o)
under "5.* -r-i .

v
. e

(d) Notice that in thise first.three trials, weight w &
and its distance from the fulcrum remained the same, and change'''.
were made .in welight Vi Make at least three o4r fcur other/

changes &rad write the re'sults in ypur_table as in Table /,
columns (d), (e),` (f), and (g)'.

4. NOW as indicated in Tble II', let weight w be 16'
grams and.its distance rice the fulcrum 6 cm: Find how htavy
Weight W sjwill have to be to' balance' at 6 cm. on the other
.side of the fulcrum.: What weight wial balance the lever 4_ ,

from the fulcrum? 16 ? Cr several oth5r distances
the fulcrum, find what wei .will,,just balance the lever,

and fill' iall your Table VII. V -
.

a

t

lg
6

TABLE II

16 16 16 1-6 16 16
6 6 6 6 6 6

.4

23



5. Try' other wiights and distances 'ets. suggested in
Tables III and ,IV-and fill, in similar tables of your own.

w . 40 10

I.

141 20 20 20 20 20 20
1.5 -15 '15 15 15 15

E,*

g

TABLE IV,

18 18 18

5 5 5

10 30

20

15

18 18 18. 14
5 5 5 5

45
10 15

Let us now study, the t4....bles to-see if there seems to be-
any law which ekpresseti alk relationships and which

t

could be

expre;sed mathe.matically. If there is- such a law, we could
use it to rredict where to place any weight to balance any
other weight.

Exercises

1. (a) Prom Table I what do you notice between the
of equal weizhts on two sides of a_ fulcrum?

If only weight W is doubild, how does its
from thc 1.11crum change?

placement

distance

If weiiht W is made half as much* how does its
distance from the fuldrum change?

/.

State a rule that seems to hold concern ng w,
W, and' Ir.)?

,

Use the law's that you found ,in xercise 1 to predict the
correct measures in themissing parts of thiti.table.



25 35 ,12 45
43 4 5 3

- W 15- ? 7 ?

? 7 ? 9

2,1 15 23 11

5 4 8
14 20 12 4*?

? 4.5 ? .10.

TABLE V

14
7 5.5

10 '100 100 1.00.

50 50 500 5000
13 . ? ? ? ?.

8 ? 5 5 5 5

Go track to your equipment and check your, results in, several
.of the above exerckses to see ,if there is a balance. ,

A Oraph of the Experiment
In order to study a set of observations from an experiment,

scientists often !lake a graph or, drawing af them on a set or

If you have not drawn suâ.h graphs, pèfoI1owngp1 give
you the .general idea.

Exercises
1. (a) Use graph paper and begin with two perpendicular

lines called axes. The intersection of the axes is
named point O. (See attached graph.)

-One a-xis is named W and the other 0, and we w1"11-
locate the points corresponding to pairs of weiats
and distances in your Table I.c.9

In Table I, the first weight was 10 and the distance
12. Lodate' 10 on the W axis. Follow the vertical
line through 10 -to the point where it meets the
harizontal line through. 12 on the. D axis.- This.point is called (10, 12). '4-

Similarly, free Table I, when W 20 and D al 6,locate 20 on the W axis. - Follow the vertical
line through 26 to the .point where it meets the horizontal
line through 6 on the D axis. This point is called-fd
(20) 6).
Locate the other pointy from your Table I. These
Are (10, 12), (20,'k 6); (5, 24), (8, 15) etc.
Draw a smooth, freehand curve through the points you
have located,. This curve givu yog the general .picture
of'the relatfiim betw9en' the weights ancl the distances..

I.
r4'.



If any Point seems to lie rather far 'from a smooth
curve through the otherrfekints, check your _computation
for that one. Maybe you.tve- made a mistake in arithmetic.

By examining the graph, .find arisrs to, these 'questions:
(a) What happens to the "distance as the weight increases?

(b) What happens to Ul* . weight as the disince . ilkcreasee?

. Now that you have a graph of the relatVm between weight
and distance, you can do what a scientist does - you can
predict the value of the distance for any weight which
'will keep the balance.

.

0 . a . a
.

. In order, to find the value of W when D- is 24, locate
24 on the D . axis and follow the horizontal line through
24 until it meets the curve. Read the value on the W -
scale directly beneaththis point. 'You should have 5.:
(The dotted line and arrows on the-graph mar help you.)

'

.Find the values \of W from the graph.
D mg 30 ,(b), ag 15 (c)
W. ?) (.W ?) (W

Tel
graph.

(a) W 10

9

ther or not each pf the foll.pwing poi4As is on the

25

1

(b) W al 5 , (c) lir a 20

ai 5. D

Fill:in the following table by selecting aValue Of W onthe graph and following the perpendicular through that
pOint---to the c.urve, thus locating the correiponding valueof D the:curve.

if.' W 6 .

then D .26

8 9 16 . 17 21 23

N

Note; Mathematicians call ;the curve that you have drawn
a livmerbolii. It,4s a very interesting/and useful curve.-
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Several forms of the
following:
PiCtures or iseesaw

crowbarSketches of: (nutcracker
(tongs-

, (Archimedes liftini the earth with t Lzug, lever.
Archimedes once said that if he could have a fong enough

lever and a 41ace to rest it, he could lift the\arth. Explai,.
leattiLmdrrsu- . 4

Many scientific facts were undiscoveredfor thousands
of years until an alert scientist, carefully set up an experi-
ment in a manne'r similar to the one you have done and made (

..7
(a) For thousands( of years, people assumed that if a

heavy object and a light object were dropped at the same time,
the heavier one 'would.fall much faster than a light one.
. Look u the story of Galitleo and .his experiment with
felling obje ts knd see what he discovered. .

.

\' (b) From time immemoiial, people watched eclipses :oft the
sun and moon and*saw the round shadow of the earth bu -did not
discover that the .eaeth was round. Eratosighenes, i 230 B.C.',
computed the distance around the world by his obeervat,ioris of
the sun in two locations in sEgypt, yet seventeen hundred years
later when Columbus .started on hi's journey, many people still
believed the wortd was flat.

Look up in a history of mathematics book or in an encyelo-
,pedia the story of Eratosthenes and this experiment.

(c) 'People had 'watched pendulums swine for man.y centuries
before Galileo did some measuring nd calculating .and discovered

'the law which gives the relation between the length of-the
pendulum and the time or its-swin .,

Look up t4iis experiment in a hi tory- bf mathematics book.

lever are illustratid by the

discovieries on the basis.of observations.

38
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N.otice that411 suih experiments are based 'on many careful
measurements and observatiOns in order to discover the scientific
law, and thw the law is stated is mathematiCal terms. Thus
ve sae 'the dependance of sciance on' mathematics.

I.

c,.
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Uncle Sam s a Statistiti*p

Wsri ou studied the CossUtitioz at the Uzdtsd States, di&qu

otiss thet at the s.ctioni zeed a goid deal of tbstic. to

carry them out? Par inat*xice, xxtic. these sections in

. . Apportion.nt. Representatives *nd direct taxes
phill be apportiond.. .*ccording to their respective
nu*b.ra The sctu&, .nu*eration shall be zide. .vithin
e'vzy...t.ra Of tri 70U$.

.
. The Congress he1l have power:

o)Ay and collect taxes, duties, i*posts, arid
excises, to *y the dOts and provide for the

.

cmmoii defense **d general welfare of tb. Urilted
Stat.s._ 4L

To borrow iziey ontecrit th tnited 8tstes

hsri ,ou ewlre the above provisions s specuiatø about the

atheatics neod.d to carzr thsn ut,ou will pxto*b1y raise queltions

such as thise:

Ca How does Uncle Sam go about counting 170 million people?

How does sort aU that infortion?

bat use woild be izake of computing aahinss?

bst does the Cen4ii Bureau do between census..?

tter I*. the U t4$tates are cmitad sTory

t*n y.ars, arid the in.tormatiori is used to decide on the

nimber of r.pr sent*tiei in.gress from each diatriót,

what other uses can be mad. of the inforaa

been collcted?

that barn

(b) Bow does Uncle S& .stisate the goverrirnent expense tar any

and how dies be iiow how iziichto collect in taxes

How does he deci .wbether to. lover taxCi or not? Si

plop's t)drik. that if taxes are lowered, the goermant viii



not c011ect enough mow to pey.this year s 'impensee; other'

thia that: it taxes iri lowereds'peop:to will buy acre goods,

"'more people will mak* money, end the government vill make

acre on income Was. Who is right? Such questioas cannot

be decided by personal opinione or by 414po4ment since a

tkial of one =Abe other plan might cause a great leas to

thsgovernment. o the ones *who decide must study the

statistics and base their decisions in thee.

How does 'Uncle Sam decide What duties to charge on foreign

imports? If duties are lOw, will'people bur foreign products
r .

rather than American-made ones? If duties are high, bow will

that affect American industriis like a clothing indUstry

wbih manufactureA its products out of imported sltarial,

or a watch assembly londastry which uses foreign-made works

for watches?

(c),, And h.ow does ,Uncle Sam deciae what interest tcipay on Us

sow be borrows -- that is, on U. S. Government Boast If

pays 4 high rate 'of interest cc his bonds, which of course

Nara a very safe investment, will people invest their c.y it

banks, real estate, mining ("appeal's, etc., they pay tle

same rate of interest? Will such companies have to pay a .

higher rate of interest than Uncle Sam in order to get'people

to inveet,In them?

(2`

All Lich questions are answered on4 after a very careful study of

thadata'or Statistics that heve.been collected. Naturally we will tot-

be able toAnswsr tha above questions in this unit, but,ye will:be abli

to et4y, fev,ideas about,Statistics... In'irik7the word !statisticali..

it deriied flut the word "piaie'',4'6r g voornmerits have arlways bad to
.

4



keep very careful records and collect many data in order to be able to

make Wise cleciiions about questions)such as those that ware suggested.

The method of drawing conclulions or making' decisions on. the basis of

samples of data is called *statistical inference.* .%

16 The study, sorting, and handling of ktatistics require mathentatibal

skills, and the l'Undamentsals can be studied in junior high schools.

Can tiou liSt *ow reasons wby Uncle Sam needs to have such infor-

mation as:

(a) The -number of men who will reach the 'age of 18 next year

(b). The total national income?

The',number of unemployed people?

(d) The st,se or th;i1 labor force?
f k

(e) The nlber of people who will be 65 next_ year and collect

Social Security payments?

(f). The amount j5f_gasoline ;aged in a yeiG?

.ist other information which you can think of which mi ht be ne
#

the federal government.

The federal gevernment has always needed to collect statistics of
many kinds. Even befpre the first census vas taken in 17901

Alexander Hatiltot started collecting statistics for the Tteasury. Depart-

ment on' foreign trade. H. saw that such figures would be important .for
w .

the deieloping of nev industries in this country and for expanSion- of
foreign trade. In the third census (1810) Thous Jefferson ordered wan

stectunt -0f.the-several zanufaeturing establishments and manufecturers

A list of the agencips whi.ch collect statistics. for Wets* is;
very extensive:

10 it. CI
42,



The Organisation of the Federal Statistical System 1958
1,

General .Coordination: Office of Stati cal Standards
' (Bursau.of the t)

Genaral.Purpose Statisticel. Agencies

Statistical Branches of Agricultural Marketing Sprvice
(Department of Agriculture).

Bureau of Labor Statistics
(petartment of Labor)

4

BUreau of the CSUSUL
(Department of Commerce).

lational Office of Vital Statistics
(Department of Health, Education, Welfare)

Analytic and Reaearch Agencies

Council oftconomic Advisers (Executive Of&e of the President)

Office of Defense Mobilisalle (f;xecutiVe_Office of the President)

1:)eiaion of Agricultural Eionipmics,(Department of Agriculture):

Office of Business Economics (Der1aezat of Commerce)

Division fai` Research and., Statistics (Federal Reserve System)

Production Economice Rsaatrch Branck(Deiertment.of Agriculture)

1X11441A3 and Defense Services Adm4.0eportment of Commerce)

OP'

Bureau of Foreign Commerce (Departeent o Coemeree)

Bureau of Mines (Departmemt,of.Interior).

Other Administrative, Regulatory, iand Defense

4 I



A Stuiy of Data by ar_Table and a Graph

So Jiang decisiOns of Uncl.e San depend on tbe ntiaber or PeoPle tu

the country tbat we Mould first =asking) the posilation in various

'years;

1790

1800

1810

1182°

.1830

1840

AL850

1860

1870

1880.

1890

icioo

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950-

Table
PopUlation Facts about

Population in
Millions

the United Stat 3 ,

Increase .Per cent ef
Inereaae,

.3.9 4.

5.3 1.4

7.2 1.9

9.6 2.4

12.9 3.3

17-.1 4.2

23..2; 6.1
.

31..4

39.8 8.4

50.2... 10.4

62.9 12.7

9240 . 16.9

105.7 13.7

122.8 v- 117.1 N

131.7, 8.9

150 7 19 0

tram STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE XINITED.STATES1 1956

35.1

36.4

33.1

,3.5

32.7

35.9

35.6

26.6

26.0

25;5

20.7

_ 21.0

14.9

16./

7.2

-14.5 -

2 4 3-



. .

A careful study of such a statistical table will help you to allow

the queitions in Exercises 1 through ,8.
, . .^

le Do yi..tu see any general trends'in the tple?

2. Do any particular figUres seeeout.of line? Why.do they seem so?

3. 'In_which: decade was:the. perdent of-increase the highest? From.

YPVT,etudy of listory dojou know.the'reaSoe

In which.decade vals't#e per centLf:incroaseit,he

explain.it 4 anyhiatory of that period that -you tar Studiedi

It which 4picade did the,:pecopd lowest per cent.of increase occur?

Why?

When Vies the "Iriah Famine? Bow did thai affect 'the population

of the United' States?

74 What wai the incroake in:ivpulat$on. from

( a ) 1800 to 1850? (b) 1850 to 1900? -(c) ,1900 to 1950?'

Inuit :was the pei cent of tperease -in 'each of the periods ;optioned

in Exercise 7?

ConstruCt a broken'line graph of"k populati of the U. j3. A dt

the end of each decade as.given in the tabl page 5. 'Then

answer the following questions:

(a) What general trend does the graph show?

(b) In which 50.ispar peqod did the-population row the fastest? ,

(e) if the population increases at the isseirate. from 1950 to-

1960 as in the Easevious decade (if the graph climbs In *a

straight line fras.1940 to 1960) what will.be the po

1.4.71960?

,

(4) liby does Vncle Sam need to know, at last approximately, bow

MAY people there 'will be in the U. S. neFt year? ;!1 1960?
e',t7s*Sh

I

2 4 3



..The following table- shows, thOmigration to this country in

1%60,4 vial's,

rfr

Table II
limigration Facts about the linited States

Period

1820. -.1830

,18* .1840

'1841 - 1A0

1851 - 1'860

.1861 1870

1871 - 1880.

"18S2 1890

1891

.1901 - 1910

1911 - 192as0

1921 - 1930

1931:7 940 1

19417..

&unbar of 'migrants

151;824

599,125

,4:,713051

2,598;214

21314,824'

208120191

3,246,613

3,6870564

8,795;386

5005011
40107:;0209 *C.

528;1,31

05,00

gk'

1.7
2.6

2.3

5 2

3.7

8,8

5.7

4.1

leterCises.

'Use Table "I to aziwr the foijowing:

1. Do you see syenr %1. trends in certain rears?

-2. iihich f4gures seem out of line in these trends
4.

Explay w4r.

3. Examine this table slong'w.ith the one on pOpulation and" lee if
. r

-there are any spailaritiee0;

4. It yoil have hot done Exercise 90'1:ffse 60,.prepara a hroiran line

'graph showing the increase in population in each decade from. 1799
r

to 1950. (Teals 1)

247-
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lan-the.same page, draw a broken line.graph showing immigration by

decadee from the aboVe table. ,eor

For 1.fich periods waa the increase in' immigratior'also a period of

increases in populating'?

What was the gsnaral trend in immigration

(a) From 1830 to 1890? law?

(b) Frail/19Q ito. 1900?

(c)) from 1900 to 1920?*

(d) Tra 1920 tjo 1940 ghe

In bow many perio.ds was lieire an inertia?. in immieration? biw

many periods was there a,deorgase?

There riLre n.e.wi'quota.laws" 1923. How did they aff.ect immigra-

tion?

10 Deecribe the trend in immigration: if it continus in the same way

as in the IALII, 29 rare.. -Can you Make.an7approximate prediction

for the -period 195040? to you see yhy Uncle Sala nealis to know

such umbers to ,help get a con4ct estimate of population?

The Arithmetic Mean

Xou have now emplaned some of the statietics collected *Uncle Sim,

you- studied Mee tebles, you constructed graphs for a closer study, and

you saw how some predictions might be made on the basis of your study.

Statistics can be studied in another wiy, that is by using mathe-

matics to a ereatai extent in-studying the sets of- date.

It is difficult, and -otten unnecessary, -to -have a clear mantel

pieture of a sot of data. It is helpful to try 1.o describe the most

%important features by a .peei numbers. The most userul members of thi

kind are the arittieetc (siosetiass called simply the gi).1,!: the

median, the mode, the rar.m., and the averse, deviation.
t

2 43
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.XoU bays probabkv:averaged several mumeriqai grades insomi classes:

by'adding them and dividing by tbe.number of gradep. This is'a useful

kimd of averege and is called the sritbmotip or.theem. Ve will

use it tosstudy a set of statistics collected by the fedsra)overnment

in a recent year.

04

Table III
-Number of Unemployed ,Persons,in the U. S.

Cs) ( (b) (c)

Nuaber,of 11 ' Number of Number of
Thousands Hundred Millions

lihousands

1932_ 12,060 121

1934 11;340 113

1936

1938

9;0

10 390
i

,
90

104

9

10

1940 8,120, 81 8

1942 21660 3

1944 670: 1

1946* 2,270 2

194S'
.

2,064 21 2

* 1950 - 3142
.

31 . 3
..

1932 .1;673 17, '2

1954 31230 32 3

1956 2;834 28 3
,

One of the first and easiest facts to find in of datais

the zatta, or the dliffIrence between the highest aiId lowest numbers.

In the previous table', we see that the range (in numbers Of millions)

is 12 - 1 or 11.

To find an atithmetie verage or. mean, find the total of the set ,

of numbers and divide by e/nuaber of items:

2 19



b* total of the nUMhere in column (c).is 69.

the number of items ii 1).

TO4 fa *; 5 3 (to the nearest'. tenth)
Number of items 21 13

Notice thatthe mein dpee not tell you the number for sny one year,
3,

lut,if the unemplvesit were 5.3 millions each year for )13 yeari, the

total would be 13 x 5.3 millions or 69 mill4ons.

Did any particular year have the leverage* number of unevloyed

ersoas?

Averages are often celled lmeasuree of cearal tendencyl.

Do you moo wiw?

*xercises

Find tie mean of the following\set of test wrests

Its 78, 92 85, 83, 90, 804 85, 86, 91

2.. From Table III finkthe mean of the number of =employed persons

-in number of thousandst column a) frOm 1932 through 1940.

Xrom, Tabie III find the mean of ihe number of unemployed persons,

in number of: thousands, caumn (s) from 1942 through 1956.

The fellowing temperatures were the noon readings for a week.

Find the mean noon temperature for the weekf

52°, 413°, 65%.62°, 67° 70°, 56°

5. Why vas unemployment ;high In 1932? 1934?

6-;--1hr wai it loW 942? 1944?

7. How does the aeol;nt of unamOloymentiiiffect

,
(a) the numbef-o-f-efitomobiles that are iold?

(b) theamount of uneaployment compensation to be paid?

(c) the amount of food.and clothing that is bought?
0



The Ailian and the Mode

In a set of dat*.it is often useful to know%what would be the

middle number if they were arranged from smelest to largest. In such"

a case, half of the numbers would be larger and half would be smaller

than the aiddle number 14-ch is palled the median.

For an example, let us examine the heiiht of pupils in a certain.

class of 13 pupils.!

Pupil Inches in Height

1 53
2
3

4
61
62

5 51
6 61
7 54
8 59
9 61

10 60
65

12 52
13 53

To find,the pupil In the group, so that half the group,is taller

and half the group iS shorter?.picture the pupils arrmnged in order

of height. 3.b4 meitsurements, ,i-ranged in order, wOUld be:

51, 52, 53, 53, 54, 57, 59, 60, 61, 61, 61, 62, 65

Bicounting froat the left or right, thm Middle of the set of 13

items would be the 7th one. In this ease, it is 59, so we say that

the median of this set of,numBers.is 59.
(

If 'the largest number in this set of figures happened to be 70
e r

instead 'of 65, would that affect the median? Why?

If the lowest numbers were 41 and 4E instead of 51 and 52, would

Abet change the mmdian?
,

Let us compare the mean or arithMetic average of this set of

figures with the median. The 4= of the numbers Is 749.
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2k2 3i 57.6 . Thus the .maan.ls 57.6 . How goes this compare with the
13

median7

If the lariest slumber injthis set or figurls were 80 instead of 65,

would that affect the mean? Why?

Nalco that even.though the median ar?d Roan are called "a e "

they may not be the aaMe number. You will find that eac is useful

for fartic kinds of-cases:

Exercises

r

Find the median and the mean ofIthis set of scores on an arithmetic

-4
test: 83, 81-, 76, 94, 87, 71, 90, MI, 73, 95, 67, 86, 87, 89, 93

Make a .table for the heights and weights of the pupils in your

class. Calcula*

(a).,..the average height 'Osman

'(b) .the media/height.

(c) tha average weight (mean)

(d) the median weight

Find the median temperature of the data in Exerc.lse page lc.

Grouping Data
./

If you were listing beightt ora very large group of pupils, you

would not be able to list each one Separately. You might group the

figures in some such way as this:

Height in inches Number ofpupils

46 - 49
50 - 52
53 - 55
56 - 59

33
57
42

,k0 7 63
64 - 67 12

iS
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In order to find the middle pupil, find the total 'number.and

divide by 2. 14 + 33 + 57 + 42 + 17 + 12 = 175 / = 87i . So the

middle ptrson will be the th one, counting from the top4Cr bottom..

if we count down rrom the top, 14 +.33 = 47. We teed 41 more to reach

88. Counting dour 41 mDre in the group of 57 brings us to the lower

part of that group. Since the 88th person islithin tbat group, we say

that tbe median height of the whole aoup of pupils is between 53 ami

55 inches. Since the person comes rather low.in that group as we

count down, we siy that the median height is likely to be nearer 55

than 53.

Let'i check our work tnd count Up from the bottom to the 88th

person. 12 + 17 = 29. 42 more makes 71. So the 88th person is not

'in the lowest three groups. We need 17 tpre than 71 to make so
A

we count 17 more and that takes us into the 'group of 57 as we found

%Ilan we Counted down.from the top. Again you,find the 88th person in

1141)

the group of 57 whose height is between 53 and 55. Thus the median

height of the group is between 53 and 55 inches.

An imPortant set of infomat ion which Uncle Siam needs each year

is the data on incomes, sfnce r 50% of the national income comes

from indi dual income tax.

Followdng are the data for a recent year.

9
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Under 41000

1000 - 2000

moo . 3000

3000 7 4000

4000 - 5000

7500 10,000

10,000 - 15,000

15,000 - 20,000

20,000 - 25,000

25,000 - 50,000

Over 50,000

i-a4

Table IV

liumb'er of Fam.ilies

(Thousands)

31227

6,22
dp

8,192

7 4

5,580

5,323

3,390

1,899

523

274

336

95

In a est of statistics, the value most often is called

the soft.

Which income was earned by More, people than any other? In other

words, which is,the Eft of this set of figur!l?

You can find the mean of such a set of figures if you can find the

total amount earned in each bracket. But.do you know how much each of

the 95,000 people earned in the mover,50,000" bracket? Migii some have

earned $500,000? Or $1,000,000? Or more? It is not possible to find

the mean of this set of figpa since we do not know how large the

incomes are in the last group. Such a set of figures is caAled "open-
;

ended".

It is possible, however, to find the main or,the salary bracket

of.the mdddle family. Thewle will know.,that half'of the fimilies

*armed more than this gOuit and halfaliwnbd lets.
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yirst find the total number of families and divide by two to

find' the middle-number. Then count down from the top figure or up

from the bottom figure, as taugh\c on page 13, until you reach that
\

number.

Exercises

1. Make a 'bar graph of the data in Table IV.

2. How cap:you identify the mod, on the graph?

3. Estimate, if pobsible, the median salary by examining the graph

carefully.

.Find the mode in the ifoliowing list of-test scores:. Do not

group.)

85, 19, 82, 93, 15, 78, 82, 91, 85, 744 93, 86, 90, 85,- 78, 84

85, 86, 94, 85 /84, 68, 83, 91, 82

5. Find the.median score in the data, Exercise 4.
c

Find thermedian by grouping the following data on temperatures:

(use interVals of 5, like 70-74, 75-79, and s? on.)

75°, 760,,so0, 770, 68° 54°, 68°:

720, 500, acIT 710.

62°, 74°473°, 91°, 68°, 84°,

720, 710, 860, 820, 74°, 550,
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Patents

Period Total

1901 - 1905

1906 - 1910

1911 1915

1920

1925

1926 - 1930

.1931 1935

1436 -.1940

1941 - 1945

1946 - 1946

1951 - 1955

Table V
Issued,1902,- 1955

Number of
Thousands

Total since 1900

(Thousands)

148,291 148 148

175,618' 176 324

194,387 194 518

207,1081 207 725

2d(7,525 218 943

-4234857 235 1178

256 219 256 1434

229,514.. 230 1664

1844573 185 1849
.4-

163,122 .1.63 .012

209,215 209 2221,
4.

Draw a vertical bar graph of theonumber of thousands of patents

issued by,five year periods since 1900 (Table V).

4. Draw a broken line graph showing the total number of patents.by

. five year periods since 1900.

Do you set any trends in the graphs of Exercises 7 and 8? *What

are they?

The Mean (or Average) Deviation
ft

Another usefUl method of studying a set of nUmbers is to find the
...-

deviations or difference of each miter from the MAIM.

Consider the sot of numbers: 1, 2, 5 5, 6, 7, 9.
The MAKM = 2 + 5 + + 6 + 7 +

7 7 - 5

The deviations.(differences) from the mean are:

- 1, 5 - 2, 5 r 5, 'etc. or L 0 4 1 2-P -9 -P 4.

2 :
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The average of these diviations is:

Yik r. 2
7 7

Let us see'how the above measure helps to throw light on a sat of data.

The total receipts of the federal government in the years 1946

1955 were ai follows:

Tear Billions Deviations
from Mean

1946 44 . 11.5
1947 45 - 10.5
1948 46 - 9.5
1949 43 - 12.5
1950 41 - 14.5
1951 53 - 2.5
1952 68 + 13.5
1953 73 + 18.5
1954 73 + 18.5
1955

555 126

Tbe arithmetic mn of these receipts is the total, 555, divided

by 10, or 55.5.

Tbe second column shows the differencc!,,of each year's receipts

from the mean, 55.5. The - 11.5 means that 44 is 11.5 belOw the mai',

for inst4anoe, and + 14.5 means that 69 is 14.5 above ihe mean. Have

you seen Mi34118 signs used in a similar way to those in this'table fgr

temperature? Any other place?

Exercises

1. -In which year was the deviation from the mean the greatest? 0an

you think of reasons for this?

In wh4cb year %its the deviation from the mean the least?

3. Find the average deviation by finding tbe total of the deviations

and divittn-by 10.4lle signs before the numbers are diiregarded

2., 7
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since we want to know the gill of tbe deviations no matter wb4ch

direction they are from tbe mean.

Find, to the nearest tenth, ibe mean and average deviation of the

following test scores:

85, 820 76., 90, 84, 80, 82t 84, 83

Find tbe man and average deyiation of, the test scores (same test,

but in another class):

94, 84, 68, 74, 98, 70, 96, 84, 76,(96

(a) Compare the means of Exercises 4 and 5.

(b) Compare the average deviations 9f Exercises 4 and 5.

(c) What information does tbe average deviation tell aboUt the

'data which cannot be found by just using tbm mean? .



a

Summary Exercises

Table VI
Gross Debt,of the United States for the Years 1861 to 1955

(Five-year Periods)
,N (a) (b) (c) ( )

Years Millions Billlans Deviations

1861 - 65 ,2,678 3

1866 70 . 2,436 2

1871 - 75 2,156 2

1876 ii. 80 2,091 i 2

1881-- 85 1,579 2

1886-- 90 1,122 1

1
1891 - 95 1,097 1 ,

1896 - 1900 1,263 1

1901 - 05 1,132
.

1906 - 10 1,147

\

1911 -. 15 1,191

1916 - 20' '24,299

1921 - 25 20,516 21

1926 - 30. 16,185 16

1931 - 35 28,701 29

106 - 40 42,968 . 43

1941 . 45 258,682 259

1946 50 257,35? 257

1951 55 274,374 274

1

1. (a) Wbat is the mode of the set of figures in column (c), Table VI?

In other words, which gross debt appeare most often?

(b) Does this number tell you very much about the total debt

picture of the United States Treasury since 1861?



(a) Find the median of the *et of figures in column (c) which

'will give you the median national debt from 1861 to'1955.

This means that you will need to find the middle figure

between 1 and 274. In order to 'do this, list the numbers

'from coluin (c) in order, and find the middle one on-the

list bY connting up from the bottom or down from'the top.?

'4
(b ) .Dees.the median tell you much about the. total debt over

7464.
.1-

this period of years2

Do iqu see that it is necesaary to.find the mean in order

'to take into consideration tgo very iarge nuMbers in tbe

table?

Find the-mman of the:set of numberslm coilumn (0). to the.nearest
4

whole number.

Find the deviations from the mean and then the averagp deviation

to the nearest whole number. \\

5.Ect,1a4m the large deviations both
A

6. The followini intOrmation is on *arias:

above the mean.

$4,000, 4,000,412,500 $5,000 45,000, *7

45,000, 46,500, 45,000

(a) Find the mean Of the dita.

(1) Bow many salaries are above the moan?

(c) How many salaries are below the mean?

(d), Does the mean seam to be a fair way to descrJbe the *average*

of this cats?

Ce) Find the median aC the set of data. \

(f) Does the maditn seem to be a fair wez to describe the *average'

of this data?

2( 0
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41,aex-

Repast the parts of Exercise 6 using the following data on.

t:emperatures:

47°, 68°, 580, 80 42°9 430, 68%14°, 43 46°, 48°, 76°, 480

**********

From the illustrations given, 4you have studied how Uncle Sam needs

mathematics to collect aid. study statistics.

You have. seen how mathematics is-used to interpret these statistics

and'help the government in maki4 decisions that affect you and me.abd

every 'citizen.

Th, next,,t-talthat you see a.eet of, figures in the newspaper,

log* them over carefully, try to recognise trends, and consider whether

decisions .hased on them and affecting you, will be mode.

a
4A

:



UNIT XIII.

CHANCE

Recently the picnic.of the employeee of a weather bureau

was galled off on.account of rain. Even an expert weather

forecaster cannot sair for sure what tomorrow's weather will

be. 4

If you planla picnic you,may first read the weather

report for the day of the picnic. 'This report may read

"?robable showers" or "Clear and warm." Sometimes the

weatherman is correct and sometimes he is wro?g. His fore-

cast is an example of his best available estimate of what

will happen. Jii:e.forecast is a "Chance,Statement". He, him-

velfr_does not 'know 'With Complete certainty *heth r it is trueb-

or false. In this unit,we shall study some ideas-about chance
.e

atatements like, "The Yankees will próbafty win," or "There
cm

is a 50-50.ohance thAt a head.will show if a penny is tossed

and allowed to fall freely."
'8* :I-.

The table below shows a number of w ttór. 47orecsdtisTrom
ow.

'April 1 to April 11 and, &Ilse, weathert

Date Forecas

1. hai j

Actual weather Truth Value of the Forecast

ers

dioudy

!as

True

False

True'

6 2

v



Date Forecast

44 Clear

5. Scattered
'showers

6. Spattered
showera

7. Windy and
cloudy'

8. Thunder-
showers

.9. Clear

10. Clear

XIII - 2

Actual weather Truth Value of the Forecast

Clear. True

Werth and sunny False

Scattered
hoWers

Overcist.and True
windy.

Thundershowrs True

Cl6udy and rain False

Clear True

Each forecast is an example of af"statement". A state.

ment,is a collection of words or syMbols which we can say is
*

either true or false (but naturally not both!). In t4e case,

of the fix:Eit forecast the statement was-found to be true

after dbserving the weather. Also, observations show that

statements 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 were trtle. 'However, state-
,

ments 2, 5, and 9 proved.falseiAnce the observed weather was
,

different froth the forecast,..Hereafter we shall write

as "T".and "false" as "F". The 'Tla and Ffs are called

values of the statement."
./

In addition to thest;'symbols it is useful in dealing

"true"

"Truth

4

with chance stateMents to have a number which measures the
,4

chance.,that a statement is'true. The weather man was

7 out of 10 times. Written as a ratio ttis is ir-vr
Lu°

criagtv,..

7 .,
s

k,



is used,ai the best estimate which we can make from the given
information of the measure of the chance that the next
weather forecast will be, true,

'In this case, since we had E:.uch sinall number ofjfere-
p.

castb it would not be fair to say that the weatherman will
be coltrect of.the fut'ure forecasts. To make such

a contlusion recluires an understanding of much more mathe-

mati4hat we /can study irrtthis ttnit.
give 1.1.s some cue 'as to tile chance that
'be 'correct.

pg

s

a does, however,
the. weatherthan may

When we find the measure of the chance that statements

will, be true, we 6hal1 say, that we 'are estimating the true
teasure from the best, information we have. This might be

cakted estthating the true value of the chance statement.
WriAen aa a formula this is:

The measure of the chaice-tha statement is. true
The number of times the-statement s T 5.

e teertal num

or
--...4, TC where T means -the number 6f times the eta e

S

ment is true; S rieants the sum of the numhe of 'Vs and, Ffs,

mes t sta -ement s T .or

and C is the measur: 'Chance-
JI'

Exercises
1. .The following statement is made

"The stoplight at Main Street d Center S reet will be
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een eftever I am arriving at the intersection!' .

R e Why is this a "statement"?

b. Below is a table of the' actual coor when I was

arriving at the intersection. Copy the table and in 'the

column at the right, write mhether the statement above is

T or F. You may vse "T" for true knd "Fn for false it. You

like.

Table

The light

1. Green

0 hed

Amber

Green,

5. Red

6. Ambev-

7 . Red

8. Green

9. Green

1Q.. Amber

11. hed

12. Green'

Red

14. Amber

,Truth value of the patament

2

V

11-
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c. Write a nuthber or measure for the chance that ehe

.statement is c'orrect.

2. Change the statement in Ex: 1 to read "Red" linstead of

"Green". Use the same observations as in p vt b and find a

fnumber-or aieasure for the chance that the n wsstatement i

correct.
i

3. Given: 3 ted marbles and 2 white marbles are in a-box.

You are to take out of the box, wittiout lboking inside it,

two marbles. What ls the chanc that both marbles will be
e

red? (Sometimes we merely say "Wh t-is the chance?" when we

J

mean "What is the num er which measures the chance that the

,statement ia true?")

In this problem the chance stateMbnt is: In a drAwing,

two red marbles' will be drawn'from A box contairimg 3 red -

and 2 white. marbles. ,

The following table.lists the possible pairs which may

be drawn. We assume that each red marble hakthe same

likchihood of being drawn. Let's -call thie 1/4three red marbles

R1, h20 and R3 and similarly the white marbles shall be

called W1, and W2. Complete the,table of truth .values and

find the number for the chance that the statement is correct.

Mark as T those draws whidh consist of 2 red marbles.

-v.1.46"raws Truth Va:Ime

" RI R2

2. ,3
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Draws

3* R1 W1

4

" R2 171

6. 112 W2

7 R2 13

8. 13

R3 W2

10. Wi W2

XIII - 6

Truth Value)

4., Two biack marbles and, ona white. marble are in a box.

4-You are to take out, wit;oput looling inside the box, two

marbles. What is the'chance that one marble Is blac, And
4.

the other is white?

Suggestionft; Make a table as in Ex. 3. List ell

possible pairs and find the truth v lue of each pair. You-

shqpla have three pairs.

5. In Ex: 4 what is the chance that both marbles drawn are

black?

0. Three hats are in a dark close . Two bel g to you and

the other to your,friend. Being a polite erson, when your

friend is ready'to leave with you, you reach in the closet

and draw any twp hats. ghat is the chance that each of you

gets his own hat?

7. A committee of tWo is selected from d group of 4 people.

You are one of the 4. If the person selecting the canmittee



has no favorites and, therefore, selects without a plan, what

is the chance that you will be on the comittee?

e. In Ex. 7, your yavorite friend is also one of the 4

people. 'What is the chance that both you and your friehd

will be selected?

Models for Chance Statements

You may have noticed two kinds of problems in the set

of exercises above. One kind uses observations to determine

whether a statement is T or F. (Exs I, 2, and the eicample

nage I). However, in the marble problems and-the hat prob/em
*'

perimental_observations were not'used. All possible events

were listed-Pnd the-measure of chance was based upon taese

possibilities. _Thum, in:these cases a "model" was made to

represent the- problem. It is also necessary to'point,out

that each event in a model, say,the 10 Pairs in Ex. 3, h

the .same chanbe of occurring. ' In the case of Ex. 3, each

pair has a 14.6 chance of occurring.

In the exercises aboVe finding an estimation or Measure
A

of the chance that a ststement is true was s matter of

,counting. First we were talking about a statement and,

secondlr, we were able to count all possible (or available)

Tfs and F's. Although more adv Ad mathematical processes

have been set up to find measure4,of chance where counting is

impossible, counting i essential in many situations.
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Aneasy type of'model to talk aipout i tossing a penny

or pennies. A penhy has a head'and a tail\ (let's aSsume here

that the coin

l

annot stand on eige if-LL)is tosseil and allowed

to fall fteely "R a flat surface). Alsip; in all problems,b

about *coins, we assume that the coin is balanced (honest).

We then expect heads to'appear about-as many times as tails
c

1..f the Coin is tossed a great number of times.

Example 1: Find the measure of the chance that the statement,
V

'"If two pennies are tossed, exactly one head shows, 1! is true.

Solution:

a. Make a table showing all possible events.

Pe. penny 2nd penny Truth value

Hdad Head , F

'Head Tail T

Tail Head I .1'

T.1 .Tair
)

P

Note: in this moCiel, each event (each possible result

of the tossing of-twAtins), one of which is, for example,

a head ancili tail hasthe same plance of occurring;'that is,

b. Thera, are 4 possible ways the pennies may fall. In
1

the table'above the truth values of each event has seen

written.

If both pennies are heads, the' stattlilent above is F; if

the first penny is a head and the second is a tail, the above

statement is T; and so on.



c. Count the number of times the stitement is.true.

This number is the numerator of measure of chance. The sum

of the number of-T's and P's is the deftbminator.

The chance that exactly one head will show if tivo coins

are tossed is 2 or 1 or c go 1 in this case.

Example 2: Find the measure of,the chance,that the statement,

"If-thw pennies are tossed, exactly two heads shaw ".is

true.

Solution:

a. Make a table of all .possible ways the 3 coinslihay

fall and after eaóh event write T if the event makes the

statement true and F if the event makes the statement false..

1st penny 2nd genny 3rd penny Truth value

Head , Head- Head

Head. Head Tail

Head Tail Head

Head Tali Tail

Tail Head Head'

Tail Head Tail .

Tail Tail Head

Tail Tail 'Tail

(Complete the table)

b. Count the T's for the numerator and both the T's

and the F's for the denominator. Then, if pennies are

tossed theiihance that exactly two heads show is 4 cr c
8

=

2



'Exercises

For eaah exercise filo/ the measure of the chance

statement.

1. I; two pennies are tossed, exactly two heads show.
"-

2. If two coins are tossed,at Least on'es head shows.

3. If two coins are tos'sed,,..exactly one tail',hows.
,

4. If'three coins are tossed, exactly oie head rshow.

5. If three coins are tossedkactly th e heads show.

6. If three coin are tossed, at least one head.showei.

example l the table shows four events.

a. FAhd thlrin;asure of the chance statement for\each

event.

b. Find the sum of the four measures of chance.

8. Do the same for example O.

If four coins are tossed, what is thttchance of exactly

3 heads showing? Of exactly I tail showing? Of exactly two

heads showing? Of exactly four heads showing?

10,i.. Three cards are numbered like the'ones belovq.

Vithout lookini at this numbers you are to cGaw any two

cards. What is the chance that the sum of the two numbers

, is odd?

11*. You are to.be placed in a line with two girls (or boys),

one of whom-is.,.your favorite. What chance is there that you

will stand next to yodi* 'fiorprite? In such a problem we



assume that you are nbt tced according to any plan (includ-

ing your own). If you crowd in next to your favorite, chance

would riot play a role.

Decisions and Chance

Suppose a person Must make a choice between two possi-

bilities. Should he just chose one by guessing or Is there

bett45-35"thod for him to try? A person may make a wiser

decision by observing and compering statements about the

chance of the two events in question.

Example: Which of fie two following statements is,more

likely to be true?

A. If 3 pennies are tossed, exactly two heads appear.

B. If 2' Pennies are tosseU, exactly one head appears.

Solution: ,A

The measure of the chance of A =
a

The measure of the chance of B 1.

ConoV.usion: Since is greater than
V

more likely to be true.

statemen

In order to solve a problem of this, kind, fi d for each

statement thc mcasure of the chance that it will be true

and select the statement corresponding to the larger measure.

Exercises

For each exercise find a measure of the chance statement

for each event and choose, if possible, the event most likely

to happen.

L.)



1. Statement At If three coins are tOssed, exactly 2 tails

show,

Statement B: If two coins are tossed, exacitly 1 head

shows.

2. A: If 3 coins are, tossed, at least 2 heFids show.

B: If 2 coins are tossed, exactly I tail shows.

A: If ,4 coins are tossed, exactly 3 hetds show.

B: If-7.9.oins are tossed., exactly 2 heads show. '

A: It rains on Friday the Lnh.

B: The nun shines on Friday the 13th.

The fo11owin8 tabl*e shows the weather on 20 Friday the

13ths. From the table deide which is more .likely to happen

-") over a great number of Friday, the 13thls,

Truth Value of Truth Value of
Statement A Statement B

Heavy rain

a.-- Light rain

3. Sunny

4. Usually sunny,
no rain.

11,

5. Sunny

6. Scattered
shoWers #

7. Showers

8. Sunny

9. Sunny

' 4'



10. Sunny

.11. Cloudy, no r0,21

12. Partly cloudy

la. Cloudy with
same showers

14. Showers

,15. Sunny

16. Sunny

17. Hot and sunny

18. Sunny..i'

19. Cloudy and
same showers

20. Sunny

Tuth Value of
tat4aplent A -

Experiments,

Truth Value of
tatemont B

%I... a. If one penny is tossed what is he phance that a

head shows.

.43

b. How many heads ,wou1d you expect to get if the penny

i 0 tossed 50 times? 41

c..e Toss a penny 50 times and cpmpiare the observed

results with the il;easure found in part b. You are

extremely 1Ucky if they agree-exactly.

2. Keep a record (as tn the Example on, page 1) of weather

forecasts of a morning paper and an evening paper. Find
4.surr

chance tatements for each paper and compare their measures.

V.

A

I.
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3. In Ex, 4, page 5, the chance .was est'imated by "making a

ilniodel" thb possible events .

solution of this problem could .be .approached by

carrying on an experiment. For example, repeat the drawing
of, a pair 50 -biz/1.)es (aftOr each drawing replace the 2 Marbles
that you halie drawn). Eaeli draw then mikes the statement T

-

or F. Apply our methld tor cat.4ulatie?g a measyre of a chetnce
statement .1

qompare ihis measure to_jhe measure obtiained from the
model. It is* not very Likely that, the two measures each

found a different way, will be iaxactly alike. In a'further
study" of chance you will study -more about how close ,you could

expect the two measures to be. .

4. Set up an experiment to answer the que'et ion: What chance

is 'there that eycactly 'two heads will show if three c ins are .1).
0'tossed? . .,

, . , <, . ,

p. Set up en experiment to answer, the questi3K What
..

-chance
1

,

f

z
is there that exactly. 5 heads. will' shrow" if. en coins are

4 . ,
.

tossed?
.'Is."$

. ..

6, a. Mark, off on hedv,y cardboard lbarallel lipes; wo. . -

inches apart. . '\
.

( 4

Make ten stticks from oodn matches (or tooth pick's )

1.; incih. long.
1?-

Hold the terr stk.ib's about. 8 or 9. inches above the
ardboard and dyop theM.

A
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d. Count the number of Sticks which Luch orT,ross a

line of the cardboard.,

e. hepeat the experiment 50 tiines,eachirne counting
_-

and recording the number'or.sticks which touch. r cr ss,

a line.

f. Find the average number of ztickdithat touch or

`cross A line out of the 10 that are dOopped.

7. You aro to decide whether or not coM;ercial'fertilizer

helps seeds germinate and Grow rapidly.

Set up the following experiment to help you make a
. .

decision: Bring two boxes about a foot square and.6 inchee

it.deep. F:1111 !tech with soi from tiie same Area. With the-help

of your science teacher make sure thAt thb mOisture in the /

two boxes:of soil la abotit equal. Then add commercial
. /

. .

A-ertiIizer,to one of the boxes. Make a.grilS4th Stkngs)

like the.sketch belbw. for each box.

IMIIIIMI111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111
IN11111111111111111MIIIII
1111111111111111111111111
11111111111111M111111111
11111111111111111111111111111i

111111M11111111111111111
1111111111111112111111111111

111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111
111111111111B1111111111111

.

At each intersectiom, plant corn seede. There will loe

100 seeds.plantecLin each box. Add the same amount of wat;r'

to each box and place both boxes. Ln the .same part of the

Two sets of 10 strings.

.The s,prings of each set ,

are 1 inch.apart

. . , .room. Consuilt your science teacher in regard to the.amoUnt
-,

, , . .

_ of water to be,added. The seeds sh.ould all be planted,the

276 -

,
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same depth in the soil.

a. Doc..ide how you would use chance ta Akp decide

whether ar hot fertilizer helped the seeds germinate.

b. Tlecide.how you would further Your experiment t

decide whether or not the plants grew more. rapidly.under t

'conditions of commercial fertilizations

B. Some members of the class*may carry on the ex2erimer,it,

described in Ex, 7 but first they:should test the'soil tO\

determine tt,le bePt kind and amount of fevLiIi er to use.

The science teacher AWy be able to help with this, the coUnty

agent may have soi testinz kits to lend, sell, or git. aw67,

ori fihally, there M y be a nearby soil testin6 station to \.4c

which a sample may be taken.

/
9. Repeat the type of experiment described in Ex.,/7 but put

fertilizer In botli boxep. -howevor, add tlOice as much in one

and decide if the extra far ilizer produced better results.

a

,

.
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UNIT XIV

MATHEMATICAL SYSTEMS

A New Arithmetic

.1 + 2 =.3

2 + =.1

2 + 2 = 0

Hers are mass new number feets. -Do they seem a little strange to

you? We-mighticall, this "clock arithmetic." We have used a four-minute

clock -- one. which might be used to time rounds and intermissions in a

41 4114 44 match.

Let's see how this kind of arithmetic works. If the hand is at

minute, ahd moves for 2 minutes then, it is at 3. We cap' write 1 + 2 = 3.

If it_1s'att2.and moyes,fbr.2 minutes,then itia at 0: We write _

I

2 + 2 =.0.' If.it is at 2 and moves for .3:mitutei, then_it iltops'at 1.

, Wel write 2 + 3-= 1.

. We can make an additimiltaPl for this system of,arithmetic thUes

0
1
2

3

,0 1 2 -3
1 2 3 0
2 3 0 1
3 0'' 1 2 4 -

We raid-tables of this tort by followig across liorisiontally from

any entr;an the leSt column, say 2 td.the position below some'entry
%

in the top,row, may 3. The entry it this position1;in the tabl4(s) is

than taken ai therest of conOining the kement in the top row with!i

the elameut,origillally picksoi oat in the'left hand.column: In the easee

'-
'above we write 2 + 3, = 1. xhimicitllat 3 + 1 = 0.-in this table.

Studying our table, is 1 +:2'= 2 +.1? it + 3 .4 3 +2? Whit does this

suggest to us about this kind of arithmetici'



*.

Is (1 + 2). 3= 1 +(2 + 3)?

Is 1 (1 + 2) `-1.- (1a4: 1) 2?

Check some other examples. What does thie suggest to us?

Let's comparephis new arithmetic with ordinary arithmetic.

1; What are the fiumberi.of the Odinary arithmetic? Of t s

arithmetic?

2. Does additiOn have the commutative propertrin this new arithmetic?

3. Doss addition have the essotiative propeity in this new arithmetic?

4.\/s there an identity element (in element which when combined with

any other element produces the "otherr element itself,as the result)

fon addition in this,rew arithmetic?

We .call this new kind of arithmetiC smodaar'arithmetic", and the

number 4 is called the modulud. We say'this system is arithmetic mod

The,arithmeticAof'the

cepwrite an addition

three-minute egg'timer it' arithmetic mod 3. We

table for mod 3, mod mod 8,-- we- car; haveas
4 \.

many modular arithmetic. as, we haVe natural numbers.'

Exercises *- 1

Make an 4ddition table fkxc mod 3, mOd.5,
"WO

are the numbers for each?

2. Using the mod 5 ,ddition table,

1 + 2 2 - 4

3 - 1 4 -+

0 ". 3 (3 + 2)t 4

4 + 1 3 + (2,4-4)

(4 7 2) 10" 3

-(3. -.1.)t)z,* (2

4 - '(2"- 3)

3 + 2

3'4' 4

4*

1 - 2

):3 .2

If

mod 6, and migd

4

A'
simpler names

(3 4)

(2 -'3)

(1 - 4)

for:

. 3

- 3

4. 4

What

3 (3.- 1)

(3 +'2) + (2 - 1) e (4 )

A

0
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3. You have only a fivpmipute clock. How many times wculd the hand

go around if you were using it to tell you when 3 minutes had

passed? Where would the hand be at the and of ,the 2, minute

interval? If you continue then for .15 minutes where is the hand?

Can you figure out an easy way to work problems likelr_this

without counting on the Clock? Try it.

Ehat j Aa fteration?

We are familiar with the operatUns of ordinary arithmetic 7
r-

f addition, multiplication, subtraction, and divisiob. In the pi.eceding

exercises-we did a different kind of operation. We made a table for

the new addition. This operiNn'is defined hy the table,'because it

tells us whai we get when we put two numbers' together. .Study.the fol-

lowing tables.

(a)

( )

(d )

+
3,4 51

2 3 4.. 5 '1- 2 .

' 3 4 5 1 2 3

5 1 2 3 4 .

5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 34 5 6 7 8
3 4 -5 6 7 8 9
4 5 6 7 8 '9 10

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
6 '7 8 9 10 11 12

7 8 9 10 11 12 1

8 9 10 12 , 1 2

9 10 11 12 1 2 3

10 11 12 1 2 3 4
11 12 1 3 4 ,5 .

12 1 2 5 6

(h)
3

5

7
9

8 9
9 110

10 11
11 12

12 1

1 2

, 2 3

3 4,

4 5

5 6

6 7

7 8

7

8
10
12

8 10

10 12
12, 14
14 16

12

14
16
18

10 11 12 1

11, 12 1 2

12' 1 2 3
' 1 . 2 3 4
2 3 4 , 5

3 4 5 6
4 5 , 6 7
5 6 7 8

6 7 8 9
7 4143 9 10

8 Sr 10 11

9 10 11 12 .

) ?,
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We see that these tables show us a way to put 'two things together

to get qpe and only one thing. For example,

2 4. 2 a 4 in both tables (a) and (c)

2 Ei 1 = 5 and 2 D 2 = 6 in tabl? (d)

P2 * P3 = P5

When we have a wgy of puttingtwo things of a given set together

- to get a third, we say we.have a binar* overation. For instance,

8 Ind 2 when added gives ui 10.

8 and 2.when.mu1ilp1ied gives us 16..

8.and 2 when "sumptified" gives us 18. When 6 and 4 ars

sumptifded.we get 16. 5 and '1 when sumptified give us

U. Were any of the tables a "sumptification" table?

This doesn't mean that we can always put things together in any

order. For *simple,

2 01 = 5, but 1 L7 2 =,4
'.

For this nation, we must first remember that 'when,ve eippsined howv

to read a table we.decided to write the element in the left hand column
*

fir#t slid the4element in.the top-row second with the operation's symbol

between them. W must-then remember to examine each'new operation to

see if it.is.commutative and associative.

Exerciseit - 2

Use the tables of 4iiperation On page 3 to answer these questions,

,,.(a) .3 +

-1
"(ti)

A

= ? if- use table. (a)

,ifwuaetabie (1i)
..1111,

A(a) 12' s 12

(b) 10 t

(c) 3 0:1 =

=



(d) 0 2 = (d) 1 a 3 =

(e) 1-4 1 =

(f) 11 + 12 = (f) 2 0 3 3

Which of the binary operations described in the tables on page- 3,

e

are commutative? .associative? Is.there an easy way-to tell if at

operation is comiutative when you examine a table ,of operations?

What is it?

3. Are the following binarroperations commutative? aseociative?

(a) Set: All natural numbers less than 50.

Operation: Twice the first added to the second.

Example: 3 combined with 5 producee 11 (2 i.3 + 5 = 11)
A

( ) Set: All natural-numbers between 25 and 75.

Operation: The first or ldeser number.

Example If the two numbersiare-28 and 36; the ibird number

apci4t.d with them by thili operation is 28.

(c).- Set: natural numbers between 500 and, 536.

. t4?Iptertion: The second or greater number..

,

Examp1e: If the 'iwo numbers,are.520 8nd°509 the third number

ie 5 26 .

i(d), set: The prime numbers

Operation: The larger Amber,.

(e) Set: All natural numbeii.

.0peration:' tetst Cdpson Multiple.:

Example: If ,the numbers are 4,an4 6, the third number determinedrfr

4

by this -binary operation ie 12 .

( f ) AU nattara numberi.

Ope;;ation: Greatest C4mmon tactoi.
V A

(g) Sit: All natural numbers..

Jo.

t

,
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Operaticc: Given two natural numbers, m and *n the result of

the operation 45 mn.

(h) s.tiiJm, .priMa' numbers.

Operation: The latior number.

(i) Sett', Gallon cans of paint in different colors.

rOperation: Nixing Taint. ,

Mike :up a tatle for az operatl.on that has the commutative
;.

property-

Make up a table for n operation ,which does nOt have the commutative

proPerty.
r.

More bLs_..: _ut Cloisure

We alreasay have an acquaintance,with the idea of closure. What do

you remember from that brief introductiOn?

We recall that a set is closed ttadOr an operation if we caa allays

do thaj....,peration on any two members of the set and get a third Imusb'ar

which is a member of the same set: The two members wa start with may

be the, same one. 'For example,

(1) V. observed that the mot of even numbers is closed

under addition; This means_ that if we add any two even

numbers-, we get a third even qumber.

2

14

44 + 86 = 130

+ 2

.+ 6

=

=

4

20

(Ws used tha same number. A

(2) We observed that the set of odd riunibers is not closed

under addition. This means that if, we add two odd numbers

we do not gat a third odd number. For xample, 3 + 5 = 8.

;Es this a case where one example is enough te show, that

.'closure does not hold? We ban actually give mbre examples.

The am of two odd numbers is alwaya outside ya set of odd

numbers:

2 8 3

S.
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(3) We observed that the met of natural numbers is not

closed under subtraction, Oft int-take a pair of numbers,

6 and 9 and subtract. 6 - 9 but no natural nuaber has

\the name, 06 - Yet, we can subtract 6 from 9 to give

us the number, 9 - 6. The standard symbol for this number,

(4) V. observed that the set of natuisal numbers is not

closed wader di4ision. It is true gpit I is a natural

number, but there is no nature' number, I.. Wbat2are some

othr.lustrations of closure, that is, sets closed

under az operation and setlenk closed under an operation?

'Exercises 3

I. Study again the tables on page 3. Wbdch sets are closed umder the

operation? Which sets are not closed under the operation? How do

you know?

Which of'the systems described below are clostid?

(a), The set of evin humbers under addition.

(b) The set of even numbar:s,under multiplication;

.,(c) The,set of edd numbers under multiplication.

(d) The'set of odd nuaers under addition.

(e) The ski of multiples of 5 under addition.

(f) The set of-uultiPles of 5 under subtzaction.

;

'.(1g) The set.of even numbers u4'd telling time under'clock addition.

(h) The set of odd numbers used in telling time under clock addition

.(i) The sit-of numbers mod I under subtraction.

'(j) The set of natval numbers less tban 50?vnder Ihe operation

where the third number is the smaller of the two numbers.



(k) The set of prime numbers under addition.

' (1) The set of numbers whose numerals in base I,. end in '0' or 12'

under a4dition.

im) The set of numbers whose numerals in base 5 end in IP under,

addition.

Identities

In our study of the number one in .ordinary arithmetic, we observed

that any number multiplied b7 1gave that same number, that is, the

product of any number and 1 is the number, jile,

2 x = 2 3 x 1 = 3 156 x 1 = 156 a x or, for
3 3

any number in ordinary arithmeti
A

In our study 6f the number sero, we (a erved ttat the sum. of 0

and any number in ordinary arithmetic gave the number, that is,

8 82 + 0 = 2 3 + 0 = 3 468 + = 468 .5+0=3 or for-any number in

ordinary arithmetic, n + 0 = n.

Qa,T, is the identity for multiplication in ordinary arttbmetic,

Zimo is the identity for addition in ordinary arithmetii.

What it the identity for the arithmetic Of the 4-minute clodk?

for our ordinary clock?

What tables of operation in Exereises i have identities? What is

C
the identity for aach?

If we add two

eall them additive
A

Inverses

thingscand get the.idantity for,a4di on, then we.
N\

inverses of eabh-Rther. For e c". in the table

0.12
. L---0

0 2 3
1

\
1 2' 3 0

2 2 0 1
.

. 3 .3 0 1 2

( 0 is the identity. e
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These pairs of numbers,t2 and 2, 3 and 1, 1 and .3, are said to be-

inverses of each othtir. Each element of the set has an inverse. The

inverse of 0 is 0, the inierse of 1 is 3, the inverse of 2 is 2, and

4""4""
the inverse of 3 is 1.

ggercises - 4

1 Study tables on page.1.)11,

(a) Which tables have an identity and w,hat is the identity?

(b) Pick out inverses in these tables. Does each member of

the set have an inverse?

Some Algebrltic Systems

4

We have an algebraic system when the following statements are true:

1. There is a set of things these things need not be nuabers.

2. There are one or more operations.

3. There are some properties concerning the operations and the 4ets

---of things -- such as the commutative.property, the associative

property, closure, identities, inverses.

.Latts look at egg-timer arit etic -- arithmetic mod 3.

(b)

1 2 0
1
2

2

0
0

1

Z

,1

2
0

It.has a set of things. These are numbers -- 0, 1, 2.

It has 4he operation, +.

The'operation of ± has the commutative property. Can

you pell by the table? h so, how? We cam make some

checks too. 1 + 2 = 0 and 2 + 1 = 0, so 1 + 2 = 2 + 1.

(9/ There is an idritity for the opefation, + (the numter 0).

Every Jomber of thok set has an iaverse for the operstian +.
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Algebraic SY4tema. withput. be
4

mavhaye algebraic systems without number in them. 'Suppose

we invent one. What do we need?,

We must have a set or things. Than, we need-some kind of operation --

t

something we can do wig two of the things to get a third. And there

must be properties concerning the operation and the things in the iset.

Let's start°, with &post card -- really any.rectangular shaped cid
...

will do. Instead of a set of numbers we iiill.have a set of changes of
,

1 ,
iposition. We will a only. those changes yfilch make the,card loft

like it did in'the 'beginning (except that the marks on the -corners may

be m4ved'aroUnd). How many of these.changeb are.t

lik

We may'istart.with

original loo!sition. We

it in somw_positilon w
to

will say it loóks

ch7.wel wi call the.

Lettais in the corners of the card will help ue see the different
.

.

Oaangee. position mmay be like this. The change of position

was turning the card from its original position on its horizontal axis.

p.

Horizoiat}al'aiciti

A.second ehange of.position 14 this:
.

(Turn the card from its original

position on its vertical axis,)

There is a third change.MN.*

Vertical axis

wemay turn the card from itsriginal

position halfway ak?und its center. It looks like this:

8- 7
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Another change is to leave he eard alone.

Here are t--t6ur changes of po

C D
V

01.

We can now make up our mathematical tem. The set of things in

our system is the set of changy 11 Hp

tion. Let's make up one -- it is *.

H * V means to first do change R

Then, do change V'

This finakposition is the

saMe change as change R. S

What shsll we çLU this operation?

mplete this ta

V
4 11 R"..

V H
H I

and R.

4

We will need an opera-

B

really an operation? What properties exist between th qeration '

end set of things?

EXercises 5
4.

1. Examine the table of operations for the dhanges-Of.the /wts..ngle.

(a) Is the set closed to this operation?.
4.):

N.
(b) Is the,Opearatia commutativei

(c) Is the operation associative?
der

-(d s there an identity for,thi operation?

- ' 288,,
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2. Here is another system of changes. Take a triangle

with two eqUal sides. Label the corners'"A",'w134,-

so it wi4 look like this:

The set for the system will consist of tyo changes:

The first change, called I, will te "leave alone'.

The second changekalled M, will be "flip the

triangle around its verticaxis."
4

WI will mean flip the triangle about the vertical axis and then

leave the triangle alone. How will the triangle look.--'like it was

left alone,,I, or like the change M was donel'T

The operation, called -1014 is: First do , and then do

Always start the operation with the triahile in this position.

Does M°I M or dOes.M0I I?

Complete the table below:

(b) Is the set closed for this operation?

(c) Is the operanon clxamutative? associative?

(d) Th there'in identity for the operation?

(e) Does each member of the set pave an inverse for the operation?

3. Make a t r iangli with three equal sides. Label its corners "Am, 9",
4

"C", like this: The set for this system will

be made of six c1nges. Three of these will be flips about the

,ates, and three will be,turning the triangle around its cent4.,

Ir
4.?
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,Make a table for these chanes.. Exaiine the tabli. -Isthis

operation cOmmutative? Is tpere an identify change? \poes each

c''\
change have an inverse?

Try making a table of changes for a square. a

There are eight changesd What are thei? Is there an tdentity

9tange?
Is the operation cqmmutati/e?

411$is is the table ot changes of licriangle )1ith two equal sides.

4

Fill in thivtable of o;eration for addition

modulus two. / 0 1

Suppose a "0is.put in place or,every*I" in the table of symmetry,

and a,*1." is put in place of eve* *m" and a " * is put in place

of the "0". What :would the resulting table be?

The two tables use different symbolsm,,tut have the ammo patteil

We may then expect them both to havb the was properties.

Another mathematical system which does not use numbers is the'

system of changing tires on a tricycle. Suppose tires on a

tricyclf; are labeled, lila this: AO

By switiching two tires we could get

AO 0

or' or
C 4( OB A eC B 0

Bt OC

By switching all three tires we could get,

BO 1 ,colk

C I A
or

A0.4.40B
The set is made of tire switches, not tires.

What -will th! C rp 45rat icul be?
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(D) Give a nams,to each qf he five switches above. Let "I" be

the "identity switch", hat is the iwitch whiChmakee no

change at all. Make J1table for the spit= of switching

tires on a tricycle..

_Does this table have the same Pittern As the table of changes

for a triangle, with three equal sides?

Was-the- operatian for changes of the triangle cdmantative?.

Is the operation 4 tire switching commutative? Gbeck aid

see

7: There aii'three piptures on the wall% We pan leave them alone,

switch two, or swiirch all three in various ways.. See you can

maks a system and a table for switching pictures. Remember to

have a system you, need a set of things, ahd an operation.'
0 4

properties do you,find in this system?

Algebraic systems may be defined without

model. This can be; done by merely giving,the

result of combining any two of them. Each of

defInes an algebiaiC 5746m.
t

4 X

,L\

,

even haring -a geometric'

set of eledeuats,and the

the following three tables

1

E:=]X
[=! X V a6,
X!-av LE]

E:rx
2



1. Use these tabltla

.6

W R'=(a)

(b) a/1(v X =

(c) V iv

1
d) R W

Exercites &
/

to complete (lift following

(e)f Pi 4.1. fv,2

t ( V)/ P2. P3 =
I ,

)
*

f(h)

3

statements .correctly.

(i) V ruE=1=

(i)

(10' R r R =

(1) P3 * P3 =

2. Whicb one,or ones, of the binary operationa Tr,.* 00 has an identity
r I

element? What is it i ' each oaie?

7)
Which one,. or onei, ofitile:operations rv is Commutative?

Prove your sitatiment.

the tables to IcieMpute" the following [AlsUme that.parenthesesr
[

mean that the quantity endlosed by them is to be compUted first

I

then treated as. a.single.

.130 * (#1 * !4
(P 41.'4P ) ,-1, *. r2,-0

'(c) PO * (1.'1 * P3Y=

(d) (Po * Xi) .* P3

(a) (P2 * PO) * 7P31=
4

Does either table (b) or table (c) seem to represent an-associative

operation? ,Wksy? How could you prove your statement? What,would another

element):

(i)

(g) Ai I( in',
\,

(i) (V :Ne ri) I =

(j) (E72411-L) =

0

shimesMMENO

.S.M0011M11.

4
person have to do to prIve you wrong?

Systems of. !El.tural Numbers and Whole Numbers

The natural numbersform an aleebrai.c system under bipth the ope,ra-

tions of additions and im4ltiplitation. What

The natural nuabil:rs have-an identity'element

tion. What is it? Do th'ey haVe, an identity

addition?

are someaof tleir properties?

wltD4respect,to multiplicar

element witspect.to
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If we take theosystem of natural numbers and on,,XMore element,

the number zero, we get A new and differept mathematical System called'

the aystent ar whole numbers,. Which of the properties'listed for the '

natural numbers are also possessed'by the 'whole numbers9 po the whole .

numbers have any additional properties?

.

Exeraises - 7

1. List the properties of,thene mathelatical systems. How are they

'the same? In what-ways are they different?

94

(a) The system: of naturaDnukbers mid addition andvmultiplication.

(b) The system of whole numbers under addition and multiplication.

V.

(c) The system whose set is'the set of odd numbers and whose

operation is multiplication.,

(d), The system whose set is the set made up of zero and the

multiples of 3, and whose operation is multiplication.

(e) The system yhose set is the set made up of zero and the

\ multiples of 3,_and whose operation is addition.

(f) The system whose set is the even numbers'and whose operations-
is.addition.

(g) The system whose set is the fractions between 0 and 1 and

whose operation ismultiplication.

(h) Tile,sake sat as in (g).u)sider the operation of addition.
4,

2. Make up an algebraic sYsteM (a combination of a set -and an operation)

of your*Own. Make at least a partial table for your,system. (Could

you make CoMplete tables fo the operations in Exercise 7 as we

/

cOUldifor those in ExerciSe.6? Why?Y List the properties of your

system.

Li
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'More about Modulai. Arithmetic

- 'We have seen, mod,...klar ai:ithmetic for addition. If we put in multi-;

plication we Will get a different mathematical syStem. both
Ole

operations modular arithmetic will be moi4 like ordinary L.ithmetic.

S.

Complete the multlication tables for

andmod 5

2

mod 8

0 0 000
012 3 4 1 0 1

2 0 4 1 2 2 0 2

0 3 1 0 3

4 0 4 4 0, 4
5 JO 5

6 0 6
7 0

0
2

4
6

o 0 0 0 0

4 5 6 7

6 0 2 4 6
1 -

AIN

, Imp 0/.

,List the properties. (commutativ, associative, closure, identity,

inverse). Does the distributive prbper47-for multiplication over

additiOn. hold? Is it true that if a prochtt is zero At least one

of the.fa-ctors is ziro.in mod'5? in mod .8?

Modular arithmetiCs 2ay be thought of-as matheliCal systems

with two.operations. Just e'can solve problems using ordinary

arithmetic, we can solve problams,using modular arithmetic.

,A

I

Finl 'the sam of:
A .

(a) l and 5 mod 8

(b) 4 and 3 mod 8

ê(c) 4 and 4 mtd 8

(d) 4 and 5 mod 8

(e) 0 and 6Anod 8

.(f) 6 and 7 d'od 8

Exercises - 8

) '3 and 2.mod 8

(b) 6 and 5 mod 41.

(c) 7 and 7 mod 8

.(d) 0 and 2 mod 8

(e) 7, 3, 5 e;1E 1 mol 8

(f) 6 7, 7 and 5 mod 8

Z



(g) ;;11, 5 and:2 mod 8

(h) 7, 6.aild 4 mod

(i) 3 7.and 6 mod §

(j) 4 and 2 mod 5

(k) '7 and 2 mod 8

(1) 7 and 2 mod 9 mod 12 (0, 2, 4 and-'6)

(m) 7 aid 2 piod 10 (1) ihe first three prime numbera

Cr-

(g) .5 and 4 mod 7

(h) 6, 3s 5 and '5 mod 7

(i) 10,.8, 6 mod 12

(j) 12, 3, 9, 2 mod 15

(k) the first foUr even numbeis

the first three even mod 9

7numbers, mod 9 4(0, 2 and 04 the Multiples of three that are

between 0 and 141in arithMetic

(o) the multiples of three mod 15

(n) the greatest commonafactor of

f )

that axe betyeet 5.and

10 in ar4hMetic mod 12 4, 6 and 8, and the greatest

. commOn factor of 6 and 9 in

sx4Ohmetic mod 12

(0) the numbers less than 10 in

arithmetdc mod 13.

2. Find the products:

(a) 3 x 5mOd 8

(b) 2 3 mod 8_,

(c)

(d)

(0)

(f)

CO 32 mod 5,

(h) 72 mod 8

(i) 6 x 4.-Mod% 5

01 3 'x.is`x\ 6NMod

- (k) 43 mod

.2 x 3 mbd 4

2'x 3 mod 5

2 ±3 mod 6

x 8 mod 7

,-00.0"'"3

(a) 2 x 7 mod 8

(b) 5 x 3 mod 8

(c) 5 x 3 mod 9

(d) 5 x 3 mod 10

(e) 12 x 14 mod 18

(f) 62 mod/3

(g)
.2

10 mod 12

(h) .7 x 7 mod 9

(i) 8 x 2 x (5 4- 4) mOd

(j) + 4) x (9 - 5) x (5 - 2 )mod 12 is

(k) 'Omod 9

2

.4111
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Find the,cluotients;,

,

Remembr that divis'ion is always defined after we knoxLabOut. multi-
- ,

plication. Thusi, in ordinary arith :quietic the estion "six divided
, ,

-\

by 2 is what?" means, really,' "six itd by multiplying-2 bi

AitatY" An operation which begins w th one of the numbei-s and the

"answer to another binary operation and asks for the- other number

is called, an inverse' operation.- Division is' the inverse operation

of . mult ipli Cation:. .

':

. (a)----4 Arod 8 (a). %-(5' mod-8 .

k
,

.

1

(b) iaod 8

(c) 1 111040178, (c) 4141 mod 8' ,
.

,

.

(d) .i mod -5 (4. '-4 mod 5
,

4

(a)# g2- iliod '5(,\ / . (e) i mod 5

(f) 3 mod. it (f) 2 'mod 10
3 .

, r
...-..,

I. Compute: Remember, subtraction is the inverse operition to addition.
,'N

4

(a) 7 - 3 mod 8 (a) 7 - 5 mod 8

(b) 3 - 7 mod Et
ge,

(b) 5 - 7 mod 8

,.,

(c) 9 - 2 mod 10 (c) 10 - 3 mod 11;s
. 0

. -.

(d). 2 - 9 mod 10 (d) 3 - 10 mod 11
...

. ,
.(e) 3 - 4 mod 5 , (e) 2 - 5 mod6

(f) 3 4 mod 5 (f) 2 - 5 'mod 10

(g) 2 - 5 mod 9 (g). 2 - 6 mod 12

(ti) 3 - 7 mod 12

(1-) 4 - mod 9

(.1') 4 - 8 mod 9

(k) Does (4-7)=(1-4) in

arithmetmod 8?

(1) Poet (6-2)=(3.9) in

arithmetic mod 10?

(1) 4 - 8 mod 12

) 4 - 9 mod 12

(k) For what modulus does 1 - 3 = 5?

(1) For what modulus does 5 - 9 .= 10?
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5. Study this modular ithmetic table:

(a)

X"I. 0

O0
1 0'

0

3V0
0

5 0

1 2 3

0 0 0

2 3

4 0
3 0 3

4 2 0

5 ,.4 3 °.

4 5

0 0
4 5
2 4
p 3

4 2

2 / 1

Whkit is 5'x 5 mod 6?_ In this product the factors were

When a product,has two identical factors we call one.of thepa

'the. same.

the square root of the prodUct. '5 is the square root of 1 in

arithmetic mod 6. kre any' Other examples like this listed in,

the table?

(b) Does 1 haveNany sqUare roots other than 5?

(c) Does every nUmber have two different square roots?

(d). Does any numbei. have just.ona square root?

(e) Does any number have.no square rOotsist all?

(f)

A

Fill in this chart:

N b_BELs_d_

0
Sauare Ro.oter

1

2
. .

5 t
6. Consider the system of natural.numbers.

,

(a) Can'you find a number that has-a square root? What is it?'
\-1

(b). Does more than one number have a'square root?

(c)1 Does every numbei- have a squarrtrvot? Prove.it.

(d)
1

Does any matural number have more than one square

(e) Fill in the chart

. 4

root?

with names of natural numbers tess than 110. 4k

-


